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IS THE PRO-DAWN MAN A MYTH? 

BY WILLIAM K. GREGORY 

Professor of Vertebrate Palaeontology, Columbia University; Curator of Ichthyology and 
Comparative Anatomy, American Museum of Natural History 

As Professor Osborn has already informed the readers of Human 

Bro.oey, he has for some years past been carrying on a running debate 

on “The Myth of the Ape-Man” with his devoted friends and former 
students at Columbia University and the American Museum of 

Natural History. 
We should have been recreant to the trust with which he has always 

honored us if we had refused to take up the gage which he threw 

down before the astonished assemblage of Chinese students, after his 

famous vision in the wilderness of Mongolia in 1924. Evidently 
it was his generous and magnanimous desire to “start something” 
and to the extent of our modest powers (and true to the Hibernian 

strain in us) we have accommodated him. 

The readers who are the judges of this “debate”’ obviously need 

to have before them the definitions of terms, the postulates adopted 

by either or both parties, their different viewpoints and methods of 

reasoning and, last but not least, the facts and alleged facts submitted 
for consideration by both sides. Unfortunately for the judges, the 

“debate’’ has been carried on before different audiences and reported 

in many different journals and books, so that each audience and each 
reader hears or sees only a fraction of the entire material. Professor 

Osborn therefore has earned everyone’s gratitude for his masterly 

summary of his position in the first number of Human Bro.oey.' 

1“Ts the Ape-Man a Myth?,” Human Broxoey, Vol. I, No. 1, p. 4, 1929. 
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OPPOSING VERSIONS OF THE APE-MAN THEORY 

Now if we are to have a debate on the Ape-Man theory and if 

the debate is to be a real debate, we should be defending and attacking 
the same thing and not attacking one thing and defending a partly or 

quite different thing. And yet the former is exactly what we are not 

doing. Professor Osborn, especially in his latest article, is attacking 

an “Ape-Man” theory of his own making and we are defending an 

Ape-Man theory of our making and the two are not the same thing at 

all. 

Our Ape-Man, which was in the field as early as 1916, many 

years before Professor Osborn’s version of the ‘‘ Ape-Man,” was neither 

a chimpanzee nor a white man but much nearer, on the whole, to the 

former, especially in its deeper anatomical characters. On the 

other hand, every characteristic ascribed by Professor Osborn to 

his version of the “‘Ape-Man”’ (op. cit., p. 4) is that of a specialized 

chimpanzee. The most fundamental inferred characters of our Ape- 
Men were: (1) that they were members of the anthropomorphous 

subgroup of Old World primates; (2) that at an early period they 

left the forests and came out on the plains, probably somewhere within 

the known range of the anthropoid stock in Miocene and later times, 
that is, from France to northern India and from West Africa to South 

Africa; (3) that perhaps even before they left the forests they could 

walk and run erect on the ground like the gibbon; (4) that the relative 

lengths of their fore and hind limbs, whatever they may have been, were 

gradually refashioned in adaptation to running on the plains; (5) that 
after millions of years of life on the ground, the foot of the descendants 

of the Ape-Man was externally transformed into the human type, but 

internally retained clear traces of a former “biramous” condition in 

which the adductors and abductors of the ape-foot were still functional, 

although reduced in size; (6) that the humerus of the Ape-Man was 
closely akin to that of the brachiating anthropoids and has remained 

so even today; (7) that the hand of the Ape-Man was originally that of 

a primitive brachiator, a true hand, not a fore-foot, but that it was not 

as much specialized for brachiation as that of the chimpanzee; (8) 

that the thumb of the Ape-Man had not reached the exceptionally 

large size that it has in man and was not as much reduced as it is in a 

chimpanzee. These and many other characteristics were assigned to 

the Ape-Man by us after a full presentation of the evidence. For 

instance, we imputed to him an adult dentition of thirty-two teeth, 

in which all the lower molars exhibited the “‘ Dryopithecus pattern” 
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and in which the total number and location of the principal molar 

cusps were the same as in Dryopithecus and in the Neanderthaloid 

skull of Le Moustier. 

As to the geological period in which our Ape-Man lived, we ten- 

tatively assigned the Lower Miocene, a period reckoned by Barrell 

as some twenty million years distant, but we have always held that 

the time and place of his budding-off were much less certain than the 

source of his origin from the anthropomorphous Old World stock. 

The time of his first appearance may possibly, in our opinion, be as 

late as the Lower Pliocene or as early as the Oligocene. 

Now this is still the only genuine and original brand of Ape-Man 

that we are defending and we desire to disclaim all responsibility 

for the substitute ‘‘Ape-Man”’ that Professor Osborn is so vigorously 

attacking and so firmly attributing to us. 

THE ALLEGED “DIFFICULTIES OF THE APE-MAN THEORY”’ 

The “difficulties of the Ape-Man theory” cited by Professor 

Osborn are largely the difficulties of his version of the ‘‘ Ape-Man” 

theory rather than of ours. Thus he states that “the limb proportions 
of all the primordial races of man—the Trinil, the Neanderthal, the 

Cro-Magnon—had not revealed a trace of ape ancestry; they were one 

hundred per cent pro-human; they were indicative of long legs and 

short arms.”’ 

As to the Trinil man (Pithecanthropus), the forearm is utterly 

unknown; how then are the facts indicative that it was ‘‘one hundred 

per cent pro-human” in the proportions of the limbs? The Cro- 

Magnon comes from the very close of the Pleistocene and is uni- 

versally assigned to Homo sapiens. The legs are very long but the 

arms are long also, although not relatively to the legs. The skeleton 

suggests gigantism. The Neanderthal race has very short arms and 

short legs (fora man). It recalls the achondroplastic type of dwarf in 

some respects. Far less than one million years may be claimed as the 

estimated age of the known Neanderthal skeleton; thus according to 
our version of the Dawn-Man theory, the human race would have 

more than nineteen million years of intensive adaptation to plains- 

living (since the Lower Miocene) in which to lengthen its femur and 

shorten its hand and forearm so as to produce the ‘“‘one hundred 

per cent pro-human” proportions of arms to legs in the Neanderthal 

race, 
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The fact that the relative lengths of the arms and legs differ between 

the anthropoid group on the one hand and all known men on the 

other, is repeatedly stressed by Professor Osborn as an insuperable gap 

between them. Implicitly at least, he denies that the arms of man 

have grown shorter and his legs longer, since he attributes even to the 

pro-Dawn Man the human proportional lengths. The long arms, 

short limbs and small thumbs of the apes, he says in effect, commit 

them irrevocably to the forests; the short arms, long legs and large 

thumbs of man adapt him for life on the plains. All of an ape’s 

psychology and reactions are adjusted to forest life, while all primitive 

man’s life is adjusted to the plains. He admits that plains-living 
races of men can be driven into the forest and survive there but he 

seems to deny that any anthropoid ape could or did adapt himself to 

life on the plains. The former existence of the anthropoid Austra- 

lopithecus on the arid plains, many hundreds of miles south of the 

forests, is not noticed. 

Professor Osborn bases his conviction as to the fixity of differences 

in relative lengths of limb segments in different races upon his fifty 

years of study of the lines of descent of the horses, rhinoceroses, 

titanotheres and proboscideans. But for all that, I am unable to see 

how Professor Osborn’s magnificent studies in these groups of fossil 
ungulates really afford a reliable basis for his conclusions as to the 

Primates, members of an order whose entire morphologic heritage and 

life habits contrast so widely with those of the ungulates. It has been 

my inestimable privilege to have been closely associated with Professor 

Osborn in over twenty-five years of study of the phylogeny of the 

many lines of extinct titanotheres. I have also made many measure- 

ments of limb segments for our chapters in the titanothere monograph 

on the evolution of the limbs of ungulates. For over twenty years 
I have conducted graduate lecture courses and seminars on living and 

fossil mammals. From all this experience I have been impressed 
again and again by clear-cut examples of profound alterations through- 

out the skeleton, accompanying progressive increase in size or changes 

in the locomotor habits and habitus. Even in animals that remain in 

the same general way of life but merely increase in size, many great 

changes in the proportions of the limbs take place. For instance, 

the earliest titanotheres were small, comparatively light-limbed 
forms with relatively long and narrow front feet. Their collateral 

descendants, the latest and largest titanotheres, were almost ele- 

phantine forms with short and wide front feet. Moreover, in the 
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earlier foot the middle or third digit is preponderant over the others; 

in the latest it is only a little larger than the fourth. The ilium in the 

earlier forms has a narrow, slender blade, in the later ones it is a huge, 

fan-shaped blade. 

The relative lengths of the fore and hind limbs did not, it is true, 

change so much in these phyletic lines, but that, we may assume, is 

because they remained as quadrupeds moving over the plains. There 
are no known arboreal races of horses, titanotheres or proboscideans. 

Consequently we should not expect these races to furnish evidence by 

analogy as to what may happen when an arboreal race comes down on 

the ground and invades the plains. We must look rather to the 

marsupials and the edentates, where such examples are well known and 

generally accepted as facts by those best qualified to judge the 

evidence. In these cases, as when the arboreal phalanger-like ances- 

tors of the kangaroos came down from the trees and invaded the 

plains, great changes in the relative lengths of the different limb 

segments supervened. The grasping great toe became reduced and 

disappeared and the enlarged fourth toe became enormous. The 

opposite case, that of the tree kangaroo, where a formerly plains- 

living kangaroo reentered the forest and became modified for hopping 

in the trees, produced reversed modifications. The long fourth toe 

became very broad and relatively short, the long hind limb became 

secondarily much shorter and other surprising but well documented 

changes took place. These well known conclusions of Huxley, Dollo, 

Bensley, have been amply confirmed by our own studies and those of 

our colleagues. In short, it may be said that the study of the 

marsupials affords convincing evidence that the relative lengths of 

limb segments may change profoundly in connection with a marked 

change from arboreal to a plains-living habit. 

The peculiarly long legs and relatively short arms of man are quite 

evidently useful to him in his present life habits; but if, as other 

evidence abundantly indicates, he is descended from an arboreal, 

forest-living ape, then the probability that his exceptionally long 

femur has been lengthened from a somewhat shorter one is considerably 

increased. Moreover, if a short-legged form cannot give rise to a 

long-legged form, it is surprising that the remarkably short-legged 

human foetus grows up into a long-legged adult. 
These examples of Professor Osborn’s “difficulties of the Ape-Man 

theory” serve to bring out our opposite but mutually corrective and 

supplementary viewpoints. In general, he is profoundly impressed by 
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differences between forms, especially differences in proportion, which 

differences he has shown sometimes take millions of years to bring 

about; while I regard all skeletal lengths and dimensions as plastic 

in the long run, and am impressed rather by the presence in related 

forms of a common basic hereditary pattern that differs in the pro- 

portional development of its several parts. 

Professor Osborn regards Dubois’ term, Pithecanthropus erectus, 

as a “contradiction in physiological terms; for Pithecanthropus signifies 

‘ape-man,’ whereas erectus signifies a non ape-man.’”’ But is not the 

erect-walking gibbon an ape? And even the earliest Ape-Man may 

have been habitually erect, although not necessarily so. Indeed the 

studies of Abel on the distribution of the trabecule of the femur in the 

Miocene anthropoid Dryopithecus (which I regard as near the ancestry 

of man) led him to conclude that in this ape at least the upright 

posture was more habitual than it is in the modern great apes, and 

our own examination of the cast of this femur indicates that it was a 

very generalized type of anthropoid. 
As to the evidence afforded by the “fossil hands of two finely 

preserved specimens of the Neanderthal race,’’ if we concede both that 

“these were one hundred per cent human” and that they are half a 

million years old, they would still have had nineteen and a half 

million years since the Lower Miocene in which to lose whatever 

special ape-like characters they might have started with. It may 

well be doubted, however, whether the Neanderthal hands, if studied 

in sufficient detail, would be found to be entirely devoid of ape-like 

characters. But these objections to our Ape-Man theory lose most 

of their force in the light of the well established fact that even the 

modern human hand retains strong evidence of special relationship 

with the hands of the gorilla and the chimpanzee when compared bone 

by bone and muscle by muscle. Or, to put it the other way, no other 

known type of hand approaches so strikingly to the human type as do 

those of the gorilla and the chimpanzee, and this in spite of the small 

size of their thumbs. To assume that such resemblance is due to 

“convergence’’ would be to beg the whole question at issue. 

Because the thumb is small in chimpanzees and orangs, Professor 

Osborn assumes, first, that it was too small even in the primitive 

anthropoids for it to have given rise to the “‘unreduced”’ thumb of 

man, second, that a small thumb must necessarily become smaller 

and smaller as it has done in certain arboreal monkeys. But first 

we do not know how large the thumb was in the earliest anthropoids 
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and second, there is evidence that the human thumb is a progressive 

structure which very early increased in size and strength. In all 

known lower primates, indeed in the lower mammals generally, 

including primitive Eocene creodonts and insectivores, the thumb is 

never as robust in relation to the other fingers as it isin man. And no 

real evidence has been adduced that the thumb in the remote anthro- 

poid ancestors of man was as long as it isin man. Having in mind the 

small thumbs of chimpanzee and gorilla, Professor Osborn seems still 

to be under the impression that the ape-thumb is incapable of grasping 

an object firmly and that the thumb is held parallel with the other 

fingers, although many of Professor McGregor’s motion pictures 

show young gorillas and chimpanzees using their thumbs in grasping, 

as in man. The young gorillas and other anthropoids even have a 

perfectly good opponens muscle having the same relations to the sur- 

rounding muscles asin man. This has been repeatedly stated in the 

literature and has recently been verified in a young gorilla by Professor 

Morton. In other words, even the existing Mountain gorilla thumb, 

which may have suffered considerable specialization, retains such 
strong evidence of special anatomical relationships with the human 

thumb, that only its relatively small size is left for the opponents of 

the Ape-Man theory to emphasize. 

As to the Red Crag flints, “1,250,000 years of age,”’ presumably 

fashioned by fully equipped humans with large brains, even these are 

not too much to expect of human beings that were already some 

18,750,000 years away from the assumed Ape-Man starting-point in 

the Lower Miocene. Nevertheless it has yet to be proved that the 

Red Crag flint-makers were entirely devoid of special ape-like charac- 

‘ters. Even the Piltdown man, which Professor Osborn regards as 

somewhat later than the Red Crag flints, still retained a lower jaw 

of almost pure Dryopithecus type. 

In his latest paper Professor Osborn says nothing about the human 

foot, which in his earlier writings constituted one of the chief witnesses 

against the derivation of man from an arboreal “ape-man”’ stage. 

Thus in Man Rises to Parnassus he says (p. 181), 

. . the human foot retains no traces of the grasping foot and big toe of the 
higher apes. In short, the better we understand the human anatomy and mechan- 
ism of both the hand and foot and the more we learn of the fossil ancestors of man, 
the less close appears our relationship to the great anthropoid apes, the gorilla, 
the chimpanzee, the orang, and the gibbon. 
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The facts that even the modern human foot is fundamentally of the 

biramous type, as defined by Gregory, and that it retains the adductor 

and abductor musculature of the gorilla type, assuredly could not 

have been before Professor Osborn’s mind when he wrote the sentence 

quoted above. In short, it is the testimony of Keith, Weidenreich, 

Morton, Schultz, McGregor and the present writer that the better we 

understand the human anatomy and mechanism of both the hand and 

the foot, the closer appears our relationship to the great anthropoid 

apes. The sole of the human foot suggests that of the flat-footed, 

thoroughly terrestrial bear and looks very different from the hand-like 

foot of the chimpanzee. These superficial resemblances and differ- 

ences continue to deceive those who neglect its deep-seated gorilloid 

heritage. But in any fair and thorough evaluation, the evidence of 

the foot will weigh heavily in favor of the origin of man from a pro- 

anthropoid ape type.’ 

OPPOSING PHYLOGENETIC METHODS AND PRINCIPLES 

As Professor Osborn has given such a clear statement of his phylo- 

genetic principles (p. 7), I may perhaps be pardoned for making some 

reference to the procedure which I adopted in coming to the conclusion 

that man is an offshoot of the anthropoid stock. 

The study of evolution should to my mind rest primarily upon the 

study of classification (including phylogenetics) of recent and fossil 

vertebrates. I have thus spent many years studying the detailed 

classification of the classes, orders and families of fishes, amphibians, 

reptiles and mammals. Man unquestionably belongs in the class of 

mammals, of which he is in every way typical. He also belongs in the 

order of Primates, as admitted by all who are competent to judge the 

evidence. The Primates is an order in which remarkably few fossil 

remains are known in comparison with those of other mammalian 

orders. On the other hand, the order of Primates still contains an 

unusually large number of “living fossils,’’ which in a broad way 

represent successive Primate faunas of past ages. Thus the tree- 

shrews (Tupaiide) are the modified survivors of the very dawn of 

Primate life in the Basal Eocene, the existing tarsier of Borneo is a 

survivor of the tarsioids of the Lower Eocene, the lemurs of Madagascar 

are the descendants (according to my conclusions) of the Adapidz of 

2 After these words were written I received a paper from Sir Arthur Keith on 
“The History of the Human Foot and Its Bearing on Orthopedic Practice,” 
which leaves no reasonable doubt as to the validity of these conclusions. 
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the Eocene. The South American monkeys are descendants of a 

mid-Tertiary South American stock, the Old World monkeys of an 

Oligocene Old World stock. The existing anthropoids derive from 

the Oligocene and Miocene pro-anthropoids. Man is utterly unknown, 

as such, in all this long record until the late Pliocene and Pleistocene 

and the expectation of finding him in the Oligocene has nothing but a 

hope in its favor. By literally hundreds of diagnostic characters he 

belongs with the anthropoid stock and with no other. And all the 
evidence repeatedly summarized by me indicates that man is an 

offshoot of a mid-Tertiary anthropoid stock which underwent a rela- 

tively rapid adaptation to plains-living life. Professor Osborn’s 

suggestion that many of his resemblances to the anthropoids are due 
to the prolonged common inheritance of characters distinctive of 

all the Primates, will not hold water, for as a matter of fact there are 

surprisingly few characters distinctive of all Primates. No, man is 

irrevocably tied to his lowly cousins by a host of detailed characters, 

which have been pointed out in a long series of papers since 1916 and 

which have been noted also by many authorities since the time of 

Darwin. 

Professor Osborn’s further suggestion (p. 8) that many other 

characters common to man and anthropoids are “‘due to the common 

possession by man, certain of the monkeys and all of the anthropoid 

apes, of certain family and social characteristics and traits,” assuredly 

would not account for the amazingly detailed agreements between 

man and the gorilla in the brain and brain stem as well as in the entire 

reproductive system including the placenta (Wislocki). 

Professor Osborn’s final statement is that “Many of the resem- 

blances that have been pointed out as proofs of direct ancestry of 

man and the anthropoid apes are simply proofs of common inheritance 

and of originally close kinship.’”’ Well, if this last statement be 

admitted, what then? At a meeting of the Galton Society held on 
March 2, 1928, Professor Osborn explicitly went on record as accepting 

my demonstration of the clear traces of former arboreal adaptations 

in the foot of man. On the same occasion I showed that man inherited 

a humerus that is substantially identical with that of the brachiating 

anthropoids, while Keith had long since pointed out man’s brachiating 

characters in the chest, abdomen, groin, etc. 

Against this array of evidence Professor Osborn advances only his 

firm belief in the “irreversibility of evolution.”” Even the slightest 

taint of the brachiating habit he insists must have led irrevocably to 
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the hooked hands of the gibbon and the loss of the thumb. On the 

contrary, the fact that the siamang, although a skilled brachiator, 

has a well developed thumb and that the Mountain gorilla’s thumb is 

obviously a powerful member, though short, shows that the thumb 

even in these recent, specialized anthropoids has not been hopelessly 

lost. 

In conclusion, the differences between Professor Osborn’s view 

and mine with regard to the nature of the remote pre-human ancestors 
of man arise from still more striking differences in viewpoint as to the 

nature of evolution itself. Broadly speaking, Professor Osborn’s 

conception of evolution seems to imply: (a) irreversibility in trend of 

reduction or enlargement of parts; (b) progressive intensification or 

reduction of function; (c) ancestors with one hundred per cent of the 

characteristics and potentiality found in descendants; (d) very 

restricted range of variability in each specific stage; (e) chance elim- 

inated, predetermination universal. 

On the other hand, my own studies on the phylogeny of fossil 

and recent mammals lead me to visualize evolution as follows: (a) 

a growing and very plastic process with occasional change or reversal in 

the trend of reduction or enlargement of parts; (b) with occasional 

change in the direction of function; (c) successive ancestors with 

growing or changing potentiality, opening out or restricting itself at 

each horizon; (d) variability irregular, sometimes very large; (e) 

chance universal and primordial; predetermination derived and 

secondary, solely a result of historical growth. 

Hence Professor Osborn’s pro-Dawn Man was predestined to 

be only man. My Ape-Man could still have reverted to an ape. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The analogies of the known history of the titanotheres, horses, 

proboscideans and other ungulates all lead to Professor Osborn’s 

prediction of an extremely early point of departure of the human 

branch from the older Primate stock. But the implied assumption 

of the uniformity of rates of evolution throughout the mammals 

finds no support in the facts as known to me. Man, as I visualize 

the evidence, was a unique departure in mammalian evolution. 

Taking advantage of all the many acquirements of the pro-anthropoid 

stock, such as stereoscopic vision, educable brains, high balancing 

ability, etc., the nascent Hominide carried their talents into a new 

field and proceeded to make over their locomotor habits and habitus. 
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The rate of heritable variability in the existing anthropoids is very 

high, but there is reason to suspect that in the nascent Hominide it 
was still higher. At any rate, the existence of widely different forms 
in the Lower Pleistocene and the excessive variability of human races 

today argue for a relatively high rate of evolution in the long hiatus 

between the primitive anthropoids of the Miocene and the perfected or 

nearly perfected human races of the Pleistocene ages. Hence I 

conclude that Professor Osborn’s pro-Dawn Man was not a myth but 
merely the heir and direct descendant of an earlier Ape-Man. 
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SOMATOLOGICAL NORMS IN TUBERCULOSIS AND 

HEART DISEASE* 

BY ALBERT G. LOVE 

Lieut.-Colonel, Medical Corps, U. S. Army 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The value of physical examinations —The uses of careful physical 

examinations are manifold. Physicians and health agencies now 

recognize as never before their importance in preserving the health of 

the individual; life insurance companies know that they are necessary 

to prevent excessive mortality among their risks; and all organizations 

of which the personnel must engage in arduous physical exercise 

realize that it is only by their use that the physically unfit can be 

excluded. With reference to the selection of the military personnel 

Baxter (1) quotes Vegetius as sayingin his Artof War: ‘‘ Anarmy raised 

without due regard to the choice of recruits was never yet made a 

good army by any length of service.”” Baxter adds that it is indis- 

putable that the extreme care in the selection of the material was one 

of the causes of the early invincibility of the Roman Armies. 

Satisfactory physical examinations should include not only the 

careful elicitation of all physical signs and the thorough use of refined 

diagnostic means, but also the estimation of the physique by weighing, 

and by measurements of height and other bodily dimensions. In 

the examination of the individual, the finding of abnormal weight is a 

danger signal, and warns the conscientious physician that there is a 

cause for which he must search. 

* Papers from the Department of Biometry and Vital Statistics, School of 
Hygiene and Public Health, Johns Hopkins University, No. 142. 

Grateful ackuowledgment is made to Dr. L. J. Reed, Professor of Biometry 
and Vital Statistics, under whose immediate direction these studies were con- 
ducted, for his very material assistance. 

Published with permission of the Surgeon General, U. 8. Army, who is not 
responsible for any opinion expressed or conclusion reached herein. 
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With reference to their value to life insurance examiners the late 

Dr. Brandreth Symonds, Chief Medical Director of the Mutual Life 

Insurance Company of New York, said (2): 

Only of late years have we become fully alive to the fact that the physique of an 
individual is a fundamental element in his selection as a Life Insurance risk. If a 
proper relation of weight to height and age is not secured when selecting a given 
group of risks, the mortality of that group will be high in spite of the utmost care 
in excluding all other unfavorable elements. 

Necessity for height-weight tables—Since the consideration of the 

relation of weight to height is important in determining the physical 

condition of an individual, the examiner must have available for 

reference tables of weight on height for the various ages, or age groups. 
If such tables are to be of real value they must be based upon sufficient 

and scientifically satisfactory experience, which has received correct 

statistical treatment. Even then such tables should be used as a 
guide only after a careful consideration of the individual case. 'To 

say that any one is underweight or overweight because he does not 

conform to the supposed average of his age group, which may or may 

not be the best indication of health and vigor, ignores at once all 
known variation of healthy individuals around the average or mean 
as the result of difference in body conformation, bony framework, 

and other elements of physique. The purpose of this study is to 

determine a method by which we may measure the value of a standard 
as an indication of health and vigor. 

Insurance weight-height tables —Apparently the first table of heights 

and weights was published in 1836 by Quetelet (3). One average 

weight and one average height were given for the ages of 20, 30, 40, 

50, and 60. The height and weight tables were gradually enlarged 
and additional details added. Among those published was one by 

Brent in 1844, one by Hutchinson in 1846, and one by Macaulay in 

1881 (2, 3). 
Hunter of the New York Life Insurance Company says that an 

American life insurance height and weight table was published in 

1869 (4), but apparently the first table based upon a considerable 

volume of statistics, which took age into account, was that compiled 

in 1897 by Dr. George R. Shepherd (2, 4). Several others based upon 

larger experience have appeared since that date. 

Army weight-height tables—Standards of the height, weight, and 

chest measurement for recruits for the U. 8S. Army were first published 

in 1887. Colonel J. H. Baxter, then an assistant to the Surgeon 
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General, may have been influential in having the standards adopted, 
for it will be recalled that he was the Medical Adviser of the Provost 

Marshal General after the enactment of the Draft Act in 1863, and 

that he was the author of Medical Statistics of the Provost Marshal 

General’s Bureau, in which he says (1): 

While the annals of recruiting contain copious details as to stature, the amount 
of information furnished upon the subject of weight is, for the most part, extremely 
meager. A principal reason for this is to be found in the fact that weight is not a 

regulated quality in any code of laws governing the enlistment of recruits. The 
circumference of chest thought to be indispensable as an accompaniment to certain 
degrees of stature is carefully laid down in the English regulations, but weight is 
not even mentioned. It is to be presumed that the matter is left to the discretion 
of the examining surgeon, with whom the decision as to the other qualities named, 
might, it is thought, be also left with advantage. A due proportion in the weight 
is quite as essential in the soldier as a well-formed chest, and is of greater impor- 

tance than lofty stature. In former times, when it was necessary to make use of a 
ramrod in loading a musket, men of a certain height were absolutely necessary for 
the service; but in these days of breech-loading arms, a man from 5 feet to 5 feet 
4 inches in stature, and well proportioned in build and weight is, caeteris paribus, as 
serviceable a soldier as can be desired. 

The Army is still using the same standard weight and height, 
with the single modification, which was only recently made, of 136 

pounds for 67 inches instead of 134 pounds. Permissible variations 

from these standards have, however, been added, instead of being 

left, as at first, to the discretion of the examiners, and the chest stand- 

ards have been reduced. 
Similar standards, with one weight and one chest measurement 

for each height for boys under 18, were published in 1894 for West 

Point candidates under that age. A new set of tables, specific for 

each age from 17 to 22, was adopted in 1904. These tables have no 

stated deviations, or variations, above or below the standard, and are 

apparently not satisfactory for the less rigorous requirements of the 

Reserve Officers’ Training Corps and Citizens’ Military Training 

Camp personnel. Consequently it has been recognized for some time 

by the Surgeon General’s Office that it was desirable to assemble 

experience data upon which to base a set of such tables. For this 

purpose during the latter part of 1926 Hollerith punch cards were 

prepared for 100,000 young men, ages 16-21, of whom approximately 

two-thirds went to the Citizens’ Military Training Camp in 1925 

and 1926, and the remaining one-third were of the Reserve Officers’ 
Training Corps of 1921 and 1922. Correlation tables were tabulated 
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for height to weight, height to chest measurement (exp.), and weight 
to chest, and the necessary constants were calculated. These data 

have not been published, but this will be done at an early date. 

Necessity of determining variation consistent with health—After 

the mean, or average, weight and chest measurement for each height 

in the various age groups were determined, the question was: Is 

the average weight for each height the best standard or measure of 
health and vigor; and how far can one deviate from an apparently 

satisfactory standard without excluding too large a number whose 
physique differs from the average but who nevertheless are healthy, 

and without admitting too many who are physically unfit? 

Such knowledge as might be obtained from the answer to this 

question would be of value not only to the Army but to all who are 
interested either in estimating the probable health and vigor of any 
person, or in using such material as a guide in the selection of indi- 
viduals who may have some obscure disease in its early stages which is 
affecting the nutrition. In the following, however, the discussion is 

largely limited to the Army standards and Army material, not through 

any lack of interest in other existing standards, but because it would 

be obviously impracticable to cover any others in the scope of this paper. 

The discussion is also limited to the question of underweight and 
low chest measurement, since these are the most important factors 

among young men. Nothing is said of overweight, which has for 

many years been recognized as so important among persons after 

35 years of age. 

PROBABILITY OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS AND VALVULAR 

DISEASES OF THE HEART IN ANY WEIGHT-HEIGHT OR 

CHEST-HEIGHT GROUP 

Material used.—The large experience with the Selective Service 

men during the World War seemed to offer a possible solution of the 

problem. The details in regard to the method of examination of 
these men, to the various abnormal conditions found (5), and to their 

anthropometry (6) have already been published and need not be 

referred to here, except in so far as is specifically necessary to develop 
our subject. 

Age.—The men included in the sample used in this study were of 

the first and second registrations, and were between the ages of 21 

and 30, with a mean age of 24.66 years. The following table shows 

the distribution per 1,000 (6). 
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TABLE 1 

Age distribution of Drafied Men per 1,000 

AGE NUMBER AGE 
21 97 26 
22 167 27 
23 145 28 

24 126 29 

25 108 30 

General Group.—The basic tables of height to weight, height to 

chest measurement (exp.), and weight to chest, were compiled from 

the physical examinations of the Selective Service men who went to 

the military camps between September 1, 1917 and April 1, 1918. 

Similar tables were not compiled for the men called after April 1, 

1918, nor for any of the 550,000 who were rejected by their local boards 

as physically unfit for any form of military service. 

These basic tables, including both healthy and diseased men, 

which we shall refer to as the ‘‘General Group,”’ comprise a large 

sample of the young adult male population of our country, ages 21-30, 

drawn at random from the various sections of the country, but selected 

to the extent that 14.2 per cent were held back by the local boards 

as physically unfit. 

The number of men included in the three basic tables varied some- 

what, owing to the omission in some cases of essential data from the 

reports of the physical examination. In this summary and hereafter, 

x denotes weight (pounds), y denotes height (inches), and z denotes 

chest measurement (exp.) (inches). 

TABLE 2 

Summary of data for men in the ‘General Group”’ 

Number of men included in correlation Tables (N): 

Height to weight 
Height to chest 
Weight to chest 

Means (m): 

Height (m,) .0020 inches 
Weight (m.) . .0126 pounds 

Chest (m,) ° .0014 inches 

Standard Deviations (c): (¢) 

Height in general (¢,) 71 
Height in relation to each weight (c,..) 2.38 

Height in relation to each chest (cy,.,) 2.65 
Height in relation to each weight and chest (ey..:).......... . 34 

.0014 

.0012 

.0014 

.0012 H+ H HH 
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TABLE 2.—(Continued) 

Weight in general (c.) 
Weight in relation to each height (¢:.,) 

Weight in relation to each chest (¢:.,) 

Weight in relation to each height and chest (¢:.,-) 
Chest in general {¢,) 

Chest in relation to each height (¢,.,) 

Chest in relation to each weight (e,..) 

Chest in relation to each height and weight (c:.y:) 

Correlation coefficients: (*) 

Height to weight (ryz) 
Height to chest (ryz) 
Weight to chest (r.z) 

Height to weight with chest held constant (ryz.:) 
Height to chest with weight held constant (r,:.z) 
Weight to chest with height held constant (r.:.,) 

Regression equation: (°) 

Weight on height 
Weight on chest = 

Height on weight .0752 + 56.90 

Height on chest .3182 + 56.93 

Chest on height .170y + 21.73 
Chest on weight .080z + 21.88 

Slope of the regression plane of the chest: (¢) 
Chest to weight with height held constant 

Chest to height with weight held constant 

Regression equation of chest on weight and height: (*) 

z = —.0982y + .0867z + 27.58 

(*) The “Standard Deviation” is a measure of the spread or scatter of any set 
of observations or variables around the mean of the group. Three times the 

standard deviation comprises practically the entire range. 
(°) The correlation coefficient expresses the relationship of one set of variables 

to the other one in question, or the tendency of each set to group or cluster along 
a central straight line. 

(*) These equations show the change in the mean value of the one variable in 
question with each change in the value of the other one used. 

(4) This shows the change in the value of the chest measurement with one inch 
of height or with one pound of weight, when the other one (weight or height) 
remains the same. 

(*) This equation shows the change in the mean value of the chest with each 
change in the value of the height and weight and also the change in the mean value 
of the chest with each change in the value of either the height or weight, when the 

other one remains at the same value. 

He HE He HE HE He He 

He He He He HE + 

Figures la, 1b, and le show the regression lines, straight lines fitted 
to the observed mean values of one variable for different values of 
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Fig. 1. MEAN AND REGRESSION LinEs. The m;-m, lines show the mean, or aver- 
age weight, for the entire number of men (868,445); the m,y-m,, the mean height; and 
m,-m,, the mean chest measurement (exp.). The 2%-% is the regression line of weight on 

height in Fig. 1 a, and of weight on chest measurement (exp.) in Fig. 1 c; the 9-9 of 
height on weight in Fig. 1 a, and of height on chest measurement (exp.) in Fig. 1 b; 
the 2-2 of chest measurement (exp.) on height in Fig. 1 b, and of chest on weight in Fig. 

le. These regression lines show the changing mean value of the one variable or meas- 

ure in question with the unit change in the value of the other one with which it is 

correlated. The small circles along the lines are the observed means. 
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Fig. 1 d shows the changing value of the chest measurement with either height or 

weight when the other one remains stationary. The a-a lines show the decrease of the 
chest measurement (exp.) as height increases when the weight remains stationary; and 

the b-b, the increase of the chest with the increase in weight when the height remaine the 
same. 
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the other. For example, the regression line of weight on height gives 

the adjusted mean weight of the men of any given height. The 

observed means are shown by dots along the regression line. Dis- 

regarding a few scattered observations at the ends of the lines, due 

probably to the small number of measurements there, it is evident 

from inspection that the lines fit the observed means: quite closely 

except for height on weight (y — y, Fig. la) and height on chest 

(y — y, Fig. 1b). There is then a linear relationship between the 

sets of variables, with the possible exception of height on weight, 

and height on chest. 

The increase in weight or chest measurement for each inch of 

height is uniform throughout the height scale, and as shown by the 

regression equations for the ‘‘General Group”’ it is 3.09 lbs. of weight, 

and .170 inches of chest measurement for each inch of height. Thus 

for one age group weight and chest measurement increase with height 

by arithmetic and not by geometric progression. 

The averages and constants in Table 2 and Table 3 probably 
differ from those assembled for the same age group and sex by actuarial 

associations, for their measurements are made with the applicant in 

his ordinary clothes without his overcoat, and usually, though not 

always, without his coat (3), whereas our men were measured naked. 

In addition their experience is only with selected risks from certain 

economic classes, and is probably not so random a sample from the 

general population as is our own. 

The correlation coefficients show that there is only a slight positive 

correlation between height and chest, a medium one between height 

and weight, but a fairly high one between weight and chest. The 

partial correlations, or those where one variable or measurement is 

held constant at one value while the other two are changed, show that 

with weight held constant, there is actually a small negative correlation 

between height and chest. Thus if there was a group of men all of 

the same weight but of various heights, as the latter increased the 

chest would become smaller. Conversely in another group all of 

the same height, the chest would increase as the weight increased. 

The rate of increase is shown by the regression equation of chest on 

weight and height in Table 2. Figure 1d shows graphically the change 

in the value of the chest measurement when either the height or the 

weight is varied, the other one remaining at the same value. When 
the military authorities, certainly from the early Roman days, and 

probably even before that time, insisted upon a well formed chest, 
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TABLE 3 

Calculated (regression) Weights and Chest Measurements for each Height for the 
General, Tuberculous, and Cardiac Group 

CHEST MEASUREMENTS (EXP.) 

(1N.) 
WEIGHT (LB.) 

HEIGHT (IN.) feng) a 
Valvular Valvular 

Heart | General Tuber- Heart 
culous 

Tuber- 
General peer 

Diseases Diseases 

111.5 
114.0 
116.5 

30.99 | 31.67 
31.16 | 31.82 
31.32 | 31.96 
31.49 | 32.10 
31.65 | 32.25 
31.82 | 32.40 
31.99 | 32.54 
32.15 | 32.69 
32.32 | 32.83 
32.48 | 32.98 
32.65 | 33.12 
32.82 | 33.26 
32.98 | 33.41 
33.15 | 33.56 
33.31 | 33.70 
83.48 | 33.84 

| 

| 

~~ _ on oo 

_ —" bad o 
121. 
124 
126. 
129. 
131. 
134. 
136. 
139. 
141. 

67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 

73 
74 

75 
76 
77 
78 

NOAMPWN HK OOHDHNBDNE 

ANOHRAWDONRNOSCH WOE 33.65 33.99 
33.81 34.14 
33.98 34.28 

OO WONNMNNINAH AHA 

g ie 6) 

they were unwittingly insisting that a due regard be given to the 

relation of weight to height. 

Diseased group.—For comparison with the ‘‘General Group” 

those with pulmonary tuberculosis and with valvular diseases of the 

heart were selected because they are the two most important groups 
of diseases with which the men were found to be underweight and to 

have deficient chest measurement, and because the diagnosis of them 

is often quite difficult. 

The tables published in Army Anthropology (6) are from the reports 

of the examination of such men as were detected with these diseases, 
not only in our ‘‘General Group”’ but also in the group of 967,486 men 
from the remaining 1,700,000. The constants are, however, furnished 

also for the early or ‘‘General Group.” These latter for pulmonary 
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tuberculosis are used here, but new ones for valvular heart diseases 

were calculated from a table consolidated from three separate ones on 

file in the Surgeon General’s Office. The separate diseases included 
were: 

Mitral insufficiency 4257 Aortic stenosis 
Mitral stenosis 1521 Combined mitral and aortic lesions 48 

Aortic insufficiency 377 Unclassified lesions 

The following table gives a general summary of the constants from the 

correlation tables for the two diseased groups, which are used in this 

study: 

TABLE 4 

Summary of data for men with Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Valvular Heart Disease 
in the “‘General Group”’ 

PULMONARY VALVULAR HEART 
TUBERCULOSIS DISEASES 

Number of men (N) 

Height and weight 6687 
Height and chest 6662 

Means (m): 

Height (m,) 

Weight (m.) 

Chest (mz,) 
Standard deviation (c): 

Weight in general (¢.)............. 

Weight in relation to height (cz.,).. 

Height in general (c,) 
Chest in general (c;) 
Chest in relation to height (¢;.,).... 

Correlation: 
Height and weight (r,-) 

Height and chest (ry-) 

Per cent of number in “‘General Group:” 
Height and weight................ 
Height and chest 

Regression equation: 
Weight on height................. 2 =2.52y — 39.72 Z 
Chest on height 2= .166y + 21.03 Z = .145y + 22.97 

67.78 

He He He He He He 

He He He HE HE He HEHE HE HE 

To repeat, this study is limited to the Selective Service men who went 

to military camps between September 1, 1917 and April 1, 1918, who 

comprise the ‘“‘General Group;’’ and to such of the men as were found 

upon arrival at camp during that same period to have pulmonary tuber- 

culosis or a valvular heart disease. 
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Additional cases of these two classes of diseases——The number of 

such cases, which were rejected by the local board prior to the depar- 
ture of the ‘‘General Group” to camp, is shownin Table 5. Probably 
those cases were the most advanced ones, and hence we may conclude 

that the ones which were detected only after the additional examina- 

tion at camp were the most difficult of the cardiac cases to diagnose, 

and the early or incipient ones of tuberculosis. 
Still another factor must be considered. During the early period, 

and especially so before December 15, 1917, during which time 516,212 

(5) men reported at camp, the camp examining boards were imper- 

fectly organized. This was recognized as unavoidable, for the urgent 

military necessity demanded the enrollment of men for training as 

rapidly as possible, and there was insufficient time to select properly 
the personnel and organize balanced examining boards. Consequently, 

special boards of examiners subsequently carefully examined all men 

enrolled during the early period, whose health was questionable, and 

many men with pulmonary tuberculosis and cardiac diseases, as 

well as with other abnormal conditions, were found and discharged. 

The approximate number of such cases is also shown in Table 5. 

TABLE 5 

Number of cases of tuberculosis and valvular heart diseases found by local boards, and 
by camp boards after enrollment 

| 

GENERAL REJECTED BY DISCHARGED 

LOCAL BOARDS’ | FROM CAMPS* 

Number Pe- 

Tuberculosis: | | | 

i er ere .53 | 13,362 .18 ‘ .59 | 24,193 | 2.30 

Suspected pulmonar | 0 | 5,097 : 5,097 -45 

Other organs............. 03 | 2,633] |: j 3,116 | .28 
Se . er 9% -56 | 21,092 ‘ : ° 32,115 | 3.03 

Valvular heart disease | ae 21,561 ‘ . J 30,678 | 2.91 
; ' 

«Data from this group used in the present calculation. 

> Estimated from the experience of the entire draft period to cover the period under discus- 

sion (5). 

«Estimated from the total number of men discharged from camps in the U. S. from September 

1, 1919 through March, 1918, to cover the period under discussion (7). 

¢This number is 17.66 per cent of the total of all forms of tuberculosis including suspected 

tuberculosis. 

¢This number is 26.4 per cent of the total. 
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These estimates are rather crude approximations, but are suffi- 

ciently accurate to show definitely that our sample is but a part of the 

entire group, or about 20 per cent of the tuberculous group and 25 

per cent of the cardiac one. 

Percentage of diseases in any group.—Since we have now fairly satis- 

factory data in hand, our problem is to determine whether the diseases 
in question are scattered uniformly throughout the general distribution 

table of height and weight and also that of height and chest, or whether 

there is a sufficiently definite grouping of them in one or more areas to 

enable us to establish zones of comparative safety and danger. 

The first step in the solution of that problem was to find what per 
cent of men in each height-weight and each height-chest group or 

frequency had one of these diseases. A graduated or smoothed 

frequency was calculated* for each separate group in the ‘‘General,”’ 

tuberculous, and cardiac tables, and then each frequency in the 

tuberculous and also in the cardiac groups was divided by the corre- 

sponding one in the “General Groups.’’ The results expressed in 
percentages are shown in Table 6 to 9. 

* The formula used to caleulate the graduated frequencies was that of the 
normal correlation surface. Thus for height and weight it was: 

js ’ z 22 2 

P= N laa =r) ~ ozy(l ee + aaa 5] 
QropyV 1 —r 

The z, and y (and z when used) are the deviations of the quantities in question from 

their respective means. 
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TABLE 6 

Percentage of tuberculous men in each height-weight frequency. Average .5358 

179 

102 | 112 

.3764) 

122 
' -_—— 

-2611) 

| ase | 

| 

- 1563 

WEIGHT 

152 | 162 | 172 | 

-0377 .0151| ‘ 

4468) .3131) - 1895 | 0466 

5327, . 3767 

6376) -4555) . 

. 7663) 

.9248] 
| 

2950) 

2893) - 3285 

6245, .9534| .4874 

0649/1. 2210, .6303 

62911. 5699 .8186 

3614/2. 0269 1.0687 

| 

3151/2. 6276 1.3968 

sven. 4201 1.8361 .8605| .3521) 

1989) 4. 4702 2. 4234/1 .1470) -4731) . 

3554/5. 8663/3.2115'1.5380, 6405) . 
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TABLE 7 

Percentage of men with valvular heart diseases in each height-weight frequency. 
Average .7700 

WEIGHT 

BT. 102 | 112 | 122 | 132 | 142 | 152 | 162 172 | 182 | 192 | 202 

; 60 6403) .6350) sooo] 5374 4585] .3730 . 2872 2108! 1471 0077 .0617 

61 .6741 .6689| .6314) .5668) .4839) .3929 .3034| .2228| .1556) .1034) .0653 

62 "7130 7080) .6688) .6007) .5131| .4169) .3221| .2367| .1655, .1101) .0696 

63 -7582) .7534) .7119| .6397| .5469| .4446 3437) 2528) 1768 .1176 .0744 

64 8102) .8054) .7618) .6849| .5857| .4760| .3886/ .2712| .1894) .1263, .0800 

65 .8700 .8654) .8188| .7334 .6305| .5131| .3891) .2925| .2043| .1363) .0864 

66 .9389| .9344| .8847| .7964) .6820 5554 4302) .3169| .2220 .1480 .0938 

67 1.0182)1.0141, .9606| .8654) .7415| .6042) .4683) .3452) .2420| .1613| .1023 

68 1.1098 1.1060 1.0482) .9449) .8101| .6607| .5122) .3778) .2650) .1768 .1121 

69 1.2157|1.2122 1. 1496/1.0369) .8894) .7257) .5631) .4156, .2917| .1947, .1236 

70 1.3381/1.3351 1. 2669/1. 1435} .9816| .8012) .6621) .4593 .3226 .2160 .1368 

71 1.4804 1.4779 1.40321. 2672)1.0883 -8890| .6907) .5103 .3586 .2397 .1523 

72 1.6458 1.6439 1. 5622|1.4114|1.2129 .9911) .7706| .5697| .4006, .2679| .1704 

73 1. 8392/1. 8383 1.7476|1.5801/1.3586|1.1111 .8643) .6394) .4498| 3040 1915 

74 2.0648 2.0650 1.9648 1.7770|1.5288|1.2511| .9737| .7207| .5073) .3397) .2163 

75 2.3300/2.3322 2 2192) 2.0088|1.7204 1.4160 1.1029) .8166 .5753| .3850) .2457 

76 (2.6423 2.6458 2.5255|2.2821|1.9659/1.6106/1.2549| .9300) .6554 .4394 . 2801 

77 '3.0114|3.0175 2 8751|2.6056 2.2459/1.8411 1.4354/1.0642) .7507, .5035| .3212 

78 3.44923. 4589 3.2969/2.9897|2.5785 .1150)1.6500/1.2242) .8639| .5798) .3701 
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TABLE 8 

Percentage of tuberculous men in each height-chest frequency. Average .5299 

CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE (EXP.) 

BT | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 | 33 | 34 | 35 | 36 | 37 | 38 | 39 
| pe 

pe ee Pe oe | ye 60 | 5096) .4334) .3375 .2580| .1891 .1329| .0910| .0579) .0359| .0213| .0122 
| | | i 

61 5772) .4824) .3876) .2074) .2193, .1550 .1051| .0683) .0426) .0255| .0146 
} | | | 

62 | 6512) .5475) .4415| .3415| .2533, .1801) .1228 .0804) .0504) .0303| .0175 
! | | | | 

63 -7819) .6189) 5021) .3007, .2915, .2085, 1430) .0941) .0594) .0359| .0208 
! 

64 | -8192| 6970) .5689| 4431) .3341 .2404) .1659] .1098| 0697, 0424) .0247 
& | | 65 .9136| .7820| 6420 .5053| .3815| .2761) .1917| .1276| .0815| .0499| .0293 

Qo a — ad | -8740| .7217| .5715| .4340 -8160) .2206| .1477| .0949| .0584| .0345 

@ “J oa os to w ee .9730, .8083| .6438) .4918) .3602) .2530| .1704| .1101| .0682| .0405 

68 1.2386/1.0791! me0 7225) .5551 -4091) .2890) .1958) .1272 .0793| -0474 

@ < os ae a i? 3) a os .1923|1.0002| .8077! .6229| .4627| .3289) .2241| .1582 0918) 0596 

70 1.4883) 1.3122/1.1092) .8995) .6993 5214! 3728) .2556) .1681| .1059| .0641 

71 1.6243/1.4386/1.2236| .9979| .7805 5853| .4209| .2903| .1921! .1218) .0741 tino Been Fc. 
72 1.7621)1.5713|1.3443|1.1028) .8676) .6545| 4735) 3285} .2183) .1394| .0853 

| | } 
} | 

73 1.8928)1.7094/1.4712)1.2142} .9608, .7291) .5306) .3703) .2499) .1590) .0979 
i j | 

| | | 

74 2.0522) 1.8529) 1.6040/1.3315/1.0599| .8091| .5923) .4158| .2800) -1807) .1119 

75 2. 2036/2.0005)1.7421|1.4547 1.1649) .8945] .6586 4650) .3151| 2045} .1274 
| 

76 2.3551/2.1517/1.8847|1.5832/1.2753) .9851) .7296| .5183) .3532 . 2299) 1446 

77 '2. 5084/2. 3064|2.0313}1.7164/1.3908 1.0807 .7897| 5753! .3953  .2590| .1634 

78 cee ‘Soeeed Sones tenet een Gea .8597| .6362) .4387, .2898) .1839 
| 
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TABLE 9 

Percentage of men with valvular heart diseases in each height-chest frequency. Average 
-7630 

| CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE (EXP.) 

—EEE andl —— amen —— — 

ET. | 9 | 20 a || as | | a 36 a7 | 38 39 

i : ha - r, a oom | | ag Meds oh ean £ 

60 | .6538| .6614) .6216| .5841) .5354| .4786 4173) .3549| .2947| 2se1| .1881 

61 6936, .6996| .6556| .6144 -5615| .5005) .4351) .3690) .3056) .2462| .1939 

62 7369| .7412 6926 .6472| .5897, .5242) .4544, .3843| .3173| .2548| .2002 

63 .7844| 7864 7328| .6827| .6204) .5499| .4753 .4008| .3299| .2643| .2070 

64 8358) .8357| .7764| .7213| .6535| .5776| .4979| .4185| .3444| 2744| 2143 

65 | .8921| .8895| .8240| .7633/ .6896) .6077, .5223, .4378 .3585 2854 2213 

66 .9537| .9481| .8757| .8089| .7288| .6404 5488| .4587| .3745| .2973| .2309 

67 '1.0211|1.0123) .9051| .8626 .7713| .6758 .5788| .4813| .3918 .3101| .2402 

68 '1.0949|1.0821| .9369| .9007| 8176, .7143| .6086| .5058 .4106| .3241| .2502 

69 |1. 1405 )1.1587|1 .0003) 9462} .8688, .7561| .6424| .5323| .4297 -3391| .2612 

70 1. 2647/1.2427 1.0696)1.0078) 9228) .8015| .6791| .5611) .4530, .3554| .2729 

71 1 8624/1. 3347|1.1456|1.0775, .9827| -8511| 7190) 5923) .4768| .3731| .2857 

72 1.4008 1.4858|1..2287|1.1524] 1.0480 .9051| .7624| 6263) .5027 3921) .2995 

73 1.8061 1.6400 1.8200|1.2545]1.1104 9640) 8096) 6632} .5309 4129) .3144 

74 '1.7186)1.6690|1 4202/1. 3243) 1.1974|1.0282 8611, 7033| .5614) .4354) .3306 

75 1.86271. 8087)1.5802|1 .4220|1 .2830)1. 0084 .9194| .7471| .5947 .4599| .3481 

76 '2.0219|1 9531/1 .6515|1 5312/1 .3765)1. 1752) 9786} .7947| .6308 .4849| .3672 

77 2.1081 2.1170) 1.7861]1.6602}1.4793|1. 2509) 1.0432 8466) .6702) 5151] .3879 

78 2.80se{2. 20e9/1.9au3. 7813} .50a3|1.2616)1.1309 tea 7114) .5465| .4103 
| 

in 

he 

al 
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The data in the above tables show that we can establish height- 

weight and height-chest zones of comparative safety and danger, 

for even in the early stages of pulmonary tuberculosis these measure- 

ments hang out the danger signal, and may be of great value in select- 

ing probable cases. The same is true, although to a far less degree, 

of cases of valvular diseases of the heart among young men. 

Insurance experience.—Life insurance officials and other observers 

have been aware for many years that even among very carefully 

selected insurance risks there is an excessive mortality among men 

of this age group who are underweight, and an even greater mortality 

among tall underweight men. Thus Huntington said in 1876 (8): 

Forty deaths of underweights* included no less than 25 of consumption and 
five of dropsy from diseases of the heart and liver. Consumption very, very 
often does send out its warning voice far in advance of its active coming, and in 
many cases this interference with the tissue making powers of the human system 

foreshadows the coming of tuberculosis. 

Hunter, Actuary of the New York Life Insurance Company said 

in 1913 (9): 

At the age of entry 30-44, the death rate from tuberculosis was nine times as 
heavy among the underweights as among the overweights. 

and Symonds adds (2): 

The association of underweight and a tuberculous family history has long been 
recognized as serious, especially in the younger ages. Thus we find that this com- 

bination gives a mortality of 180 per cent in the ages below 35. 

The following is from the Medico-Actuarial Mortality investiga- 
tion in 1913 (3): 

The increasing ratio of mortality with decreasing weight at the younger ages 
of entry is noteworthy. The foregoing synopsis clearly shows that for ages at 
entry 20 to 34 the insured who are from 5 to 10 lbs. more than average weight are 
better lives than those 5 to 10 pounds less than average weight . . . At the younger 
ages tall men have proved less desirable risks than short men; at the older ages, the 

short and medium-sized men have been slightly worse risks than tall men . . 
As underweight has long been regarded as of serious importance at the younger 
ages and the presumption is that at these ages underweights have been selected 

with special care, emphasis is given to the somewhat unsatisfactory results 

disclosed. 

* Insurance officials in speaking of underweight and overweight always refer 
to those conditions as they existed at the time of acceptance of the insured as a 

risk. 
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The same report contains, among a large mass of valuable data, the 
following showing the combined effect of height and underweight for 

the age group 20-29. 

TABLE 10 

The effect of underweight according to height, at the age of entry 20-29, upon the 
mortality of the insured (3) 

WEIGHT 

HEIGHT | 

—25 to —45 | ~10 to —20 —5to 5 
Per cent Per cent Per cent 

63-66 107 | 96 86 
67-70 117 111 101 
71-74 129 | 119 110 

With reference to the interpretation of mortality percentages Symonds 
said in 1908 (2): ‘‘In a rough way we consider that a mortality between 

90 per cent and 100 per cent is fair, if between 80 and 90 per cent, it 

is good, and if below 80 per cent it is very good.” 

Our results are then entirely in conformity with the carefully 

checked experience of the large life insurance companies. 

Graphs showing the percentage distribution of the diseases —When 

the tables containing the logarithms of the final percentages were 
examined, it was found that they had a constantly increasing differ- 

ence from above downward and a constantly decreasing one from 

left to right. The only exception was that in the height-chest table 
for the “‘General Group” and tuberculous men, the increment from 

above downward was a regularly decreasing instead of an increasing 

one. Advantage was taken of these facts to set up a table of differ- 

ence for each calculated table, and to make a careful check by the use 

of it. 

It was apparent also that we were dealing with a logarithmic 

plane with the highest point at the lower left-hand corner of the table 

and the lowest one at the upper right-hand corner. Since then the 

percentages change by geometric rather than by arithmetic progres- 

sion, in charting the results, it would be extremely difficult to deter- 

mine accurately from them the slope and position of the lines. 

Apparently the quickest and best way to do this was to determine 
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the height for any given percentage and weight, by the use of the 

formula for the normal correlation surface.* 

The four equations as determined are: 

Tuberculous and ‘General Group” 

Height and Weight: 

log. P = —.000679x? + .0635852 + .000979ry + .002042y? 

— .184953y — 2.409442 

Height and chest measurement: 

log. P = —.02095652* + .6968582 + .0059095zy — .001917y? 
+ .1849965y — 17.739585 

Cardiac and ‘‘General Group:” 

Height and Weight 

log. P = —.000251z? + .04926852 + .0000595zry + .0024805y? 
— .254860y + 3.134469 

Height and Chest measurement: 

log. P = —.012496z? + .897750z — .0028765zry + .0007635y? 

+ .050148y — 16.702981 
Graphs.—The percentage distribution of the cases of pulmonary 

tuberculosis in weight-height areas which was given in Table 6 is 

shown graphically by Figure 2. The percentage lines give the per- 

*Let P denote any percentage; z, y, and z any weight, height, and chest 
measurement; the constants’, those of the diseased groups; and the constants”, 
those of the “General Group.’”’ Also let yo’ denote 

N” N’ 

—————  DugngyA/1 — PF? 
SeeeyeVi - rr 

Then dividing the equation for a diseased group by that for the “General Group’ 
simplifying, transferring the origin to the mean, and taking the log to the base e, 

we have: 

“ yo’ _ yf (@ — me)? _ Me — mar)? __ Or (Z — mar) (y — my) 
log. P = log. (¥5) ly [Aa oe r’2) oz (1 eters r’’2) O2y'(1 ia r’?) 

2r'"(z — mer-)(y — my) , (y — my)E _ _y a | 
Gary (Ll — r’’?) oy Ll —r’?)  oy2(L — r’’2) 

and y’’ denote 

This simplifies to: 

log. P = log.( ¥*,) + Azt + Br + Cry + Dy? + By +G. 
0 

And then to: 

log. P = Az? + Br + Cry + Dy? + Ey + G’ 

The percentages obtained in this way furnished a second check upon those in 
Tables 6-9 which also could have been obtained from these formulas by substituting 

weight (xz), or chest measurement (z), with height (y) and solving for the per 

cent (P). 
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centage of tuberculous men at those points only and not in the areas 

on either side, or above or below them. 

The regression line for the ‘“‘General Group,’ which gives the 

average weight for each height, divides the group into two approxi- 
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Fig. 2. DistrRruTIon oF PuLMONARY TUBERCULOSIS. The'percentage lines show, 
of the number of men at each height-weight point along the lines, the percentoge who had 
pulmonary tuberculosis. The average percentage was 0.5358. The m,-m, line shows 
the mean, or average weight for the entire number of men (868,445), the my-my, line, the 

mean height; the a-a line is the regression line for the entire number of men, and shows 

their weight for each height; and the b-bd line is the regression line for the tuberculous 

cases. 

mately equal parts, about 50 per cent of the men being on either side 

of it. The regression line (b-b) for the tuberculous cases is well to 

the left of the line a-a, and more so in the area of the men above 

medium height than in those below it. Thus at 60 inches the tuber- 

culous men are 6.9 Ibs. lighter than the men in the ‘‘General Group,” 

while at 78 inches they are 17.2 lbs. 

incHes 
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Figure 3 shows in a similar way the distribution of the cases of 
valvular diseases of the heart (see Table 7). Their regression line 

b-b is also to the left of the one for the ‘General Group,” and again 

more so among the tall than the short men. But the distance to the 

POUNDS 
82 roo ua (22 132 142 162 

™ 

i 

tae 132 142 182 

POUNDS 

Fic. 3. DisTRrBuTION OF VALVULAR DISEASES OF THE Heart. The percentage 
lines show, of the number of men at each height-weight point along the lines, the percent- 

age who had a valvular disease of the heart. The average percentage was 0.7799. The 

m;-mz line shows the mean, or average, weight for the entire number of men (868,445); 
the m,-my, line the mean height; the a-a line is the regression line for the entire number of 
men, and shows their weight for each height; and the b-d line is the regression line for the 
cases of valvular diseases of the heart. 

left is much less here than it was for the tuberculous men, and as 
expressed in pounds, it is 1.4 at 60 inches as compared with 6.9, and 

7 at 78 inches as compared with 17.2 (See Table 3). The weight in 

relation to height is of much less value in selecting probable cases of 

cardiac diseases than of tuberculosis among young men. 
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The percentage distribution of pulmonary tuberculosis in the 

various chest measurement (exp)—height areas is shown by Figure 4 

(See Table 8). One sees from Figures 4 and 2 that chest measurement 

is of far less value in selecting probable cases of tuberculosis than is 

weight, for the percentages of tuberculous men are not nearly so great 

-_ % <<. 
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Fic. 4. DistRIBUuTION OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS. The percentage lines show, 

of the number of men at each height-chest point along the lines, the percentage who had 

pulmonary tuberculosis. The average percentage was0.5299. The m,-m, line shows the 

mean, or average, chest measurement (exp.) for the entire number of men (873,159); 

the m,-m, line, the mean height; the a-a line is the regression line for the entire number 
of men and shows their chest measurement for each height, and the b-bd line is the 

regression line for the cases of tuberculosis. 

in the small chest area as in the underweighted ones. This difference 

is especially great in the zone of tall men. 

Figure 4 shows that the mean or average chest measurement line 

(m,-m,) is farther to the right than is the mean weight line 

(m,-m,) and hence the total area to the left of it is greater, and 

wEttowT 
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also that the regression line of the chest measurement for the tuber- 

culous cases is on an average nearer to the one for the ‘‘General 

Group” than is the corresponding one for weight. There is then in 

the height-chest distribution, a relatively greater part of the area 

CHEST 
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DISTRIBUTION OF CASES OF VALVULAK HEART Disease. The percentage Fig. 5. 

lines show, of the number of men at each height-chest point along the lines, the percentage 

who had a valvular heart disease. The average percentage was 0.7639. The m,-m, line 

shows the mean, or average, chest measurement (exp.) for the entire number of men 

(873,159); the my-m, line, the mean height; the a-a line is the regression line for the 

entire number of men and shows their chest measurement for each height; and the b-b 

line is the regression line for the cases of valvular heart disease. 

to the left of the regression line for the diseased group, and hence a 

greater space in which the cases are distributed. 

In Figure 5 the regression line of the chest measurement for the 

cases of valvular diseases of the heart is a little farther to the left of 

the regression line for the ‘‘General Group” than the one for weight 

HEIGHT 
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in Figure 3. As in Figure 4, however, the mean chest measurement 

line is again farther to the right than is the mean weight line in Figure 3. 

There is less difference between the percentage distribution of 

cases of valvular diseases of the heart in the weight-height zones 

(Fig. 3) and the chest-height zones (Fig. 4), than between the corres- 

ponding ones for pulmonary tuberculosis. 

PRACTICAL USE OF DATA IN EVALUATING HEIGHT-WEIGHT 

STANDARDS 

We are now in a position to apply our results in a practical way 

in the examination of any existing standards, and in an attempt to 

suggest an improvement of them. For this purpose we have selected 

the Army standards, which as stated above have been used without 

material medification for many years. Our findings may be applied, 

with such changes as may be indicated, to other groups of the same 

age and sex. 

Height and Weight.—Since pulmonary tuberculosis shows the 

most marked effect on weight in relation to height, we can measure 

the apparent efficiency of any height-weight standards by their 

probability relationship to the percentage lines for that disease. 

For this purpose let us examine our Figure 2 on page 186. It is 

apparent from it that the regression line, which is well to the right 

of the 0.5 per cent tuberculosis line for the men below medium height, 

gradually approaches it and is quite close to it from 73 to 78 inches. 

If we are then to establish a standard which will indicate approxi- 

mately the same probability of tuberculosis among the taller men as 

among the shorter ones, we must shift the regression line. If it is 

rotated on its point of intersection with the two mean lines so that 

at 74 inches it is six pounds to the right of its original position and at 

61 inches six pounds to the left of it, it will then be more nearly parallel 

to the 0.5 per cent tuberculosis line and it will be well to the right of 

it for the taller men, among whom tuberculosis is so likely to occur 

(See line a-a Fig. 6). The weight for each height can then be read 

from the scale. 

Figure 6 shows that the line c-c, which gives the Army standard 

weights for each height, does not follow the line a-a, which although 

shifted slightly as stated above, gives with such modifications the 

weight for each height as determined by experience. Since then the 

Army standard in no sense represents a mean, or average, and does not 
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indicate even an approximately equal probability of tuberculosis, 

it can be discarded as useless and even as misleading. 

Now in regard to the use of the standard weights for heights as 

shown by line a-a, Figure 6, we find that only 2.6 per cent of the men 
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Fic. 6. RELATIVE POSITION OF THE LINES SHOWING THE PRESENT AND PROPOSED 

STANDARDS OF WEIGHT FOR HEIGHT, AND THEIR RELATION TO THOSE SHOWING THE 

PERCENTAGES OF MEN aT VaRIOUS HEIGHT-WEIGHT POINTS WHO HAD PULMONARY 

TuBERCULOSIS. The a-a line is the proposed standard of weight for each height; the 
b-b line is the proposed minimum; the c-cline is the present Army standard; and the d-d 

line is the present Army minimum. The m, and m, lines show the mean, or average, 
weight and height for the entire number of men (868,445). 

will be within one-half pound to the left and the same distance to the 

right of the line thus established, or in other words will have the exact 

weight, as recorded in the Army to the nearest pound, for each inch 

of height. Also approximately 50 per cent of the men will be to the 

INCHES 
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right of the line or will have a weight for height greater than the 

average; and the same per cent will be to the left, with a weight below 

the average. But men who are perfectly healthy vary materially in 

weight on height, according to body conformation, bony framework, 

and general build. Our standard line then can be considered only 

as a near average or mean, and as one indicating approximately an 

equal probability of tuberculosis at the various heights. We must 

then find a permissible variation to the left of the standard line, or in 

other words we must establish a minimum weight standard, which will 

make allowance for a reasonable variation in healthy individuals but 

will at the same time furnish a probability of a reasonable degree of 

health and vigor. The extent of the variation in the selection of men 

for the military service will depend partially upon how badly men are 

needed, and on what percentage of pulmonary tuberculosis the authori- 

ties feel that the situation warrants their assuming the risk of accept- 

ing. For the purposes of discussion then let us shift our line a-a 

to the left 15 pounds or approximately once the standard deviation 

of weight on height (15.27 lbs.) (See line b-b). For the shorter men this 

line is well to the right of the 1 per cent tuberculosis line, but it gradually 

approaches it and from 68 inches onward approximates it quite closely 

until it is near 75 inches, and from that point is slightly to the right 

of it, as is desirable in that dangerous territory. This line then 

furnishes approximately an equal probability of tuberculosis in the 

zone where there is the greatest number of men and also gives a reason- 

able degree of safety. 

It is apparent from line d-d, Fig. 6, that the Army minimum is 

quite unsatisfactory, since it is well to the left of the 1 per cent tubercu- 

lar line for the heights 68-75 inches, and if adhered to would result in 

accepting too many diseased men. 

If we calculate the ‘‘index of build” by dividing the weight multi- 

plied by 100 by the square of height, and use in addition to the integer 

only one decimal figure, the index number for the proposed standard is 

3.1 for each height except for 77 and 78 inches, for which it is 3.04 

and 3.02; and it is 2.8 for the proposed minimum except for 60, 61, 

and 62 inches. If the weights for these heights are increased to 100, 

103, and 106 from 97, 101, and 105 the index number for each height 

of the proposed minimum will then be 2.8. This seems to be a desir- 

able change, since men of the weight as calculated would probably be 

too slight for the military service. 

60 
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Chest measurement (exp.).—The chest measurement in relation to 
weight does not furnish as satisfactory information as weight does. 

Since it increases regularly with height only because the weight, to 

cwesT 

Fie. 7. RELATIVE PosITION OF THE LINES SHOWING THE PRESENT AND PROPOSED 

STANDARDS OF CHEST MEASUREMENT (EXP.) FOR HEIGHT, AND THEIR RELATION TO THE 

LINES SHOWING THE PERCENTAGES OF MEN aT Various HEIGHT-cHEST POINTS WHO 

HAD PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS. The a-a line is the proposed standard of chest 
measurement for each height; the b-b line is the proposed minimum; the c-c line is the 

present Army standard; and the d-d line is the present Army minimum. Them; and m, 
lines show the mean, or average, chest measurement (exp.) and height for the entire 
number of men (873,159). 

which it is so closely related, increases, the military authorities would 

do well to discard it as a measure to determine physical fitness. 

Life insurance companies do not find it necessary to use it except as a 

check upon increasing abdominal girth, which is seldom necessary 

in young men between 21 and 30. 

HEIGHT 
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If it is considered necessary to continue the use of chest measure- 

ment, it should be coordinated with weight, to which it is so closely 

related. To determine then a standard for chest on height, the 

regression line of chest on height may be shifted 0.6 of an inch chest 
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Fic. 8. Reuative Position or LINES SHOWING CERTAIN PERCENTAGES OF MEN 

AT VARIOUS HEIGHT-WEIGHT POINTS WHO HAD PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS OR WHO HAD 

A VALVULAR HEART DISEASE; AND ALSO SHOWING THE RELATION OF THOSE LINES TO 

THE PROPOSED STANDARD LINE FOR THE WEIGHTS FOR BACH HEIGHT (a-a) AND TO THE 

Proposep Mintmvum (b-bd). The mz and m, lines show the mean, or average, weight and 

height for the entire number of men (868,445). 

measure to the right at 74 inches and the same amount to the left at 

61, just as weight was shifted 6 lbs. at those points (See line a-a, Fig. 

7). The results, which are then read from the chart, are the same to 

the second decimal as those obtained when the various heights with 
their proposed standard weights are substituted in the regression 

equation of chest on height and weight (Table 2). 

ne1GntT 
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The most satisfactory minimum with regard to height, weight, 

tuberculosis and number of men to be rejected is obtained by moving 
the line just mentioned 2 inches of chest measurement to the left, or 
approximately once the standard deviation of chest on height (1.97) 
(See line b-b, Fig. 7). 
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Fie. 9. Retative Position or LINES SHOWING CERTAIN PERCENTAGES OF MEN 

AT VARIOUS HEIGHT-CHEST POINTS WHO HAD PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS OR WHO HAD 
A VALVULAR HEART DISEASE; AND ALSO SHOWING THE RELATION OF THOSE LINES TO 

THE PrRoposED STANDARD LINE FOR THE WEIGHT FOR BACH HEIGHT (a-a) AND TO THE 

ProposeD Minimum (b-b). The m; and m, lines show the mean, or average, chest 

measure (exp.) and height for the entire number of men (873,159). 

Relation of the cardiac and tuberculous lines to the proposed standard 

lines.—The relation of the proposed standard and the proposed mini- 

mum height and weight lines, and also height-chest lines, to the 0.5 

per cent and 1.0 per cent line for pulmonary tuberculosis; and the 

0.75 per cent and 1.0 per cent for valvular heart lesions is shown by 

Figures 8 and 9. Such standards are of less value in excluding cardiac 
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cases than they are in excluding tuberculous ones because there is less 

concentration of the former in any height-weight or height-chest 

areas. The same is true of men with tuberculosis who are below the 

medium height as compared with those above it. 

Percentage of disease in height-weight classes.—The percentage of the 

men with pulmonary tuberculosis at each height-weight point in both 

the present and the proposed minimum is shown in Figure 6. For the 

heights 60-66 inches and 77-78 a larger percentage of both the tuber- 

culous and the cardiac cases is accepted by the proposed than by the 

present minimum. But, as has been stated, the diagnostic value of 

any standard is not nearly so great among the shorter as among 

the taller men. Moreover between 67 and 76 inches, where most of 

the men are placed, the proposed minimum gives greater security 

than the present one. 

Total number of men and of diseased ones below the various standards. 

From the data given above was determined the total number of men 

rejected by the various standards, as well as the number of tubercu- 

lous and cardiac cases rejected. Of the men examined 17.6 per cent 

would be below the proposed minimum as compared with 15.5 per 

cent below the present one, but on the other hand 42.3 per cent of the 

tuberculous and 24.1 per cent of the cardiac cases would be rejected 
by the proposed minimum as against 36.3 per cent of the tuberculous 

and 20.1 per cent of the cardiac cases under the present one. If the 

provision in the present regulations excluding all men below 64 inches 

in height is actually adhered to the rejections will amount to 20.8 

per cent, and the Army, by using the proposed minimum, would get 

more men with the prubability of accepting fewer cases of pulmonary 

tuberculosis and valvular heart diseases. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The judicious consideration of the weight in relation to height is 

a very essential part of any physical examination, and may furnish very 

valuable information. 

2. Weight-height is not only quite valuable, but even essential in 

selecting the probable cases of tuberculosis and valvular heart diseases 

among young men. 
3. By the judicious use of weight-height we can establish zones of 

comparative safety and danger for tuberculosis and valvular diseases 

of the heart among young men. 
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4. The probability of pulmonary tuberculosis being found in a 

young man increases rapidly as we pass from the short overweight 

zones to the tall underweight one; and there are many more chances 

of finding it in one who is very tall and thin than in one who is short 

and overweight. 

5. Similarly there are more chances of finding a valvular heart 

disease in the tall thin young man than in the short overweight one. 

6. Both classes of diseases also occur much more frequently among 

tall underweight young men than among short underweight ones. 

7. Chest measurement in relation to weight furnishes similar, but 

less valuable information than weight-height. 

8. Chest measurement is negatively correlated with height when the 
weight remains the same. Hence the chest increases regularly with 

height only because the weight, to which it is rather closely corre- 

lated, so increases. 

9. The chest measurement may be disregarded in young men, 

except in the occasional cases of obesity, since it furnishes only such 

information as is furnished in a larger measure by weight. 

10. Weight increases with height by arithmetic progression since 

there is a linear correlation between the two. 
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SPECIFIC VITAL INDICES FOR JAPAN, 1925* 

BY THOMAS J. LEBLANC 

To the student of population problems the réle that women play 

is a very important one. For purposes of discussion women may be 

considered as the machines that produce the finished product, and 
looked at from this standpoint certain questions arise. Are women 

uniformly efficient as reproducers regardless of age as long as the 

age falls within the reproductive years? If not, at what particular 
age are they most efficient? By efficiency, in this connection, is meant 

the net gain in numbers that will result from the activities of women 
as reproducers, during which activities many women will give birth 

to children and some women will die. Obviously this definition of 

efficiency is by no means perfect, but even the use of this measure 

may elicit interesting results. As a measure of biologic efficiency 

Pearl (1) has suggested the use of a vital index which is the ratio of 

the number of births to the number of deaths. At any one instant 

of time, this ratio indicates the force with which any given population 

is reproducing, and it is apparent that the net gain in numbers, that 

is, the excess of births over deaths, will be directly proportional to 

this ratio. If the ratio is calculated with 100 as a base then any 

population with a vital index of more than one hundred is in a state 

of biologie good health as far as numbers are concerned, and on the 

contrary any population with an index of less than a hundred is, 

for the time the index was calculated, in a state of biologic ill health, 

that is, it is failing to maintain its own numerical level. It is true 

that the vital index does not distinguish between high birth rates 

with concomitant high death rates and low birth rates with low death 

rates, but in either of these cases, the important point from the stand- 

point of population is the net increase, and this the vital index clearly 

measures. It concerns itself with the biologic level of a population 
with regard to numbers alone and no attempt should be made to 

attribute to it the faculty of measuring health, intelligence or quality. 

* From the Institute of Biology, Tohoku Imperial University, Sendai, Japan. 
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Viewed in this light it may appear to be a rather crude measure, but 

after all it is a measure and crudeness in biometrical measures is usually 
the fault of the data and is not to be blamed on the biometrician. 

In addition to what might be termed the crude vital index, it is 

possible to develop indices made specific for various attributes, say 

sex or age. In the former births are set against only those deaths 

that occur among women, on the ground, as Pear! puts it, that women 

produce all of the babies whether the latter are boys or girls. Then 
the index may be made more specific by considering the ages at which 

the women become mothers and the deaths that occur among women 

of these age groups. That is, a separate index is calculated based 

on the births furnished by mothers between the ages of 15 and 19, 
and the deaths among women of that particular age group. This is 

repeated for the age group 20-24, 25-29, and so on to the end of the 

reproductive period. This process gives us the cost expressed in 

terms of death of each replacement in the form of a birth and a com- 
parison of this figure for the different age groups would indicate which 

particular group was best able to furnish a replacement at lowest 

expenditure, in short which group is biologically the most efficient. 
In a previous paper the writer (2) by the above described method 

enquired into the biologic efficiency of the women of Osaka, Japan. 
Since that paper was published a special supplemental publication 
(3) makes available the data required for 1925 on all Japan, and this 

paper is the result of utilizing this new material. For purposes of 

comparison the indices are divided into two groups, one for all Japan, 

TABLE 1 

Showing the population of the sixteen largest cities in Japan for the year 1925. These 
cities contain the urban population referred to in this article 

CITY POPULATION CITY POPULATION 

| | 

ce bakes bended | 2,114,504 | Hakodate............. | 163,972 
ERE ee 1,995,567 | Kanazawa.......... +] 147 ,420 
Ls 6 5.2 eevee 768,558 |Sapporo...............| 145,065 
IES is cu. Rameau ce Gets GH ee | ein ceo viciceees ci 142 ,894 
i os ee a anleg ma lO RE eee | 188,863 
ee GE Eisen cvacctcincsns | 124,469 
| 195,731 | Kagoshima............| 124,734 
Se + pe ee eee | 118,376 

| 

and the other concerning itself with sixteen of the larger cities in 
Japan, each of which is over one hundred thousand in population. 
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These cities represent an aggregate urban population of 8,109,587 

persons. The following five cities are in the class of one hundred 

thousand or over: Kumamoto, Fukuoka, Okayama, Niigata and 

Sakai, but owing to lack of information they were excluded from the 

urban population. They stand near the bottom of the class of cities 

of one hundred thousand or more, rather than near the top and so 

in this paper, the term cities will apply to the sixteen cities listed in 

Table 1. The total population of all Japan, that is, exclusive of 

Formosa, Korea, etc., in 1925 was 59,736,822 and this is the popula- 

tion referred to under the rubric ill Japan; owing to the predominant 

position occupied by agriculture in the life of Japan, this population 

may fairly be considered rural in character. 

VITAL INDICES OF FEMALES 

In the official publication already quoted are found the living 

births from mothers of specified ages, and the deaths among females 

for the same age groups were taken from The Movement of Population 

in Japan, 1925. These data together with the vital indices, specific 

for age and sex, which have been calculated from them, are assembled 

in Table 2. The values of Table 2 are shown in Figure 1. Inspection 

TABLE 2 

Showing vital indices, made specific for age and sex, for all Japan and for sixteen of 
the larger cities for the year 1925 

ALL JAPAN CITIES 

ame Total | Total | Total Total | 

, births to | deaths of | " | births to | deaths to = 

seenee) | mothers females Vital mothers | females | Vital 
Index | Index 

| of these of these | of these | of these | 
ages | ages | ages | ages | 

15-19 | 105,940 27,877{| 380.0 | 9,824 4,449 | 220.8 

20-24 | 519,986 26,499 | 1,962.3 61,109 | 4,199 1 455.3 
25-29 | 517,412, 20,451 | 2,530.0 | 60,346 | 3,462 1,743.1 
30-34 | 383,413) 16,942 | 2,263.1 | 39,777 | 2,684 1,482.0 
35-39 272,564, 17,064 | 1,597.3 | 25,078 2,551 983 .1 
40-44 110,568, 16,807 657 .9 | 8,740 | 2,389 365.8 
45-49 13,616| 17,018 80.0 | 1,138 2,336 48.7 
50-over 3,345, 197,326 1.7 210 | 18,625 3 

, See ee (1,926,844 339,984 | 206 , 222 | 40,695 | 
| | | 
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of the table and graph shows that the index is consistently lower 

in the urban group when compared with the rural one. The high 

point of biologic efficiency for both rural and urban classes occurs 
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Fic. 1. GRAPH SHOWING AGE AND Sex Speciric ViTaL INDICES FOR ALL JAPAN 

AND FOR SIXTEEN OF THE LARGER CITIES FOR THE YEAR 1925. The plotted points are 

arrayed on the age axis at the mid-points of the age groups. 

in the age group 25-29 or at 27.5 years of age, since in the graph the 

points are plotted at the mid-point of each age group. In this age 

group, in the rural class, for every death that occurred among the 

females 25 babies were produced, while the same age group for the 

urban class produced only 17 babies for each death. This relative 
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difference is maintained throughout the years covered by the age 

groupings since the two curves are parallel to each other, and thus it is 

seen that there is no marked massing of production at one age among 
rural women as compared with urban women. Such a massing at 

different points in the respective age groupings could be caused by a 

distinct difference in the mean or modal age at marriage, since it must 

be admitted that during youth and early middle age there are more 

births than deaths in any one age group, so that a massing of marriages 

at one age with the resulting production of births would give a high 

index for that age. However granting that this is true, to shift the 

peak of either curve into the next age group would require a difference 

or modal age at marriage between rural and urban women of more 

than five years and this difference does not exist. 

HOW DO JAPANESE AND AMERICAN VITAL INDICES 

COMPARE? 

In order to compare the women of Japan with some other group 

the material of Table 3 was prepared. The vital indices of the native 
born women of the United States (Birth Registration Area) were 
taken from Pearl (loc. cit., p. 173). The first age group was omitted, 

since in Japan there is no legalized marriage below fifteen years of 

age and therefore that group is absent from Japanese data. Unfor- 

tunately Pearl’s figures are for 1919, which is not only six years 

removed from the date of the figures for Japan but in addition it was 

an abnormal year owing to the influenza pandemic of 1918-1919. 

This disease caused the death of a number of women in 1918 who 

might have become mothers in 1919. This assumption finds support 

in the fact that in the United States in 1919 there was a fairly distinct 

drop in the birth rate. Whether or not this was counterbalanced 

by a decrease in deaths, since women who died in 1918 could not die 

in 1919, it is impossible to say. With these points in mind we may 

proceed to the examination of Table 3. The table shows some fairly 

well marked differences. The women of the United States reach the 

peak of their efficiency in the age group 20-24, while in Japan this 

point is not reached until the next age group, 25-29. The peak 

itself is lower in the United States, since the American women at their 

highest efficiency produce approximately 22 babies for every death 

while the Japanese women at their most effective age produce 25 

children for every death. In the next age group following the most 

efficient one the American women produce 19 births for every death, 
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TABLE 3 

Showing age and sex specific vital indices for all Japan in 1925 and for the native born 

women of the Birth Registration Area of the United States in 1919 

JAPAN. B.R.A. U.S.A. 

AGE FEMALE VITAL FEMALE VITAL 

INDEX. 1925 INDEX. 1919 

15-19 380 .0 992.5 

20-24 1,962.3 2,183.9 

25-29 2,530.0 1,899.7 

30-34 2,263.1 1,411.8 

35-39 1,597.3 958 .6 

40-44 657 .9 355.7 

45-49 80.0 31.7 

50-over 1.7 0.6 

while in the corresponding age group the Japanese women produce 

about 23 births for each death. The women of the United States in 

the age group 15-19 show an efficiency roughly three times as great 

as the women of Japan in the same age group. In short, the American 

women excel in the first two age groups or from 15 to 24. This advan- 

tage is lost however as the Japanese women not only show a higher 

efficiency in the age group 25-29 but this high efficiency is spread over 

into the next age group, 30-34, and this superiority is maintained 

through the older years. The difference between American and 

Japanese women for the ages 45 and over is only apparent. Part 

of it may be absolute but it is impossible to say how much and this 

point will be discussed later. 

VITAL INDICES OF MARRIED WOMEN 

The vital index may be made more specific if one postulates the 

problem as follows: how many replacements in the form of births 

are provided by women of specific ages presumably engaged in the 

business of reproduction (married females) for every such reproducer 

removed by death from each specific category? In this case the births 

are set against the deaths among married females thus making the 

index specific for age, sex and marital state. This has been done and 

the figures with the resulting indices are presented in Table 4. The 

figures of Table 4 are shown graphically in Figure 2. Examination 
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TABLE 4 

Showing the vital indices for women of all Japan and for women residing in sixteen of 
the largest cities, for 1925 made specific for age and marital state 

ALL JAPAN CITIES 

} } | | 

| Total | | Total | 
Total Total deotieaat | 

AGE OF ee deaths of | as 
MOTHER births to | married | Vital | births to married | Vital 

mothers mothers 
ot tee | females Index of thems females 

of these | of these 

| ages | ages 

105,940 1,458 
519,986 10,337 
517,412, 13,321 
383,413 12,587 
272,564 13,014 

| 110,568) 12,188 
| 13,616) 11,291 
| 8,845) 50,727 

212 
1,649 
2,270 
1,992 
1,899 
1,704 
1,457 
4,407 Qanrenywe Ce ODMDRBWO 

11,926,844 124,923 | 206,222 | 15,590 | 
| | 

of the table and graph discloses that when the marital state is con- 

sidered the curve assumes a different form from the ones based on 

indices not specific for marital state. In the former there is no 

ascending limb in the earlier age groups, but the curve has its highest 

point in the age group 15-19 and from there it continually descends 

at a rapidly increasing rate. Considering the two sets of curves, 

i.e., those specific for marital state and those not specific for this 

attribute, their course is almost identical from the age 27.5 years 

onwards. Below this age however, the slopes are reversed, the non- 

specific curve having a positive slope while the specific curve has a 

negative slope. The difference between rural and urban women 

persists in the curves specific for marital state and is quantitatively 

about the same in magnitude as the difference between the non- 

specific curves. 

Another slightly different approach to practically the same question 

is the query, how many new reproductive machines (female births) 

are produced by women of specified ages engaged in the business of 

reproduction (married women) for every such producer removed 
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by death at various ages? This would seem to be the most convincing 
and pointed form of the index. Such an index would be approxi- 
mately half of the respective values shown in Table 4. The form of 
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Fig. 2. GRapH SHOWING VITAL INDICES FOR RURAL AND URBAN WOMEN IN JAPAN 

FOR 1925, MADE SpEcIFIC FOR AGE AND MaritTat State. The plotted points are 

arrayed on the age axis at the mid-points of the age groups. 

the curve would remain the same, the level being lowered by about 

one half since the male births would not appear. The indices would 

not be exactly half because of the slight excess of male over female 
births. 
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VITAL INDICES OF UNMARRIED WOMEN 

So far we have been concerned with all females or married females. 

There still remains that group of liberal ladies who are not married 

but who nevertheless contribute to the population. In many countries 

these births are termed illegitimate but this obviously depends upon 

the definition of illegitimacy. Since Japan defines illegitimacy as 

being dependent upon the registration of marriage it is possible for a 

child to be illegitimate when born to married parents if their marriage 

has not been properly registered. In this section of this article is 

considered only those children born to unmarried parents and regis- 
tered as such. The figures are accurate and conservative since they 

represent in the first place registered births and secondly, only those 

births where the father admitted paternity of the child, and in Japan 

this is very wisely made the prerogative of the father. Using the 

births that are furnished by unmarried mothers of specified ages and 
the deaths among unmarried women of the same ages, the resulting 

indices have been calculated and are shown in Table 5. The indices 

TABLE 5 

Showing specific vital indices for unmarried mothers in all Japan and in sixteen of 

the largest cities for the year 1925 

| ALL JAPAN | CITIES 

| | | aT 

Total | | Total 
AGE OF | ae a deaths of | | ete | deaths of 

MOTHER unmarried; Vital | junmarried| Vital 
| mothers | mothers | 
| females Index | females Index 
| of these of these | 

of these | | of these 
ages / ages 

ages | | ages 

| NE ae SRR ey MERE 
15-19 | 13,807 26 ,393 §2.3 1,885 | 4,227 44.6 

20-24 | 22,103 16,119 137.1 3,622 | 2,532 143.1 

25-29 | 13,220 | 7,095 186.3 2,216 1,183 187.3 

30-34 9,137 4,321 211.5 | 1,361 | 680 200 .2 

35-39 | 7,612 | 4,010 187.3 | 1,012 632 160.1 

40-44 | 3,828 | 4,568) 83.8 | 471 | 668 70.5 
45-49 773 5 ,647 13.7 111 846 13.1 

50-over | 303 | 145,275 > i 37 13,651 3 

| 
, Ser 70,683 | 213,428 10,715 24,419 
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are seen to be low when compared to those of married women but are 

surprisingly high when one considers the conservative nature of the 

data and the apparent excessive coyness and discouraging reserve 

of the Japanese women. It is a striking fact that among unmarried 

women between the ages of 20 and 39, both for rural and urban groups 
for every death that occurred there was produced 1.6 replacements 

in the form of births. This clearly does not mean that the unmarried 

women are maintaining a high numerical level nor even the level of 

their own sex, since there will be a relatively high death rate operating 

on the infants and a low one operating on persons between the ages 

20 and 39. The greatest number of births, both rural and urban, 
occurs among unmarried mothers 20-24 years of age but the highest 

index in both cases comes in the age group 30-34, or ten years later. 

This is probably an expression of the ratio of unmarried women to 
married women. In this age group the proportion of unmarried 

women is lowest, and since the relation of births over deaths is essen- 

tially a positive one, the probability of a birth being approximately 
twice that of a death for these ages, the fewer unmarried women there 

are the fewer deaths occur among them. At the same time the 

chances for births among unmarried women are decreased since 

there are not so many exposed to risk but from the indices it would 

appear that the probability of death among unmarried women 
decreases faster than the probability of birth in the same group. 

At any rate, the index by age varies inversely with the proportion 

of unmarried females for the various ages. And this is also true of 

the indices for married women. Within the reproductive years, they 

likewise vary inversely with the proportion of married women to the 
total in each age group. This is an important point and suggests 

that the ratio of unmarried women to married is the most important 

variable involved in female indices. The play of age specific death 

rates among women is such that the probability of a birth largely 
determines the level of the indices and this is directly related to the 

marital state. 

VITAL INDICES OF MALES 

If we take on the one hand male births occurring to fathers of 

specific ages, and deaths among married men for the same ages the 

result is a series of indices made specific for age, sex and marital state. 

This has been done and the figures on births and deaths with the 
indices are shown in Table 6. In both rural and urban males the 
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TABLE 6 

Showing vital indices for rural and urban males made specific for age and marital 
state for the year 1925 

| 
| ALL JAPAN CITIES 

ale | Number Number | | Number | Number | 
ani | of male | of deaths | Vital | of male | of deaths | Vital 

| births to of married hes | births to jof married| Safes 

| fathers of | males of | fathers of | males of | 
| these ages! these ages | these ages) these ages| 

] | 

15-19 5,296 | 143 | 
20-24 103,070 | 2,083 
25-29 | 250,169 | 6,712 | 
30-34 | 235,939 | 8,955 | 
35-39 | 188,478 10,691 
40-44 | 122,804 | 13,361 
45-49 | 56,576 | 16,827 
50-54 16,289 | 18,276 
55-59 4,172 | 21,336 | 
60-64 | 1,012 | 21,376 
65-69 259 | 23,158 | 
70-over | 73 | 38,890 | 

237 | 31 
8,260 280 

27,601 | 1,007 
28,580 | 1,352 
21,905 | 1,746 
13,406 | 2,201 
5,852 | 2,555 
1,734 | 2,575 

461 | 2,652 
83 | 2,055 
15 | 1,862 
5 | 2,257 WDE NASH YOKE ONNNHH 

| 108,139 | 20,573 i 984,137 | 181,808 

highest index occurs in the age group 20-24, and the rural males excel 

throughout all ages. In the age group 15-19 the rural males show an 

index approximately four times higher than the index for the same 

group among urban males. Both rural and urban indices show an 

ascending limb for the first age group and the two series of indices 

run parallel throughout their course. To compare married males 
with married females indices were computed for the latter based on 

female births and deaths among married females. These have been 

referred to previously as being approximately half of the values shown 

in Table 4. These together with the male indices were plotted and 

are shown in Figure 3. As was pointed out previously the curve for 

females begins at a high point and decreases at a rapidly increasing 

rate throughout the age groups. The curve for males begins at about 

the same height, rises a little higher in the next age group and from 

there on follows the course of the curve for females at a slightly higher 

level. This difference may be in part an indication of the risk of 
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maternity which affects only the females, while part of it may be due 

to the ratio of married persons in each age group to the total, by sex. 

In the earlier age groups, that is up to 35, the proportion of married 

males to total males is considerably lower in each age group than the 
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same ratio for females. On the other hand this relationship is reversed 

in the older age groups and yet the males maintain their advantage 

as indicated by the indices. 

Since the age distribution and the ratio of married to unmarried 

in each age group has a direct bearing on the indices these values have 
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been calculated and are tabulated in Table 7. As would be expected 
the table shows that in the urban areas there is a relative excess of 

youth and a defect of the aged. On the other hand the rural areas 

TABLE 7 

Showing the percentage age distribution by sex, and the ratio of married to unmar- 
ried persons by sex and age for all Japan and for sixteen of the largest cities for the 
year 1925. The relation between the ratio of total married to total unmarried does 
not agree with what is indicated by the ratios by ages, nor is the relation between the 
total ratio for urban and rural areas the same as exists in the respective age groups. 
The difference in the total ratios is caused by a difference in the number of persons 
under 15 years of age in the city and in the country, and these persons are necessarily 
included in the unmarried group. 

ALL JAPAN CITIES 

| | | 
Forcaniags age Married | Married | Percentage age Married | Married 

AGE distribution distribution 
males | females | males females 

a | wae | eer Wee 7 per 100 | per 100 
Male | Female males | females ey as males | females 

Under | | 
15 | 18.5| 18.2 00 | .038 | 15.6| 14.9 01 .03 

15-19 | 5.0 4.9 | 1.66 | 13.24 7.4 5.9 .93 10.68 

20-24 | 4.3 4.2 | 26.03 | 67 .07 6.6 5.3 | 16.44 | 61.23 
25-29 | 3.8 3.6 | 71.69 87 .62 5.2 4.3 | 60.04 83 .99 

30-34 | 3.2 3.0 | 88.97 | 90.39 4.1 3.3 | 83.48 | 87.76 
35-39 3.0; 2.8 92.04 88 .93 3.5 2.9 88 .61 86 .37 

40-44 | 2.7; 2.7 91.71 84.92 2.9 2.6 89.26 81.66 

45-49 2.6) 2.5 89.93 | 78.96 2.5 2.3 87.7 73.81 

50-54 ie 2 87.54 | 71.11 1.8 1.7 85.47 63 .24 

55-59 1.6 | 1.7 | 83.94 | 59.78 1.3 | 1.3 81.88 48 .93 

60-64 13; 1.4 | 78.93 | 48 .39 9| 1.0 | 76.27 | 36.15 
65-69 1.0] 1.2 | 71.22 | 35.20 6 .£8 | 68.47 | 23.78 
70-74 7 | 9 | 61.88 | 23.12 3 5 | 59.44 | 14.47 
74-79 4 | 5 | 50.66 | 13.25 1) 3 | 48.57 7.67 
so- | .2| .8 | 36.42 | 5.36 | 1) .2 | 87.13 | 3.57 

Total....| 50.2| 49.8 | 39.52 | 39.97 | 52.9| 47.1 | 37.01 | 40.25 

show a considerable excess of both married males and married females 
over the urban areas in every age group, and it is felt that this excess 

partially explains the consistently higher level of the rural indices as 

compared with the urban ones. In short more married women 
~— as alee lle Cli tCi lee let re lC mC lC MHC Kl rll ee obel 
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means, in general, more births, and although it also means more deaths 

to be charged to married women, the births exceed the deaths to such 
an extent that more married women nevertheless will cause the index 

to be high and especially if the excess of married women occurs in the 

earlier part of the reproductive period. Thus the general level of the 

indices is determined probably by the ratio of married women to 

the total number of women and this relationship is direct, while the rela- 

tive level of the respective indices within a single universe varies 

inversely with respect to the same ratio. The marital state has such a 

bearing on specific indices that it would seem advisable, before com- 
paring two sets of indices, to correct for the distribution of married 
persons by some such factor as an index for marital state. 

DISCUSSION 

The indices presented in this paper are based on registered births. 

In one sense this makes for accuracy since the births have actually 

been registered and not counted by the census method. On the other 

hand this accuracy is modified by the registration requirements. If 

these are strict the accuracy is higher than when the requirements 

are less stringent. In Japan, for example, registration of a birth does 

not require the signature of a physician, midwife or testifying witness, 

and so it would not only be possible but relatively easy for false 

registratiqn to take place. Under these circumstances, a child born 

to an unmarried mother may be claimed and registered as the offspring 
of the maternal grandmother, thus providing a birth for the older age 

groups without introducing any risk of death on the part of the 

registered mother. How many such registrations take place it is 

impossible to say, nor can it be stated whether they are more frequent 

in the city than in the country. This type of registration may explain 
in part the relatively high indices for the older age groups, those 
groups well on towards the end of the reproductive period. It may 

also explain the difference in the older age groups between the Japanese 

women and the women of the United States. Failure to bear children 

is not necessarily indicative of the inability to bear, and it is probable 

that the women of the United States, in the older age groups, do not 
bear children for other than biologic reasons. This is also true of the 

difference between rural and urban women in Japan. It is conceiv- 

able that the more sophisticated woman of the city has a slightly 

firmer grasp of certain biologic principles than does her sister in the 

country, and only a very naive person would be surprised at finding 
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this knowledge reflected in fewer births. In addition, in the country 

children are assets, while in the city they are liabilities. This is shown 

if we examine the rural and urban birth rates, expressed in births per 

thousand of married women at specified ages. In every age group 

the births are more numerous in the country than in the city, so that 

there are not only more married women per thousand in the country, 

but they produce more babies per capita than the city women do. 

And this brings out the point that the specific vital index does not 

measure the potential efficiency of any age group, but rather the 

actual efficiency, or what was in fact true at the time for which the 

index was calculated; not how many births might have occurred for 

each death, but how many births did occur for each death. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Age and sex specific vital indices are presented for all Japan 

and for sixteen of the largest cities for the year 1925. 

2. When these indices are compared it is found that the women 

of the rural areas excel in all age groups. 

3. In both rural and urban areas the peak of efficiency is reached 

in the age group 25-29 or at 27.5 years of age as the values are plotted. 

4. A comparison is made between age and sex specific vital indices 

for the women of all Japan in 1925 and the women of the Birth Regis- 

tration Area in the United States in 1919. From this it is concluded 

that the women of the United States excel in the younger age groups, 

t.e., 15-24, while the women of Japan excel for the rest of the ages. 
5. It is suggested that part of this difference may be due to differ- 

ences in registration requirements. 

6. Indices are presented, made specific for sex, age and marital 

state. In these the peak of efficiency is at 17.5 years, the first point 

of the curve, and the indices decrease at a rapidly increasing rate 

throughout the rest of the age groups. 

7. The same relative difference exists in these indices between 

rural and urban areas as is found in indices not specific for marital 

state. 

8. Indices for unmarried mothers are considerably lower than for 

married mothers. They begin ata low point and ascend, reaching their 

peak in the age group 30-34 both for rural and urban women, and it is 

suggested that this may be caused by the ratio of unmarried women 

to married in the various age groups. 
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ry 9. Male vital indices are presented, made specific for age and 

70 marital state. These begin at the same level as the corresponding 

er indices for females but rise to a higher point at 22.5 years of age. d 

Ip Thereafter the curves are parallel, the males maintaining the higher } 

at level. 4 

y; 10. It is proposed that the general level of specific vital indices i 

O. varies directly with the ratio of married women to unmarried, but the 

ot relative magnitude of respective indices within a single universe 

1€ varies inversely with this ratio. 
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SOME LANDMARKS IN THE PHYLOGENY OF THE 

PRIMATES 

BY FREDERIC WOOD-JONES 

Honolulu 

Recent controversies concerning the origin of man and his position 

in the Primate phylum appear to disclose the fact that the majority 

of anatomists are so convincingly impressed by the likeness displayed 

between a totality of the characters of the African anthropoids and 

those of Homo that they see no difficulty in assuming the closest 

genetic affinity between them. The methods of Edward Tyson (1699) 
are still followed: a number of striking resemblances between the 

two groups far outweighs, in the opinion of most authorities, the few, 

apparently trifling, differences that may be discovered. The meth- 

ods of Tyson are valid enough, if due weight is accorded to the 

differences and if all the characters employed in the comparison are 

assessed at their proper value. The only question to be decided is 

the matter of assessing the value of the characters. In a previous 

paper (The Ancestry of Man, Brisbane, 1923, p. 11) I have assumed 

that all anatomists will agree that 

it is necessary to recognise the fundamental structural features due to heritage; 
it is necessary to assess the structural factors due to habitus and it is important to 
attempt to assign the proper causal factor to these last characters. One funda- 
mental structural difference begot of heritage outweighs many structural resemblances 
begot of habitus. 

This seems to be an obvious condition upon which to base any 

work entailing the comparison of two forms with a view to determin- 

ing their affinities, but it does not appear that anatomists always 

appreciate the necessity of employing it as a guiding principle. Thus, 
among the characters of Tarsius that Woollard labels as ‘‘Lemurine,”’ 

are included such things as: ‘“‘arboreal habits and ability to sit up 

and take the food in the hands;” “the testes descend into a hairy 

scrotum; ‘“‘the uterus is bicornuate.” Obviously such characters 

are valueless for assessing the special affinity of any creature to the 
214 
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Lemurs, or to the Monkeys. It is not surprising that an accumulation 

of evidence of this nature leads Woollard to his remarkable conclusion 

that ‘“‘there can be no doubt that Tarsius is a Lemur of the Lemurs” 

whatever that maymean. This particularly inapt and tiresome expres- 

sion that T’arsius is a Lemur of the Lemurs, adopted by Elliot Smith from 

the work of Howse, seems destined to exert its baleful influence for 

many years to come, so freely is it quoted in the literature. (Woollard 

H. H., The Anatomy of Tarsius Spectrum. Proc. Zool. Soc., Part 3, 
1925, p. 1071). 

Our knowledge of the normal anatomy and the range of variation 

of all the Primates is not yet nearly complete enough to enable us to 

institute ideal comparisons, but sufficient facts are available to deter- 
mine a certain number of basic characters that typify the various 
groups of animals that constitute the order. In this paper I propose 

to deal solely with a few details concerning cranial architecture, but 

these details are, I believe, sufficiently fundamental to warrant some 

reliance being placed upon the evidence that their study affords. 

BASIC CHARACTERS OF THE PRIMATE SKULL 

We may be reasonably certain that at the base of the stem which 

gave rise to all the members of the Order Primates was an animal which 

possessed a primitive mammalian skull characterised by the possession 

of an elongated face, a comparatively small but somewhat rounded 
cranial region, narrowed in front by a well marked interorbital con- 

striction, and showing the orbits directed almost laterally from the 

side of the face. Upon the side of the skull there was a well developed 

alisphenoid bone, which articulated with the frontal, the parietal and 

the temporal, forming part of the side wall and floor of the anterior 

end of the cranial cavity. From the frontal and the jugal there 
arose outgrowths, as scaffolding outside the cranium, which, meeting 

behind the orbit, formed the post-orbital bar, thus separating the 

eyeball and its muscles from the temporal muscles of mastication. 
It may also be postulated that the further development of the skull 

lay, in this phylum, mainly in the direction of the enlargement of 

the cranial cavity to accommodate the growing brain; that this enlarge- 

ment expressed itself in one way in the broadening out and obliteration 

of the interorbital constriction, and that it was accompanied by the 

turning of the orbits to the front and the development of a post- 

orbital wall from the post-orbital bar, by a meeting of the bones 
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constituting the bar with these forming the side wall of the cranial 
cavity. 

TWO TYPES OF SKULL PRESENT IN ANIMALS INCLUDED IN 

THE ORDER 

It is when we attempt to extend the enumeration of the characters 

of the most primitive primate skulls that we encounter the first 

difficulty, for clearly two types seem to be well defined even at the 
very base of the phylum. One type of skull we may readily isolate 

from among the assemblage of the Primates. This type (Type I.) 

exhibits, among other features, the following combination of char- 

acters. (See Figure 1.) 

ALIS PHENMOIO-PARIETAL 
Fe ARTICULATION 

Fie. 1. Dracram or Primate SKuuLL or Type I, CHARACTBRISTIC OF THE TREE- 
SHREWS AND LEMURS 

(1) Upon the inner wall of the orbit the lachrymal bone, which is a 

well developed element extending on to the face, articulates at its 

caudad extremity with the large orbital part of the palate bone. The 

os planum of the ethmoid takes no part in the formation of the inner 

wall of the orbit, and the frontal and maxillary are widely separated 

by the intervention of the lachrymal and palatine. 

(2) Upon the lateral wall of the cranium the alisphenoid makes a 

considerable contribution to the brain case: the squamous temporal 

rises up the cranial wall for only an inconsiderable distance. The 

result of this arrangement is that the alisphenoid articulates over a 

wide area with the anterior inferior margin of the parietal, and the 

squamous temporal is widely excluded from articulation with the 

frontal. 

(3) Within the cranial cavity the mesethmoid constitutes a con- 

siderable part of the floor of the anterior fossa and its caudad border 
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articulates over a wide area with the craniad margin of the well 
developed presphenoid. 

(4) Upon the base of the skull there is a -_ developed auditory 
bulla. The tympanic bone remains in the form of a simple ring and 

it is completely enclosed within the bulla. 

(5) The foramen for the entry of the carotid artery to the skull 

does not pass into the bulla, but to one side of it. 

(6) The frontal and jugal enter into the formation of a post- 
orbital bar. 

Now the first three characters are possessed by several primitive 
types of mammals, but the fourth has only a very limited distribution, 

being confined to the group of animals which is characterised by the 

possession of all six cranial features. This group of animals embraces 

all the Lemurs as well as the Tree-Shrews among the Menotyphlous 
Insectivora. It embraces, therefore, only a certain section of the 

animals which are ranked as Primates, as well as some that are not 

so ranked. No matter how the student of living forms may classify 
the animals contained in this group, it is difficult to escape the con- 

clusion that all are members of a single phylogenetic series, and that 

this phylogenetic series is delimited by very definite characteristics. 

Now it seems obvious that this assemblage of characters sents 

sufficient differences from that which constitutes Type II and ty pifies 

the rest of the Primates to justify us in inquiring how far the animals 

of which it is characteristic should be regarded phylogenetically as 

of primate rank. Necessarily we must know how far these features 
are adaptive and how early such an assemblage of characters became 

stereotyped in the paleontological series. Characters 1, 2 and 3 may 

be described as primitive mammalian and as such occur in the primitive 

members of a number of other phyla (e.g., Carnivora). Character 

4 is a specialised feature, is confined to this phylum, and cannot be 

regarded as in any way due to the varying demands of habitus. More- 
over this combination of characters occurs very early in, or even at 

the dawn of, the mammalian story. Certainly it was present in lowest 

Eocene times and probably in the Cretaceous. We may anticipate 

by saying that this phylum of Tree-Shrews and Lemurs seems to have 

run its own phylogenetic course, to have had its period of riot and 

production of giant forms, and to have given rise to development 

of adaptive features convergent with those of the Anthropoidea. 

If the phylogenetic story is to be regarded at all in classification, the 
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separation of the Lemurs from the Tree-Shrews and their inclusion 
as a sub-order of the Primates is difficult to defend. 

The other type of skull that is easily recognizable among the 

members of the present order Primates differs from that typical of 

the Tree Shrew—Lemur group in several basal characters. This 
type of skull (which we will call Type II) presents the following dis- 
tinguishing features. (See Figure 2.) 

(1) Upon the inner wall of the orbit the lachrymal is well developed 

and it extends on to the face; but at its caudad extremity it articulates 
with the large os planum of the ethmoid, the palate bone taking only a 

LACHRYMNO-£ THM OD 
ARTICULATION 

ALISPHE NOD - PARE TAL 

ARTICULATION 

TYMPANIC BONE OUTSIDE BULLA 

Fie. 2. Diagram or Primate Sxvuxtut or Typz II, rae Bassai Type or SKULL oF 
TaRsinrs, MONKEYS AND APES 

small part in the formation of the inner wall of the orbital cavity and 

being wholly excluded from contact with the lachrymal. 

(2) The alisphenoid bone is in the same primitive and well devel- 
oped condition as in Type I, and it enters into the same articulations 

on the side of the skull. 

(3) The mesethmoid and presphenoid show the same primitive 

features and articulations as in Type I. 

(4) The auditory bulla is developed. The tympanic bone remains 

in the form of a simple ring, but it is entirely outside the cavity of 

the bulla. 

(5) The foramen for the entry of the carotid artery to the skull 

passes into the bulla. 

(6) The frontal and jugal enter into the formation of a post- 
orbital bar. 

This assemblage of features is not typical of the whole of the 

living animals embraced in the present sub-order Anthropoidea, 

and moreover it characterises one group that is not usually included 
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in the sub-order: but I think it may be shown that it constitutes 

the basal type from which all members of the sub-order may be derived. 
In so far as its relation to Type I is concerned we may say that it is 

more in harmony with what we believe to be primitive mammalian 

conditions in having the tympanic bone applied to the lateral aspect 

of the bulla mouth instead of being enclosed within its cavity. The 
combination of characters seen in skulls of Type II is found in 

the living Tarsiers, and it appears to be the basal form from which the 

cranial features of all members of the Anthropoidea have been derived. 

As to its appearance in time, we know that it was contemporary with 

Type I in the early Eocene period. It appears to have run its phylo- 

genetic course parallel to that of Type I, to have had its period, or 

periods, of riot and the production of giant forms, and to have met 

with successes unattained by the Tree Shrew-Lemur phylum. The 

first landmark in the evolution of this type of skull is met with when 
the general enlargement of the brain demands expansion of the cranial 

cavity, with a gradual obliteration of the interorbital and post-orbital 

constriction. With this enlargement of the cranium there developed 

a shortening of the face, a turning of the orbits directly to the front 
and the formation of a post-orbital wall. The post-orbital bar, as 

we have seen, is formed in the whole assemblage of the Primates by 

the meeting of a downgrowth of the frontal with an upgrowth from 
the jugal. The constituent bones of the post-orbital bar meet and 

articulate with the bones of the side wall of the cranium as this grows 

outwards with the expansion of the cavity. In this way a flange from 

the post-orbital bar completes the back wall of the orbital cavity 
and separates it from the temporal fossa. It is conceivable that this 
flange may, in different forms, make contact with different portions 

of the lateral wall of the cranium, the site of contact being determined 

by the general configuration of the skull at the time when the flange 

and the expanding side wall met. It would, indeed, seem that the 
enlargement of the post-orbital region of the skull and the completion 

of the post-orbital wall constituted a critical stage in the evolution 

of the Anthropoidea and that the skull had already undergone certain 
modifications in some groups at the time when these changes came 
about. 

By the criterion of the disposition of the post-orbital wall and 

its articulation with the bones of the side of the cranium the skulls 

of all members of the Anthropoidea may be divided into two well 
differentiated series, which we will term Type II.A and Type II.B. 
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(1) In skulls of Type II.A (See Figure 3) the jugal element in 

the post-orbital bar is large and upon the side wall of the skull it 

meets and articulates with the frontal, the parietal and the alisphenoid. 

The meeting of the parietal with the jugal takes place over a very 

wide area and in this way the alisphenoid is entirely cut off from 

contact with the frontal. 

(2) The primitive alisphenoid-parietal articulation is retained, 

despite the smallness of the alisphenoid; and this because the parietal 

takes so large a share in the formation of the side wall of the skull 

in the region of the obliterated post-orbital constriction. 

(3) The lachrymo-ethmoid articulation is retained in the orbital 

cavity. 

SUGCAL - PAR/ETAL 
vo ARTICULATION 

ALISPHEWO(O-PARIETAL 
ARTICULATION 

SWIUPLE TIVIPAM/C RING 

Fig. 3. DraGRaM OF PRIMATE SKULL OF Type II. A, CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 

AMERICAN MONKEYS 

(4) The tympanic bone remains as a simple ring outside the bulla 

mouth and makes little or no attempt to develop into a tubular 

external auditory meatus. This type of skull characterises the whole 

of the American Monkeys—Platyrhini. Despite the lack of geological 

evidence for the antiquity of this type of skull we may reasonably 

infer, from the absence of an external auditory meatus and from many 

details of the general anatomy of the animals, that it branched off 

from the base of the Tarsier-Monkey-Ape stem at a very early period. 

Indeed all zoologists are prepared to admit this, and by most authors 

the separation of the Platyrhini is placed in the Eocene period. In 

a like manner few will now-a-days be unwilling to agree that the whole 

evolution of the phylum of the American monkeys took place inde- 

pendently of the Old World series, that it took place along parallel 

lines with that series, and that it produced many and striking conver- 
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gent adaptations resulting in a striking totality of general likenesses. 

The other type of skull—Type II.B.—seems obviously to have been 

in a somewhat different phase of development at the time of the 

formation of the post-orbital wall from the post-orbital bar. In 

this type (See Figure 4) the jugal element of the post-orbital barjis 
not so large and it meets the side wall of the cranium in front of the 
anterior margin of the parietal, forming an articulation with the 

alisphenoid only. The other character in which this type severs itself 

from Type II.A. is that, with the lateral expansion of the cranial 
cavity, the tympanic ring develops into a tympanic tube which con- 

stitutes the external auditory meatus. 

PEBSENCE OF TUGAL-PARIETAL 

-—VIRTICUL ATION 

-TUGAL- ALISPHE VOID 
[ ARTICULATION 

TYMPANIC avoITORY MIE ATUS 

Fie. 4. DraGRaM OF PrimaTEe SKULL OF TypE II. B, CHARACTERISTIC OF THE TAR- 

SIBRS AND OLD WorLD MONKEYS 

A post-orbital wall of this primary construction and an outgrowing 

tympanic tube characterise the skulls of the Tarsiers and all the 

Old World Monkeys—Catarhini.—as well as the anthropoid apes. 

But this group—unlike the Platyrhini,—is not a homogeneous one. 

We may say that within the group is one series which formed this 

post-orbital wall upon a skull which retained its primitive mammalian 

articulations, and the other in which the primitive architecture had 

been already altered by the adoption of a very definite structural 

specialization. 

The skulls of the first group we will designate as Type I1.B' and 

those of the second as Type II.B.? 

In skulls of Type II.B' (See Figure 5) we meet with all the features 

with which we became familiar in dealing with Type II and these 
features may be re-stated as follows: 
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(1) The post-orbital wall is completed by a meeting of the jugal 
and the alisphenoid. 

(2) The lachrymal articulates with the os planum of the ethmoid 

in the orbital cavity. 

(3) The alisphenoid articulates over a wide area with the parietal 

and the frontal is excluded from contact with the temporal. 
(4) Within the anterior fossa of the skull the mesethmoid articu- 

lates with the presphenoid, the frontal bones being widely separated 

ALISPHENOID-PARIETAL 
ARTICULATION 

LACHRYMOFETHIIOIO 
ARTIC uLarion 

a 

Fie. 5. DraGRaM oF Primate Skuxtt or Type II sB'. CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 
TARSIERS AND MAN AND PARTLY OF THE ASIATIC MONKEYS AND ANTHROPOID APES 

by this articulation. This assemblage of characters (or some slight 
variation of it) typifies the skulls of the Tarsiers and man, and in 

diminishing degree the two types of Asiatic Anthropoid Apes and the 
Asiatic Monkeys of the genus Pithecus. 

In skulls of Type II.B* there are many modifications of this primi- 

tive condition and these modifications are all specialisations that, 

in this combination, are confined to members of this group alone 

among the Mammals. These specialisations are as follows: (See 

Figure 6.) 

(1) The lachrymal no longer articulates with the ethmoid in the 

orbit, for these two elements are separated by a downgrowth from the 

frontal articulating with an upgrowth from the maxilla. 
(2) The alisphenoid no longer meets the parietal on the side wall 

of the cranium, for the temporal and frontal have displaced these 

elements and meet over a wide area behind the post-orbital wall. 

(3) The mesethmoid no longer articulates with the presphenoid 

on the floor of the anterior fossa of the skull, for two superficial 
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ingrowths from the frontals have developed separating the meseth- 

moid and the presphenoid in the cranial cavity. This assemblage 

of characters (or some slight variation of it) typifies the skulls of all 

the Old World Monkeys—Cercopithecinae, (with the occasional excep- 

tion of Pithecus) as well as the two types of African anthropoid apes. 

Having thus characterised, by the consideration of cranial architecture 

only, the different groups which appear to be embraced within the 
limits of the present order Primates, we may make some attempt to 

follow the probable phylogenetic story of the different groups. 

Fic. 6. Dracram or Primate Skuuut or Type II. s8?. CHARACTERISTIC OF THB 

AFRICAN MONKEYS AND ANTHROPOID APES 

TYPE I: THE TREE SHREW——-LEMUR PHYLUM 

The paleontology of the Tree Shrews so far remains obscure; 

but concerning the Lemurs there are certain very definite evolutionary 

phases preserved. In the Eocene of Europe and North America are 
Adapis, Notharctus, Pelycodus, and many others whose well preserved 

skulls and skeletons leave no doubt as to their having possessed all 
the characters, primitive as well as specialised, (e.g., the enclosed 
tympanic) that are diagnostic of modern Lemurs. The later phases 

of the Lemurs on the great continental masses cannot be followed with 

the same clearness as is the case with those isolated in Madagascar. 

Here in the early Pleistocene the group underwent phylogenetic 

riot and produced forms which were formerly assumed to be ancestral 

to monkeys, or to have been actual monkeys, for their riot ran along 

lines to some extent parallel to the development of the Anthropoidea. 

In this period of plasticity giant forms were developed, several of 
them being as large as a man and one (Megaladapis) considerably 

larger. All the specializations of this phylogenetic riot of giant forms 
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became extinct and, today, there remain the divergent True Lemurs 

and Chiromys of Madagascar, the Galagos of tropical East Africa 

and the Lorises of Malaya and East India. The phylum of the Tree 
Shrews and the Lemurs no longer concerns us here, for its evolution, 

since basal Eocene at least, has been independent of the phylum of 

the Tarsier-Monkey group. In terms of external characters of the 

animals themselves this phylum is distinguished from the members 

of Type II by the fact that the nostril is indented by the common 

mammalian lateral slit and the upper lip is notched in the middle 

line. To this group therefore the appropriate name Strepsirhini is 

often given. 

TYPE II: THE TARSIER-MONKEY PHYLUM 

Here again the paleontological evidence concerning the condition 

of this phylum in basal Eocene times is fairly complete. The Anap- 

tomorphidae of the Eocene of Europe and North America undoubtedly 

present the ancestral forms of this phylum. Among the various 

members of this Eocene group Anaptomorphus, Tetonius and others 

show the closest affinities with the existing Tarsiers and exhibit all 

the cranial features diagnostic of this type. From the Tarsoid groups 

it is generally admitted that all the monkeys, apes and man arose. 

In terms of external characters the animals of this phylum are dis- 

tinguished from the members of Type I by the fact that the nostrils 

are completely ringed around and that the upper lip is complete and 

free in the midline. To this group therefore the name Haplorhini is 

given. The arrangement of the bones upon the side of the cranial 
eavity of the existing Tarsius spectrum, makes easy passage to the 

construction of a complete post-orbital wall of either Type II.A or Type 

II.B (although in general characters the skull belongs essentially to 

the latter type), and we may therefore assume that from one of the 

early Eocene Tarsioids the stock of the Platyrhini (Type I1.A) split 

off. Unfortunately there is little known of the paleontological story 

of the Platyrhines; fossil forms closely allied to existing animals are 

found in the Pleistocene of South America, and probably Homunculus 

of Ameghino carries the story back to the Miocene; but beyond that, 

paleontological evidence dees not go. If in this phylum we are 

unable to trace a continued story to the Tarsioids of the Eocene, and 

if the later stages of the story seem to be a comparatively uneventful 
progress towards the development of a fairly large monkey from a 

Tarsioid, we need not deplore the absence of evidence of the begetting 
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of giant or anthropoid forms, for Lagothriz and Ateleus may not 
inaptly be regarded as parallels to the Gibbons, and in cerebral evolu- 
tion the Platyrhines have, in their own particular way, equalled or 

even excelled the Old World Monkeys. 

It seems equally certain that the Catarhini (Type I1.B), with the 

jugal-alisphenoid post-orbital wall, arose from the Eocene Tarsioids, 
and the development of this phylum presents considerably more 

interest, since not only is it far more diversified than that of the 

Platyrhines, but it is the group in which Homo is included. Now 

within this phylum there was early developed one of those evolutionary 

trends which are so familiar to paleontologists, in which a character 

or series of characters once developed becomes more and more accentua- 

ted as the phylogenetic story progresses. A need arose in this phylum, 

as it did in the case of the Strepsirhini and the Platyrhini, for the 

enlargement of the skull to accommodate the brain which, with the 

initial educational advantages of arboreal life, had been increasing 

in size. This enlargement seems to have been attempted more than 

once in this phylum and this probably because the need for the enlarge- 
ment arose at different times in the different groups of animals com- 

prised within it. One stock would appear to have felt the need for 

enlargement of the cranial cavity at an extremely early period. So 

early did this cranial growth set in that it commenced the enlargement 
of a skull of absolutely basal simplicity, and one that was, except 
in this direction, committed to no phylogenetic trend of development. 

We may say that in this one stock a most primitive Tarsioid skull 

began to expand in response to the demands of a growing brain. Such 

a skull, we might say, is simply a primitive mammalian skull with 

its brain cavity enlarged and rounded. All the constituent bones 

of the primitive skull will share in the enlargement: the cartilaginous 

base will expand, the membrane bones of the side wall and vault of 

the skull will grow larger, but each will retain its primitive connections 
as the enlargement goes on. Such a skull will show the basal features 
of Type II. It will retain the lachrymal ethmoid articulation in the 

orbit, the alisphenoid parietal articulation upon the side wall of 
the skull, the mesethmoid presphenoid articulation in the base of the 

skull, and its tympanic external auditory meatus need not be unduly 

long, since the expansion of the base of the skull may carry the bulla 

region some distance laterally. Now, excepting Tarsius spectrum 

(the slightly modified living descendent of the basal Eocene Tarsioids), 

only Homo among the Anthropoidea exhibits a skull that fulfils all 
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these requirements, and it seems impossible to regard Man in any 

other way than as the surviving member of the giant progeny of the 

unspecialized Tarsioids of the Eocene. All the rest of the Catarhines 

have become committed in some degree or other to a definite evolu- 

tionary trend, a specialization that, for want of a better term, we 

will call Pithecoid. This trend manifests itself in its completed 

form in the substitution of a fronto-maxillary articulation in the 

orbit, a fronto-temporal articulation on the side of the cranium and a 
fronto-presphenoid articulation in the floor of the cranial cavity. 

This combination of characters constitutes a complex or a syndrome 

that is a specialization peculiar to this group of animals. The char- 

acters are not primitive, but they are specialized, and they constitute 
a definite Pithecoid distinction. 

We have seen that one of the problems that confronted the whole 

stock of the early Primates was the enlargement of the skull in the 

region of the primitive mammalian interorbital constriction. It 
appears beyond question that in Man there is seen a skull which 
enlarged extremely early in the phylogenetic story of the Mammals, 

for the difficulty of enlarging the interorbital constriction was carried 

out before any modifications in this region had become stereotyped 

in the phylum. But with the rest of the Catarhines, changes had 

already taken place when this enlargement was initiated. Naturally 

the change from an anterior fossa of the cranial cavity which accomo- 

dated no more than the olfactory bulbs to one that contained frontal 
cerebral lobes was a profound one, and one only accomplished by a 

considerable alteration of architecture once this region of the skull 
had been committed to any definite evolutionary specialization. The 

difficulty of accommodating the frontal portion of the cerebral hemi- 
spheres was solved in Man by enlarging the primitive cranial cavity 

in this region and expanding the primitive cartilaginous ethmoid 

and sphenoid constituents of the anterior fossa. The Pithecoid 

specialization consisted in enlarging the membranous frontal bone, 

so that it overgrew the primitive articulation of the mesethmoid 

and presphenoid and constitutes the floor, the side wall and the roof 

of the anterior portion of the skull. That this was a process initiated 
to meet a need that arose in the enlargement of the frontal region 

of the brain case, seems to be evidenced in the fact that the Platyrhines, 

confronted with the same problem, employed the same device for 
its solution: and the independence of this convergent adaptation must 

of necessity be admitted. 
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What we have termed the trend of Pithecoid specialization set 

in early in the stem of the Old World Primates. It had only just 
commenced when the Asiatic Gibbon-Langur stock differentiated and 
gave rise to its two giant forms the Gibbons and Orang. In Pithecus 
the alisphenoid parietal pterion occurs at times as it does in Hylobates 
and in Simia and the same is true in lesser degree of the other primitive 
characters such as the mesethmoid presphenoid articulation and the 

lachrymo ethmoid articulation. It is only permitted to say that the 

Gibbon-Langur group, with its included giant forms, is next in order 

to Homo in being primitive in cranial architecture, in having enlarged 

the brain and cranial cavity early, and in having largely avoided the 

definite Pithecoid trend of specialization. No more precise analysis 
is possible until statistics are available upon the frequency of vari- 

ations in the crucial articulations. 

Of the remaining Monkeys and African Apes all are hopelessly com- 

mitted to their own phylogenetic trend. Probably the Chimpanzee, in 
relation to the lachrymo-ethmoidal region, is the least specialized away 
from the Tarsioid-Homo line. In the Gorilla the fronto-maxillary 

articulation is twice as frequent as the lachrymo-ethmoidal. The 

Drills, Mangabeys, Baboons, Macaques, and Guenons, all show the 
specializations of this group in their most complete form. 

As regards the Old World Primates and their phylogenetic story, 

it seems justifiable to assume that the most primitive stock gave rise 

to an assemblage of Tarsioid forms and had, like the Tree Shrew- 

Lemur stem, a period during which it produced animals considerably 
larger than the earliest members of the phylum. Among these was 

the progenitor of Homo, distinguished by the fact that the enlargement 

of the brain, due to the advantages of arboreal life, was achieved very 

early, that the skull remained, in basal architecture, essentially primi- 
tive and that some factor—probable early descent from the trees— 
added the finishing touches to the evolution that culminated in Man. 

The next primitive group—the Asiatic Pithecus Gibbon stock—went 

through the same phases at a period when only slight specialization 

had led them away from the primitive form, and it produced the 
Gibbons and the Orang, still hopelessly clinging to a specialized 
arboreal life, but retaining some of their birthright of Tarsioid sim- 

plicity. The most specialized group—the least primitive by far— 
was also subjected to the same influences and begot the Chimpanzee 

and Gorilla as divergences from the Cercopithecus-Baboon stem. 
That the giant offshoots of all the groups show several convergent 
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likenesses to each other is only to be expected, but these convergent 

likenesses must be assessed at their true value and must not be taken 

as evidences of kinship or ancestry. It is obvious that 

we still need far more detailed knowledge of the range of variation 

displayed in the arrangement of the articulations dealt with in this 

paper. Not only does much work need to be done on the skulls 

of large numbers of monkeys and apes, but we require a great deal 

more information concerning the skulls of some of the races of Mankind. 

In particular there is needed an extended study of the negro skull, 

particularly of the negro foetus, for it is impossible to regard as unim- 

portant the fact that some 16 per cent or more of African negroes 

show the frontal temporal articulation, which is such a definite speciali- 

zation of the African anthropoids. 



BIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN NEGRO MORTALITY! 

BY RAYMOND PEARL 

I 

The fundamental basis of all health programs is biological, and must 

always remain so. Man is an animal with all the opportunities for 

pleasure and all the risks of misfortune which that fact implies. When 
we think of health programs as social forces, we are thinking soundly 
and pertinently, but nevertheless about secondary rather than primary 

variables, in considerable part. When such programs succeed in 

some measure, it is only because the basic, primary biological factors 

involved have permitted that degree of success to be achieved. 

In attacking any biological problem the investigator is at once 

confronted by the difficulty of disentangling and evaluating the effects 

of heredity separately from those of the environment. What makes 

this difficulty so great is the fact that no living organism can be 

separated from the environment in general (that is, from any environ- 

ment at all) and still continue to be a living organism. Or, to put the 

case in another way, for every living organism certain factors in its 

environment are necessary conditions for its continued living existence. 

For example, man cannot live in an atmosphere devoid of oxygen. 

The presence of oxygen in the environment is therefore a necessary 

condition for human life. Similar relations are true for other organ- 

isms, and other environmental factors. 

Yet always what we want to know, when we are discoursing of 
health matters, is something like this: Mr. A. is, let us say, 82 years of 

age, and enjoys excellent health and has done so all his life. To what 
extent is this happy situation to be attributed to the manner in which 

Mr. A. has conducted the business of his living, and to what extent is 

it to be attributed to the soundness of his inherited constitution? 

The same problem confronts us if we try to evaluate public or group 

! From the Institute for Biological Research of the Johns Hopkins University. 
This paper was read on December 17, 1928, at the National Interracial Conference, 

Washington, D. C. 
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health, as when we attempt to determine the causes of the individual 

Mr. A’s well-being. 

Now since we cannot study either Mr. A., nor a thousand of him, 

apart from the environment, we are forced to resort to indirect methods 

to get as much useful knowledge as possible regarding this great 

puzzle. One of the best of these indirect methods is to take advantage 

of a situation in which one of the basic biological variables involved is 

as different as possible in one group of individuals from what it is in 

another group, and then see how the secondary variables compare in 

the two groups. Such an opportunity is offered, in respect of health 

matters, by studying mortality and morbidity in two groups which are 

racially different. This opportunity has attracted the attention of a 

number of workers. I have myself been for some time rather actively 

engaged in the investigation of the pathology and mortality of negroes 

as compared with whites. I want tonight to put some of the results 

of this work before you for discussion: not with any notion of finality, 

because the whole subject of comparative racial pathology is in its 

veriest infancy, but rather in the hope of interesting others to go into 

this fascinating field of human biology. 

II 

The first practical implication of the remarks made a moment ago 

is that the American negro is to be regarded as a group racially distinct 

from whites. Is there sound foundation for such an idea? Everyone 
knows that there has been a great deal of intermixture of white and 

negro races in North America ever since the negro first came to this 

continent. Have we any right, under these circumstances, to speak 

of the American negro as a race? 

This has lately been re-investigated thoroughly and carefully by 

Dr. Melville J. Herskovits. It will be pertinent to quote his conclu- 

sions? on the point (pp. 80 and 81). 

“What we see is that in trait after trait the average is about half- 

way between the averages for the White population and the African, 

so that what we have represented here is a blend, if the gross statistical 

analysis is correct. In the second place . . . there would have to 
be an increase in variability if the Mendelian hypothesis were operative 

in this case. But I need not repeat the fact that the American Negro 

is homogeneous, and that the index of this homogeneity is the low 

2 Herskovits, M. J. The American Negro. A Study in Racial Crossing. 
New York (Alfred A. Knopf), 1928. Pp. xiv + 92. 
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variability of trait after trait when this variability is compared with 
that of the so-called ‘pure’ populations. 

“Tf race means anything in the way of definite physical type, then 

the American Negro is a racial group. If it means anything in the 

sense that lowness of variation is associated with racial purity, then 
the American Negro is a pure racial group.” 

Not only is the American negro different in external body size and 

conformation, but the anatomy and physiology of his internal organs 

are in some respects different from those of whites. Bean, who has 

devoted much attention to this subject, claims to have found a number 

of quantitative differences. Thus he concludes* that the size of the 
temporal lobe of the brain is both absolutely and relatively smaller in 
the negro than in whites, and that the shape of the lobe is also different 
in the two races. The same investigator also reported that the spleen‘ 
is smaller in negroes than in whites, a result which Pearl and Bacon® 

were able to confirm. 

Bean and Baker‘ in later papers found the liver to be smaller in 

negroes, while there was no significant difference between the two 

races in respect of size of the heart or kidneys. Pearl and Bacon 
(loc. cit.) confirmed this finding so far as concerns the heart. 

That the negro body may react differently to organic disease than 

that of the white has lately been shown for neoplastic diseases by 

Pearl and Bacon’ on the basis of the autopsy records of the Johns 

Hopkins Hospital. In the first place, whether tested by autopsy 

data, as in Fig. 1 and 2, or in general population death ratios, as in Fig. 

3, or by general population death rates, cancer (and other malignant 

tumors) occur more frequently relatively among whites than among 

the colored. This racial difference is more marked in the cases of 

* Bean, R. B. A racial peculiarity in the pole of the temporal lobe of the negro 
brain. Anat. Rec., Vol. 8, pp. 479-491, 1924. 

‘ Bean, R. B., and W. Baker. Some racial characteristics of the spleen weight 
inman. Amer. Jour. Phys. Anthrop., Vol. 2, pp. 1-9, 1919. 

5 Pearl, R. and A. L. Bacon. Biometrical studies in pathology. III. The 
absolute weight of the heart and spleen in tuberculous persons. Johns Hopkins 
Hosp. Repts., Vol. 21, pp. 297-377, 1924. 

* Bean, R. B., and W. Baker. Some racial characteristics of the liver weight 
in man. Amer. Jour. Phys. Anthrop., Vol. 2, pp. 167-173, 1919; Some racial 
characteristics of the weight of the heart and kidneys. Jbid., pp. 265-274, 1919. 

7 Pearl, R. and A. L. Bacon. Biometrical studies in pathology. V. The 
racial and age incidence of cancer and of other malignant tumors. Arch. of Path., 
Vol. 3, pp. 963-992, 1927; VI. The primary site of cancers and of other malignant 
tumors. Jbid, Vol. 6, pp. 67-89, 1928. 
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sarcoma than in the case of carcinoma, but for all kinds of malignant 

tumors the relation holds in general. The only possibly significant 

exception is found in colored women during the child bearing ages, 

where the death rates are somewhat higher than in the whites. 
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But the differentiation of negro from white in respect of cancer 

goes farther than mere incidence. Table 1 shows the distribution of 

malignant tumors in different parts of the body. 

From Table 1 it is plain that the malignant tumors in this autopsy 

material have their primary location in the alimentary tract and its 

associated glandular organs (pancreas, gall-bladder and ducts, and 

liver), more frequently than at any other site, in male persons, both 

white and colored. On the other hand, in females the organ system 

Death Rate per 1,000 
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in which malignant growths most frequently occur is the reproductive 

system (including both primary and secondary sex organs together), 

with the alimentary tract in the second place. 

In the negroes the broad facts stated above as to location of 

primary tumors are emphasized more strongly than in the whites. 

Thus in the males it is seen from Table 1 that 50 per cent of 
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all malignant tumors had their primary site in our class B (alimentary 

tract). But in the negro males 64 per cent of all malignant tumors 

fell in this organ group. In the white females 45 per cent of all 

malignant tumors had their primary site in some organ of the repro- 

ductive system as here defined. But in the negro females 63 per cent 

were so located. The racial picture afforded by Table 1 indicates 

that the susceptibility to malignancy of the different organ systems 

of the body is a more diffuse and widely scattered phenomenon in the 
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TABLE 1 

Percentage Frequency of Malignant Tumors by Site, Sex and Race. Autopsy Records 

, , White | Negro | White | Negro 
Location of primary tumor males | males | females | females 

Eee eet 2.90 | ...... | 1.28 | 3.80 
B. Alimentary tract, liver and pancreas 50.24 | 64.04 | 33.33 | 22.78 
C. Reproductive organs, primary and sec- 

DN colt Cs hss casemate heal 8.94 8.99 | 44.87 | 63.29 
D. Excretory system....................| 10.68 | 5.62/ 2.14 3.80 
E. Respiratory system.................. 3.62 | 7.87) 0.85 1.27 
F. Endocrine organs other than sex....... | 2.90 | 1.12; 2.14 
G. Skeletal and muscular system.........| 2.90; 3.37, 0.48 
H. Nervous system and sense organs..... . | 12.11 | 2.25 8.97 1.27 
J. Lymphatic system................... | §.31] 6.74 5.13 2.53 

K. All other organs.................. me. + eee 0.85 | 1.27 
| 
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whites than it is in the negroes. What cancer the negroes have tends 
to appear primarily in either the alimentary tract or in the reproductive 

organs, and not in the other organ systems, more constantly and 

regularly than is the case with the whites. The facts suggest that 
malignancy is, in certain respects, a different thing biologically in the 

whites from what it is in the negroes. Or, to put it more precisely, 

whites and negroes are biologically different—that is, have different 

constitutional patterns—in a great variety of respects, many of which 

have been defined and measured by anthropologists; and we now see 

that these constitutional differences are clearly reflected in the reac- 

tions of the two races toward cancer. The whites have more cancer in 

proportion to numbers exposed than do the negroes. Their malig- 

nancy is also more diffusely spread over the body, in respect of the 

primary site. The negroes give a different picture, both because of 

smaller incidence, and of greater concentration upon the two most 

important organ systems. 

This same principle of greater concentration of the primary 

tumors at the most-favored site in the negroes, as compared with the 

whites, is further substantiated if we go to still more precise localization. 

TABLE 2 

Cancer of the Alimentary Tract 

| 
Johne Hopkins Hespitel || U. 8. Registration Area 1914 

Autopsies, Carcinoma only | ess'alignant tamore 

Location ese: 
| White males | Negro males ~ | White males | Colored{males 

(Total cases | (Total cases i (Total deaths ares * Gants 
= 182) = 45) ] = 11,821) 02) 

rae - 

| Per cent Percent || Per cent Per cent 
Mouth (including lips and | | 
NE, os sasiceaccn teen 16 9 | 16 14 

(Esophagus. . btuannnes ol 15 | 2 4 3 
FS rer 48 67 58 67 
Intestine (including rectum) | 21 an | 16 

| 

BS, sh oh becca | 100 | 100° | | 100 100 

Table 2 shows that in males the most frequent site for a primary 

cancer anywhere in the alimentary tract is in the stomach. But 

again it is apparent that the concentration of primary tumors at this 

most frequent site is distinctly heavier in the negroes than in the 
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whites. This curious relationship is exhibited in practically the same 

degree quantitatively whether we deal with autopsy results or with the 

mortality records of the generai population. 

The same thing is true of the most prevalent cancers of females, as 

is shown in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 

Cancer of Primary and Secondary Sex Organs 

Johns Hopkins Hospital U. S. Registration Area 1914 
Autopsies Deaths 

Location | White females | Negro females | White females| Colored 
| females 

| (Total cases | (Total cases (Total deaths | (Total deaths 
= 105) | = 50) = 12,461) = 795) 

Per cent. Per cent. || Percent. | Per cent. 

MR eS frei cacao es 20 12 4 2 
eg ie 50 56 55 73 

SS bof ole 6d o ouriecie yy. at's 30 32 41 25 

, rene ee 100 100 100 100 

It has already been noted that in females the most frequent site of 

primary cancer is the primary and secondary sex organs. Within 

this rubric, Table 3 shows that the uterus is the most frequent primary 

site. And again, whether we take autopsy statistics or the mortality 

records of the general population, the concentration of primary tumors 

upon this most frequent site is higher in the negro than in the white 

race. 

Finally, I wish to call attention to one further difference between 

whites and negroes in respect of their reaction to malignant tumors. 

The whites exhibit secondary or metastatic growths somewhat more 

frequently than do the negroes. Thus among the cases in white males 

71.3 per cent showed metastatic growths, as against 66.7 per cent 

among the negro males. The corresponding percentages for females 

are 67.4 per cent in whites and 62.5 per cent in negroes. These differ- 

ences are not large, and cannot be certainly regarded as statistically 

significant, but their trend is in accord with the other facts which have 

been presented. 

Summing the whole case up, it has been shown that the difference 

in general biological organization, constitution, or pattern, which 

exists between whites and negroes is clearly reflected in the incidence 

and distribution of malignant tumors in the two cases. 
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III 

The extensive and penetrating reviews of the existing data on negro 

mortality and its trends, derived from official vital statistics, presented 

to this Conference by Dr. Louis I. Dublin, Dr. Charles 8. Johnson and 

the Research Committee make it unnecessary to go further in that 

direction at this time. Instead I wish to continue the discussion of 

the biological factors involved in the differences between white and 

negro mortality along somewhat different lines. 

In 1920, in an attempt to approach the problem of human mortality 

from a more directly biological standpoint than that of current vital 

statistics, I* discussed the distribution of human deaths on the basis 

of an organological classification of the several statistically recorded 

causes. The underlying idea in the classification was to group all 

causes of death under the heads of the several organ systems of the 

body, the functional breakdown of which is the immediate or pre- 

dominant cause of the cessation of life. The basis of the classification 

was not that of etiology, but rather that of the anatomical location of 

the principal breakdown. The matter was further discussed, and the 

original classification amended and corrected, in later publications. °® 

In these investigations there came to light evidence that the 

present characteristics and distribution of human mortality are in 

part—perhaps a considerable part—the results or consequences of the 

evolutionary history of the human body itself. It appears that the 

different organ systems of the body are not all equally capable of 

withstanding the environmental stresses and strains which they have 

to meet. The evidence on this point was necessarily suggestive rather 

than conclusive. Human vital statistics, taken by themselves, are 

for many reasons inadequate to elucidate such a point as this. 

As the next step, attention was turned to the mortality records of 

lower forms of life in the London Zoological Garden over a period of 

four years (cf. Pearl, loc. cit.). The results are shown in Figure 4. 

It is seen at once that in reptiles, birds, and mammals, just as in 

man, the two organ systems having the largest mortality chargeable 

to them are the respiratory and the alimentary systems, with the 

* Pearl, R. Certain evolutionary aspects of human mortality rates. Amer. 

Nat., Vol. 54, pp. 5-44, 1920. 
* Pearl, R. The Biology of Death. Philadelphia (Lippincott), 1922. Pp. 275. 
Id. Studies in Human Biology. Baltimore (Williams and Wilkins Co.), 

1924. Pp. 653. 
Id. Evolution and mortality. Quart. Rev. Biol., Vol. 3, pp. 271-280, 1928. 
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circulatory system standing third. The other organ systems, which 

have a low mortality chargeable to them in man, also are concerned in a 

low mortality in the reptiles, birds, and mammals. This rough, but 

still evident, correspondence between man and the lower orders of 

vertebrates in the organological distribution of their mortality con- 

siderably tends to increase one’s confidence that this classification has 

some real biological significance. 
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There is however, another point in regard to which there is need 

for improvement in the evidence. In all previous discussions of the 

biological classification of human mortality the data used have been 

derived from official vital statistics; that is, registered mortality. 

But, as everyone knows, the diagnosis of the causes of death which are 

recorded upon death certificates represent, in the vast majority of 
cases, only the clinical judgment of the physicians signing the death 
certificates. Only in a small percentage of cases is the diagnosis 

met 
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confirmed by autopsy. It is obviously desirable, in the interest of 

accuracy and precision, to try the biological classification of the 

causes of death upon an autopsied population, in which there is as 
much known as can be, in the present stage of development of pathol- 
ogy, about the cause of each patient’s death. 

Such an experiment has been made, using the autopsy material 

of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, with the results which are here pre- 

sented for the first time, in preliminary form. Later a more detailed 
analysis of the data will be published elsewhere. 

The organological classification of the causes of death set up in che 
earlier publications cited, and followed in this present study is as 
follows: 

I. Circulatory system, blood, and blood-forming organs. 
II. Respiratory system. 

III. Primary and secondary sex organs. 
IV. Kidneys and related excretory organs. 
V. Skeletal and muscular systems. 

VI. Alimentary tract and associated organs concerned in 
metabolism. 

VII. Nervous system and sense organs. 

VIII. Skin. 
IX. Endocrinal system. 

X. All other causes of death. 

Table 4 shows the absolute number of cases falling in each of the 
ten categories of this classification, in the autopsy material of the 
Johns Hopkins Hospital. In distributing the autopsies into this 
classification a careful study was made of all doubtful cases, with 
multiple lesions, etc., and the final disposition of each case was made 
on the basis of the clinical history as well as the autopsy findings. 
The cases falling in Class X are, in considerable degree, prematurely 

born babies who died within a short time of birth, and in which there 

were found at autopsy no specific anatomical lesions apparently 

adequate to cause death. The other cases in this class represent 
incomplete autopsies, and cases in which no definite conclusions could 

be reached as to the organ system to which the death could reasonably 
be assigned. 

Omitting Class X, and reducing all other deaths to a percentage 
basis, we have the results shown graphically in Figures 5 and 6, 

While greater accuracy inheres in autopsy results than in general 

mortality statistics, so far as concerns diagnosis of the cause of death, 
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TABLE 4 
Biological classification of the causes of death of persons autopsied in the Johns 

Hopkins Hospital 

WHITE | COLORED WHITE | coonup 
CLASS ORGAN SYSTEM 

MALES | MALES | FEMALES | FEMALES 

I | Circulatory system, blood, | | 

| and blood forming organs. . | 628 | 246 | 493 | 237 
II | Respiratory system.......... 365 | 175 | 440 | 237 

III | Primary and secondary sex 
PMN ccecgxt poi 00s tenis 165 | 238 | 52 | 208 

IV | Kidneys and related excretory 
DQ a is cxcnanedawaes 206 | 75 | 80 | 60 

V | Skeletal and muscular systems 44 22 | 45 | 21 
VI | Alimentary tract and associ- 

IN os an wg sain cake 707 | 317 | 324 187 
VII | Nervous system and sense | 

I oi a -Soai cs ones ae 284 153 | 144 | 107 

Ee 30 8 | 5 | 7 
IX | Endocrinal system........... 51 | 49 12 | 20 

Sub- 
total | All biologically classifiable 
SRS See 2480 1283 1595 | 1084 

X | All other causes (unknown or 

| unelassifiable).............. | mY 37 55 | 25 

Grand | | 
total | All causes:...........2...5. | 2591 | 1320 | 1650 | 1109 

hospital and autopsy data suffer from certain statistical peculiarities, 
some of which it will be well to consider before attempting to draw any 

conclusions from the data given in Table 4, and Figures 5 and 6. 

The first of these peculiarities concerns the age distribution of the 

persons autopsied in the Johns Hopkins Hospital. Pearl and Bacon’® 

have shown that this group of persons differs in respect of age from the 

general population out of which it came, in the following respects. 

The autopsied group has (a) an under-representation of infants and 

children under 5 years of age, (b) a marked over-representation of 

persons between 10 and 60 years of age, and finally (c) again a marked 

10 Pearl, R., and A. L. Bacon. Biometrical studies in pathology. IV. Statisti- 
cal characteristics of an autopsied hospital population. Arch. of Pathol., Vol. 1, 
pp. 329-347, 1926. 
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under-representation of persons more than 60 years of age. Now 

plainly this depa ture of the autopsied group from the general popula- 

tion in respect of ages at death will be reflected in some degree in the 
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Johns Hopkins Hospital autopsies; actual data without correction for age. 

figures of proportionate mortality given in Figures 5 and 6. The 

best way in which to form an idea of the magnitude of this influence 

upon the results is to correct the percentage figures to allow for the 

deviant age distribution of the group from which they are derived. 
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This has been done with the results shown in Figures 7 and 8, the 
corrections being based upon the distribution of ages of all the bio- 
logically classifiable deaths of persons of known age in the U. S. 
Registration Area, for deaths in 1925. 
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Confining attention on the present occasion solely to the differences 
between whites and negroes in respect of the organological distribution 
of their mortality, it is seen that the Johns Hopkins Hospital autopsy 
material, whether adjusted to the same age distribution or not, ci 
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shows in both sexes a smaller proportion of the total mortality assign- 

able to the alimentary tract and its associated glandular organs in the 
negroes than in the whites. 
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On the other hand, the mortality attributable to lesions of the 
circulatory system, and also that attributable to the respiratory 
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system, both form a greater proportion of the total mortality of the 

negroes than is the case in the whites. 

The proportion of the total mortality attributable to lesions of the 
nervous system, the kidneys and associated excretory organs, and 

Percerage Scale 
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the endocrine system, is, in each case, smaller in negroes than in the 

whites, whether one considers the raw autopsy data, or those adjusted 

for age. 
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In the case of lesions of the skeletal and muscular systems the 

absolute mortality is small, but the proportionate amount is larger, in 

this autopsy experience, in negroes than in whites. 

The proportionate mortality attributable to lesions of the skin is 

smaller in negro males than in white males. In the female sex this 

relationship is reversed, but the excess proportionate mortality of 

negro females over white is very slight. 

In the case of the mortality attributable to the sex organs the 

situation is somewhat complicated. To begin with there is a differ- 

entiation of the sexes in this regard. In males the proportion of the 

total mortality attributable to the primary and secondary sex organs is 

absolutely small, and is less in negroes than in whites. When corrected 
for age the mortality assignable to the sex organs is abnormally high 

in white males in this experience. This is due chiefly to the dispro- 

portionate number of prostatic patients in a hospital population. 

In females, owing partly to the hazards incident to child bearing 

and partly to the great frequency of cancer of the uterus and the 

breast, the mortality assignable to the primary and secondary sex 

organs is higher than in males. Furthermore it forms a greater pro- 

portion of the total mortality in negroes than it does in whites. 

In Table 5, 11,213,602 deaths occurring in the U. S. Registration 

Area between 1914 and 1925 inclusive, are distributed according to the 

TABLE 5 

Deaths in the United States Registration Area in the Years 1914-25 

COLORED 

FEMALES 
WHITE MALES WHITE FEMALES | COLORED MALES 

| 

CLASS a I SN RS A TR MN 4; SR mae 

Abso- | Per | Abso- | Per | Abso- | Per | Abso- | Per 
| cent lute cent lute | cent lute | cent 

mi Peserabeemenon —_——— eee ponetonmeeniet 

I 1,088,200 20.90) 954,363, 20.00; 97,830, 15.82 91, 865) 14.92 
II (1,588,479 30.50)1,345,065' 28.19, 249,298 40.33 227 , 303) 36.91 

III | 85,235, 1.64 363,146 7.61| 22,007 3.56) 56,290) 9.14 
IV | 483,560 9.29) 438,761; 9.19 60,563, 9.80 56,570) 9.19 
V 43,756 0.84 39,781; 0.83 5,743 0.93 4,891) 0.79 

VI 1,010,496, 19.41; 859,297; 18.01 112,070, 18.13 111,212) 18.06 
Vil 779,739 14.97; 621,623 13.03 64,288 10.40 60,115 9.76 

Vill 47,756 0.92 33,822) 0.71 2,838 0.46 2,263, 0.37 

3,571, 0.58 5,269) 0.86 IX | 80,141 1.54 116,396 2.44 

Total. ...5, 207,362 100.01/4,772, 254 100.01 618,208 100.01 615,778 100.00 
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biological classification. For the considerable labor involved in the 

preparation of this table I am indebted to my associates, Dr. John 

Rice Miner and Dr. Joseph Berkson. The comparison of the results 
here shown for the general population with the more exact, if less 
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extensive, data from autopsy records presents many points of interest, 

but on the present occasion attention will again be confined solely to 
comparison of the white and colored races. The proportionate 

mortalities of Table 5 attributable to the different organ systems are 

shown graphically in Figures 9 and 10. 
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While the classes of causes are distributed somewhat differently in 
Figures 9 and 10 from what they are in Figures 5-8, for reasons which 

cannot be gone into here, the differences between the white and 

negro proportionate mortalities in the various organ system classes 

turn out to be, in the main though with some exceptions, similar in 
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the general population to what they were in the Johns Hopkins 

Hospital autopsies. A higher proportion of the total deaths is 

assignable to the respiratory system in the negro than in the white. 
The same is true of the proportion of deaths assignable to the sex 
organs. With respect to the mortality assignable to the nervous 

system, the endocrine system and the skin, the proportion of the total 
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deaths is definitely smaller in the negroes than in the whites. The 

circulatory system and the alimentary tract proportionate mortalities, 

as well as that assignable to the kidneys, show somewhat different 

relations in the general population from those observed in the autopsy 

material, so far as concerns racial differences. 

In order to show more precisely the agreements and divergences 

between autopsy and general population data in regard to the pro- 

portionate organological distribution of mortality in the white and 

colored races Table 6 has been prepared. 

TABLE 6 

Showing the Agreement and Divergence of Different Groups of Material Relative to 
the Organological Distribution of Causes of Death 

+ means higher percentage in whites than in negroes; — means lower percentage 
in whites than in negroes; 0 means no sensible difference 

MALES FEMALES 

| 
| ieminintaiippemmainitiinans 

| | j 
ORGAN CLASS " | -| 

Raw — General Raw —— General 

autopsy | _| popu- | autopsy popu- 

data | —— | lation | data a ted lation 

| 

| } 

ESOT EEE TOE - | - + | - | _ 

OR re Pero ane | _ | _ _ _ — - 

III. Primary and secondary sex organs | + + | _ - | _ = 

IV. Kidneys and other Excretory...... | + - + | 0 0 

V. Skeletal and Muscular............ - - -~ if - | = | 8 
rere re | - + | + | - + | 0 

SU eee. es ee - 4 + | + + + | + 

ary xd wis eke bbs tale we P-— f + tf *. hf 8 - | + 
IX. Endoerinal...................0. + + | + | + + + 

It is seen from Table 6 that there is complete agreement 

between the three sets of data, in the case of males, in respect of six 

organ systems, respiratory, skeletal and muscular, alimentary, nervous, 

skin, and endocrinal. In the cases of the circulatory, reproductive, 

and excretory systems the general population data show an opposite 

result in males to the autopsy data. In the females four organ sys- 

tems, the respiratory, reproductive, nervous, and endocrinal, show 

complete agreement in all three sets of data. In the case of the 

excretory system the general population and age corrected autopsy 

data are in agreement. In the other four organ systems the general 
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population and autopsy data are divergent in their indications in 

females. 

The divergences between general population and autopsy data are 

probably due in part to more precise attribution of deaths to organ 

systems in the autopsied group, and in part to the selected character, 

in respect of pathology, of any hospital population. These are 

matters which cannot be discussed on the present occasion, but I 
hope to return to their consideration at another time and place. 

IV 

The purpose of this paper is simply to present evidence that 

biological differences between the negro and white races, many of 

which have been demonstrated by various somatological studies, are 

also to some extent reflected in the comparative pathology of the two 

races. This object may fairly be said to have been accomplished, I 

think, by the data which have been discussed. The negro reacts 

differently to diseases than the white, in a great many ways, including 

incidence, organological distribution of pathological lesions, etc. 

In some respects these racial differences in pathology are so great as to 

make it seem reasonable that they should be taken into account in 

planning health programs for the negro. In some particulars he 

appears to enjoy a greater biological fitness than the white race, while 
in other respects he is apparently distinctly less well adapted to the 

general environment in which he must live and have his being. Is it 
unreasonable to suggest that specific health activities be directed 

toward helping him in regard to his specific biological disabilities? 
If by such methods a definite amelioration of negro mortality can be 

accomplished the whole community of mankind, both white and 

colored, will be benefited. 
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SOCIAL SELECTION AND THE FORMATION OF 

HUMAN TYPES 

BY MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS 

Northwestern University 

That man is a social as well as a biological animal; that the ability 

to speak, to use tools, and to live a social life are the outstanding 

characteristics which differentiate man from all other living creatures, 

are propositions which need no proof. It is only in recent years, 

however, that man has become conscious of self, it is only late in the 

period of the development of the scientific tradition that he has made 

himself the subject for objective study. It is not strange, in line with 

this new interest, that the biologists, particularly the geneticists, 

should have become especially interested in investigating the processes 

of human heredity, while the study of the social aspects of human life 

has come to lie in the hands of students to whose interest and training 

the study of human biology is somewhat foreign. 

The unity of the problem of human behavior is not, however, to 

be thwarted through the erection of academic barriers, and we there- 

fore have the spectacle of the biologist applying biological methods 

to the solution of problems which lie entirely in the field of man’s 

social activities, while the students of human society grope more or 
less blindly through the technical mazes of genetics. It is, however, 

the biologists who have perhaps sinned the more grievously in attempt- 

ing to cope with questions the solution of which lies outside the realm of 

their scientific equipment. The social scientists, have, in the main, 

been willing to accept man as a social animal and to study him entirely 

from that point of view, and, with few exceptions, have tended to 

accept the expert findings of the geneticists in matters touching the 

problems of heredity. 

Not so the geneticists. Especially in their case do we find the 

expression of such opinion as characterises the Eugenist movement, 

which proposes to control the reproduction of humans so as to establish 

a more efficient and more favorable social type, on the basis of infer- 
250 
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ences from genetic studies of mammalian, or, more often, non-mam- 

malian forms of life. The difficulty here is one which must invariably 

result from the attempt to make a moral judgment. What is the 
socially efficient human type? And what of the changing standards 

which would make the answer to this problem given by one generation 

utterly foreign to that given by another? Yet leaving such difficulties 

aside, it is well to take stock of further hazards which vitiate the 

formation of a policy based on purely biological researches. Let us 

consider the importance of the fact that man is a social as well as a 

biological animal. 

That there is some uneasiness among biologists on this point is 

apparent when one surveys the recent literature of genetics. One 

feels a certain resentment against making interpretations of human 

heredity through a transference to man of conclusions based upon the 

processes of Mendelian heredity found in certain of the intensively 

studied lower forms. Certainly the greatest impetus to genetic 

research has been given by the brilliant work of Professor T. H. Morgan 

and his associates. Yet we must come to the realisation in his works 

how hazardous it is to transfer conclusions based on the work on 

Drosophila to other creatures, least of all to such a complex mammalian 

form as man, without much further research. President Little uttered 

a warning to the same effect in a recent address, when he stated that 

“itis very evident . . . that there is a wide and somewhat awesome 

gap between the details of the structure of the germ cell in Drosophila 

and the wise direction of a program of improvement in human biology 

. To draw close homology or even analogy . . . between the 

detailed genetics of man and of the insects would be exceeding our 

present knowledge. There is a real gap between the two forms.’’! 

Jennings, however, states the case most graphically, when he inquires, 

in view of the application of genetic principles derived from study of 

the lower forms to man, whether any biologist, on the basis of his 
knowledge of the oyster, would predict the “‘behaviour and social 

organization”’ of the ants.? 

THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIAL SELECTION ON PHYSICAL TYPE 

Yet there is another aspect of the matter, which, it seems to me, 

even criticisms such as those quoted above do not touch. And this 

1C. C. Little, ‘Opportunities for Research in Mammalian Genetics,’’ Sigma Xi 
Quarterly, XVI, (1928) pp. 22-23. 

2H. S. Jennings, ‘‘ Prometheus,” pp. 65 ff. 
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arises from the fact I have already stated: that man is a social as well 

as a biological animal. The study of human biology is an intricate 

matter of anthropometry and biometrics. Man is a slow-breeding 
animal, and the conclusions drawn from research on human beings 

as to the processes of human heredity, inferred as they must be from 

observations taken on large numbers of parents and children rather 

than from the actual study of the descendants of a given pair of 
ancestors, are naturally open to attack no matter what they may be. 

A part of this may arise from the fact that society tends to do for man 

what man does for the lower forms: it selects. It is this fact which 

has been so entirely neglected in the study of human heredity,— 

especially in the study of the processes of the formation of human 

types and the explanations of the phenomena of variability and racial 

purity or lack of purity. Yet these questions are basic to any real 

genetic inquiry into the fundamental problems of race and racial 

differences, and into the problems of the possibility of the formation 

of more desirable types of human beings through application of any 

principles of heredity. For when we are studying human biology, 

it is essential not to forget that we are dealing not with a pure biological 
phenomenon, but with one which has social implications, just as it is 

important to remember, in dealing with social facts, that the creature 

whose habits and reactions we are studying is a biological animal. 

Yet in practically all studies the emphasis is on the one or on the other; 

a result which may well lie in the nature of academic distinctions. 

And while, in many cases, this keeping to one of the two fields may be 

quite justified, there are numerous instances of purely social institu- 

tions exerting influence of the first importance on physical types. 

In the early days of the study of race, natural selection was called 

on to account for a good many of the differences between human 

groups. Dark skin-color in the tropics, it was felt, developed because a 

beneficient nature ordered that the most efficient type of pigmentation 

survive at the expense of a type not as well adapted to the environ- 

mental need. Later, there was a natural reaction against this posi- 
tion. The social aspect of man’s life was stressed, and it was felt that 

a sociological selection occurred which, for example, made for the 

migration of the favorably endowed long-heads to the cities, leaving 

their less fortunate rounder-headed brethren to live in the country- 

side. That the anthropo-sociological school erred as grievously in 
stressing the element of social selection as did the proponents of the 
doctrine of natural selection is not for a moment to be doubted; the 
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question is the extent to which purely biological or purely social factors 

are at work in the formation of physical types. May it not be that 

the processes of social selection give direction to the manner in which 
the biological heredity of the individuals in the groups concerned 

acts? May it not be that neither the one nor the other is to be 

regarded as the sole agent, but that we are here observing the inter- 

action of two great human processes? 

Naturally, it is not a simple matter to ferret out the extent to 

which natural and social selection may be at work. Which, indeed, 

is the more important element in the formation and perpetuation of 

human types, the way in which the individuals select their mates, 

or the biological processes set up after the mating has been effective 

and the reaction of the offspring to the environment? When one 

considers such matters as the effect of ultra-violet rays on the human 

organism and the réle of pigmentation in warding off these effects, 
the realisation comes that we are approaching something dealing with 

natural selection and pure biological reactions very closely. But 
when we find a group of darkly pigmented people, among whom a 

light-colored individual is put to death at birth because he does not 
conform to the ideal of that group, we are witnessing the working of a 

process that is distinctly social, yet one which in emphasising the 

type held desirable in the minds of these people, is highly powerful 
in making for the perpeiuation of the prevalent physical type. It 

might almost be said that the réle of social selection becomes more 

and more important as we come to consider more and more complicated 

cultures; that it is only in the simpler societies that natural selection 

plays a role of first importance. 

SEXUAL SELECTION AS A FORM OF SOCIAL SELECTION 

These social processes may exert remarkable influence on the 

physical form of a people. The racial ideal, mentioned above, is 

highly important, because it is an active factor which is at work to 

fix the physical type of the people who hold to it. A Hindu proverb 

reading ‘‘Never trust a Hindu with light eyes,’’ coupled with the 

fact that we find a distrust of the light-eyed Hindu which makes it 

difficult for him to obtain a mate, makes for a result, as far as the 

propagation of a light-eyed Hindu strain is concerned, which is obvious. 

Of course, the problem of what is cause and what effect remains. 

Whether this is a socialised rationalisation*® of the physical type of 

? T am indebted to Dr. W. I. Thomas for the suggestion of this felicitous phrase. 
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the Hindu as he is actually found, and therefore a socialised reflection 

of the subconscious dislike which most persons take to anything 

that is out of the run of ordinary daily experience, we cannot say. 

It is not claimed that the proverb, per se, is anything more than a 

straw which shows the way in which the wind of selection is blowing. 

But that it reflects an attitude in the Hindu mind which must have 

direct bearing on the perpetuation of a distinct physical type, cannot 

well be controverted. 

Again, we may consider the case of the Japanese. A Japanese 

student, in discussing the point of the existence of an ideal of beauty, 

told me without hesitation that the most desirable type of Japanese 

woman is that which has dark eyes, light skin, and a delicate figure. 

Nor is this the expression of a single individual, for it has been sub- 

stantially repeated to me by other Japanese men. It must at once 

occur to anyone reading this description that it fits, fairly well, the 

description of the Japanese woman as she is actually found. If there is 

conscious selection of this ideal type of physical beauty in marriage, as 

it seems not unreasonable to suppose exists, then we have, again, a 

powerful sociological element which would go a long way toward per- 

petuating the type. Here, also, we do not know whether the racial ideal 

is the norm,—whether we are dealing with a socialised rationalisation. 

One would imagine rather that this were the case, for it would be 

strange if the Japanese had arbitrarily set up a standard of beauty 

and then bred for it. Whether this be true or not it is most important 

to realise the inextricable manner in which social and biological 

factors are intermingled, to understand that such a mechanism is 

present, and actively at work, and that it can only result in one end; 

the fixing of a biological type. 

ENDOGAMY 

This is one manner in which social selection may work for the 

establishment and perpetuation of physical form. Yet there are 

other ways in which this may be manifest,—ways which are more 

subtle, not directly related to any special physical type in the minds 

of the members of the group, and which, therefore, are all the more 

powerful in bringing about the end result. Thus, there is the social 

phenomenon of endogamy, known among many primitive peoples. 

This consists of marriage within a given group, whether it be a local 

one, or a sub-group within the tribe, or the tribe itself. Given certain 

traits which are inherited according to the Mendelian ratios, it will 
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make all the difference in the world in the extent to which they will be 

perpetuated and reinforced, whether the carriers marry within the 

group, or whether it be mandatory for them to marry outside of it. 

It is a question of whether there is inbreeding, or the reverse, and 

we are thus brought face to face with the problem of the manner in 
which homogeneity of physical form is brought about in human 

societies. With animals under control experiments, we know that 

continued inbreeding intensifies such traits as may have been repre- 

sented in the progenitors of the offspring. If such a custom among 

mankind as endogamy be the same mechanism, is it not quite possible 

that it has the same result? Yet if this is true, we then fall back on a 

sociological fact as the explanation of the resulting homogeneity in 

physical form. 

WHAT IS A NEGRO? 

Or again, so slight a matter as a definition may have far-reaching 

effect on the form which the physique of a given population may take. 

This is best brought out in studies of racial mixture, where certain 

social taboos are either present or absent. As in many aspects of 

human life, the Negro offers almost a laboratory condition for the 
study of this point. Let us consider the definition of the word Negro 

in this country, on the one hand, and in Brazil, on the other. Here, 

one who has any Negro ancestry is, by definition, a Negro. This is 

true in customary practise and, recently, in the law in certain states. 

If he has so little Negro blood that he does not have any of the physical 

characteristics of that race, he may “‘pass”’ into the White community 

and not be known as a Negro; but if he admits his Negro ancestry, 

he is a Negro and must undergo all the restrictions, social and legal, 
which fall to the lot of persons coming under the definition of the 
word. He may have blue eyes and blond hair, but he is still a Negro 

as far as his status in this country is concerned, and, what is important 

for our consideration, his marriage-choice is correspondingly restricted. 

What has been the effect of this? To understand it, we must consider 

the matter in historical retrospect. 

With the institution of slavery, went the idea that all persons 

descended of Negroes or mixed Negroes inherited the slave status; 

i.e., they were Negroes. There was, as is always the case under 

conditions of slavery, a great deal of intercrossing between the master 

and the slave groups, and the biological phenomenon which resulted 

was that the non-Negro blood was poured into the larger blood-stream 
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of the unmixed Negroes. The further interbreeding of these mixed- 
bloods with the pure Negroes, since they could not breed with the 
Whites except under eonditions which would again result in the offspring 

being Negro, made for a condition of great racial heterogeneity in 

the Negro population of this country. On the other hand, the White 

population remained relatively pure as far as Negro intermixture was 

concerned. How deep this feeling that a mixed-blood is a Negro lies 

in the thought of most Americans, can be appraised by the perform- 

ance of a simple test. If one ask persons even of some intellectual 

sophistication which of three groups of mixed Negroes represents the 

greatest mixture,—those having more Negro than White ancestry, 
those having the same amount of Negro and White ancestry, or those 
whose ancestry is more White than Negro—it is safe to predict that 

most of the persons to whom the question is addressed will name the 

third, instead of the second group, as being the one with the greatest 

amount of biological mixture. Indeed, the experiment becomes 

impressive when one realises how much argument and elucidation is 

necessary to point out the common error. This is merely a reflection 

of the fact stated above, of the importance of definition. And almost 
purely as a result of the sociological complex of which this is only one 

aspect there is in this country a group so heterogeneous in descent as 

the one termed “Negro.” The word, as we useit, is purely sociological, 

and has little relation to the word “Negro” which is utilised by the 

anthropologist when he wishes to speak of the inhabitants of West 

Africa. 

In Brazil, on the other hand, this condition does not obtain. A 

Negro, by definition, is a person who has only Negro blood, or so much 

so that he is what would be termed a “‘black man.’’ Anyone who has 
other than an overwhelming amount of Negro ancestry is ‘‘colored”’ 

or ‘‘mulatto,” and socially, is classed with the White man. Asa 
result, there is a much greater diffusion of Negro blood through the 

totality of the population of Brazil than is the case in the United States. 

There is a small group termed Negro because they are Negro in the 
biological sense; and there is a large group composed of the descend- 

ants of Portuguese, Indian, and other racial stocks which settled in 

the country, whatever they may be. In this latter there are many 

who have Negro ancestry to varying degrees. There is very little 

of the social feeling about race that is characteristic of this country. 

There is little relationship between skin-color and the political or 
social status of the individual in the typical attitude of the Brazilian. 

cha 
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And it is this important sociological fact that must have played the 

major part in making for the type of mixed humanity which is 

characteristic of the majority of the population of Brazil at the 

present time. 

SOCIAL SELECTION OF MUTATIONS 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the point which is under 

consideration, and certainly the most dramatic, is found in those social 
situations where social selection plays an active réle in making for 

physical type; where no such inferential technique as we have utilised 

above is necessary, and where the selection is acutely conscious in the 

minds of the people who exercise it. Certainly all existing human 

groups tend to throw off variants of one kind or another. There are 

constant variations of physical traits appearing among all human 

groups, and the perpetuation or extinction of these traits is, in many 

instances, a matter for social selection. Fischer‘ has pointed out with 

great insight the fact that man is to be regarded as essentially a 

domesticated mammal, and this tendency to throw off variants— 

mutants, as they perhaps should be termed—is the characteristic of 

the animal under domestication. And whereas in the wild state an 

unfavorable variation may be immediately suppressed by the failure 

of the carrier to survive or to reproduce, under domestication the 

perpetuation of a trait is the caprice of the breeder. And, as Fischer 

points out, society does for man what the breeder does for the lower 

domesticated varieties. If the social ideal, the social tradition, or 

the social prejudice favors a given type, the fact of its inherent survival 

ability is of little moment. Society protects its biologically unfit if it 

chooses to do so, and permits them to breed if it so orders. For the 
social processes lie deeply in the unconscious, and there is hence no 

rhyme nor reason to what will be selected by social caprice as desirable. 

Fischer supposes a social situation such as the one which existed 

in Peru during the period of the Inca, and assumes the appearance of 

a red-headed mutant in this society. As is known, it was strongly 

hierarchical, and the noble caste was regarded as sacred. Given the 

appearance of this mutant among the latter group, it is quite possible 

that red-headedness would be regarded as something partaking of the 

sacredness of the class which produced it, and, when it appeared, the 

carrier would eagerly be sought after in marriage. All conditions 

would be highly favorable for the creation and perpetuation of a red- 

‘ E. Fischer, ‘‘Rasse und Rassenentstehung beim Menschen,” Berlin, 1927. 
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headed strain. On the other hand, were the mutation to appear 

among the commoners, it might either be regarded as something of no 

great value or no great detriment, as is the case among ourselves, or 

it might become a mark associated with low caste, in which case 

there would be a strong feeling of repulsion toward it. In Egypt, we 

know that red-headedness was associated with ap evil ghost, and if 

the red-headed individual was not done away with early in life, he 

was certainly not regarded as a desirable mate. And thus we have 

another instance where a purely social tradition, a concept, might rule 

out the possibility of the formation of a red-headed type. 

On the island of Nias, to take another example, there is a great 

deal of albinism. Here, the person who is albino has, it is thought, an 

evil spirit associated with him, as was the case in Egypt with red hair. 

It is difficult in the extreme for such a person to get married, though 

here the mechanism is more complicated. Holding such an unfavor- 
able position in society, his economic lot is a difficult one. It is thus 

doubly hard for him to obtain the increased amount of money which 

he, as an albino, must give if he is to get a wife. This is not an 

exceptional case by any means,—Professor Fay-Cooper Cole informs 

me, for example, that throughout Melanesia there is the custom of 

putting the albino child to death at birth. This furnishes an excellent 

way in which the suppression of albinism when the albinotic mutants 

arise may be brought about. 

SELECTION AMONG THE TANALA AND OTHERS 

An even more striking case of this kind has been brought to my 

attention by Professor Ralph Linton, who has recently returned from 

an extended field-trip to Madagascar. The Tanala are a tribe in 

the south of the island in which there are two neighboring clans, both 

of which, according to tribal custom, are endogamous. There are 

no essential differences in the cultural practises of these two clan 

groups, as would be expected from units which are a part of a greater 

social whole. One of them, called the Mena, or the ‘‘red people,” 

are light in skin-color, while the Zafemaniri, the other clan, is com- 

posed of individuals who are heavily pigmented. Among the Mena, 

if a dark child of undoubted Mena parentage is born, it is believed 

that he is destined to become either a liar, a thief, or a sorcerer (a 

witch) when hé has attained maturity, and, if he is permitted to live, 

he exists under a cloud for his entire life. He will have a great deal 
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of trouble with his fellows, and will be prevented from obtaining a 

mate and perpetuating his type. Exactly the same feeling exists 

among the dark-skinned clan, the Zafemaniri, about the birth of a 

light-colored child. If parentage is known to be mixed, however, 

there is no strong feeling in the matter, for it is only when undoubted 

light or dark parentage (as the case may be) is involved, that this 

social reaction occurs. We have here a most effective social mech- 

anism to perpetuate a purely biological characteristic. These two 

distinct types, alike in all other physical characteristics except in 

the color of the skin, are being continued side by side solely because 
of a tradition, and that the sociological device is an effective one is 

demonstrated by the resulting populations which Dr. Linton observed. 

Of course, it must not be forgotten that skin-color is the trait which 

is most distinctive in the human being, and is the most easily seen 

and the first to be remarked. It is not strange, therefore, that in 

so many cases involving selection, we find that pigmentation is the 

criterion on which social discrimination (which may or may not involve 

mating restrictions) is based. 

Many further instances of the working of social selection can be 

cited. Dr. Isabel Carter, in attempting to measure second generation 

Italians in this country, found that the number of persons falling in 

this category was not large, if it was desired to measure an individual 

both of whose parents were born in this country. The reason is, 

again, one of a sociological nature. The man who emigrates to this 

country adds to his social prestige by marrying an American-born Italian 

girl,—usually one whose parents came from the same village as he has 

more recently left. If there is such a change in physical form in the 

children of immigrants as Dr. Boas has shown, this social tradition would 

complicate considerably the operation of whatever causes, biological 

or environmental, which might bring about this condition. The 

extreme homogeneity found among the group which Dr. Ales Hrdlicka 

termed “‘Old Americans’”—the descendants of at least three genera- 

tions of persons born in this country—is perhaps to be accounted for, 

again, by a social mechanism operative in greater or less degree. 

Certainly there is a strong tendency to endogamy among the persons 

of Anglo-Saxon or North European descent. The feeling of cultural 

affiliation which one person of this descent has for another is perhaps 

operative in part; I do not mean that there is a conscious selection at 

work in this case. Yet the tendency of persons of like interests and 

background to mate is one which is well known and understandable, 
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and it may largely account for the great homogeneity of type mani- 

fested by this admittedly selected group. 

SOCIAL SELECTION IN THE AMERICAN NEGRO 

Perhaps the most striking instance of social selection and its 

effect on a biological group is the one which is to be observed among 

the American Negroes. Indeed, it was consideration of the data 

which will be given below which brought a realisation of the essential 

importance of the social processes in the formation of physical type. 

In a study of variation under racial crossing it fell to me to make 

physical measurements on large numbers of Negroes.’ And I found 

that in spite of the vast amount of crossing represented by this mixed 

population, there was a large degree of homogeneity, manifested by 

such statistical phenomena as unusually low variabilities. Early 
in this research I was puzzled as to the cause for this; finally the plan 

of asking the persons I measured who was the lighter, their father or 

mother, was devised as an approach to anexplanation. In 30 per cent 

of the cases, the father was the lighter; in 1314 per cent, the parents 

were declared to be the same color; in 5644 per cent, the mother was 

given as lighter. In other words, there appeared to be a trend toward 
the selection of light women by darker men. This was explained 

to me by Negroes—who themselves had noticed the same phenomenon, 

although it is distinctly not regarded as a subject for casual conver- 

sation—as resulting from the better social standing of the light per- 

son in the Negro community. This is not strange, since, living in a 

White civilisation, where there is active prejudice against them, 

light pigmentation must unconsciously become synonymous with 

opportunity, favorable social position, and lack of prejudice. It 
was explained, therefore, that the light-colored woman in marrying 

the darker mate obtains a husband whose regard she holds because 

she is the superior, while the darker man raises his social position and 

thus his opportunities among his own group by marrying her. 

That this explanation is not universally accepted by Negroes, 

and that it is one which is given by comparatively few of them, is 

shown by the opinions of certain Negroes which have appeared as a 

result of the publication of this hypothesis. Whether it be the true 

statement of the reasons for the psychological reactions of the Negro 

to one aspect of the color complex in this country I do not know, but 

5M. J. Herskovits, ‘‘The American Negro: A Study in Racial Crossing,’’ New 
York, 1928. 
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that there is selection on the basis of color, further research has left 

little doubt. For a check on the percentages given above was afforded 

when we measured complete families in New York City, and took 

quantitative measurements of skin-color of husbands and wives by 
means of the color-top. Here, as against 30.3 per cent of the parents 

of our earlier group being couples where the husband was lighter, 
we found that 27.9 per cent was the proportion. As against 13.5 

per cent of the parents being the same color, 14.6 per cent of the New 

York city couples were alike. The percentage of cases where the 

father was darker than the mother, 56.5 per cent, was exactly the 

same in both samples. 

As a further check, we had the skin-color readings which had been 

made on large groups of unselected boys and girls, and, as Davenport, 

Todd, and all others who have studied the development of pigmenta- 

tion have found, it was ascertained that whatever the genetic character 
of pigmentation, it is not sex-linked. Yet the average percentage 

of black on the surface of the color-top matching the skins of the 

husbands of these New York couples was 72.5, while that for the wives 

was but 67.7—a clear demonstration of the relatively greater amount 

of light-colored individuals in the two groups. It is not that the 
selection in this case is one of Negroid as against non-Negroid in 

appearance. Correlation of the width of nostril between husbands 

and wives is low; the same is true for lip thickness. Yet the statistical 

inquiry into the relation between husbands and wives in skin-color 

shows that there is a high and consistent correlation. We are dealing 

with a clear case of social selection. Based on the invidious nature 

of light skin-color, the American Negro selects his mate in such a 

way as unconsciously to bring about the biological homogeneity 

which I found characterised the Negro population of this country. 

So homogeneous is this population that it must be regarded as a 

fairly definite physical type. And that the creation of this type, 

after the tremendous amount of race-crossing that has gone into its 

making, is anything but the result of a sociological condition is a 

proposition which, it seems to me, would be difficult of substantiation. 

The instances which have been cited in the course of this discussion 

make the point sufficiently clear. In the study of the problems 

involved in the consideration of differences between human groups 

and of the processes of human mixture, we should not allow ourselves 

to weight the interpretation of our findings too heavily on the purely 

biological or purely social side. When, for example, we say that the 
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reason for selection lies in a deep inherent biological abhorrence of 

the trait which is discriminated against, or an equally deep biological 

liking for another trait which is unduly favored in mating, I feel 

we are reaching a point when our bias in favor of the biological inter- 

pretation of social facts leads to the pronouncement of hypotheses 

that are practically impossible of substantiation. The statement 

made before in this discussion, that man is a social as well as a biological 

creature, may well bear repetition here. One does not need to under- 

rate the physical hereditary processes. But it seems fairly reasonable 

ty assume, in the light of the facts which have been given here, that 

what he does as a social being has as much to do with, and may be 

just as important as the biological processes involved in the formation 

of a given physical type of mankind. 

IN‘ 
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INCREASE OF THE NEGRO POPULATION IN THE 

UNITED STATES* 

BY MARY GOVER, SC.D. 

Assistant Statistician, United States Public Health Service 

Negroes, in the United States, constituted in 1920 approximately 

one-tenth of the total population with an aggregate number of 

10,462,131 persons, according to the Census enumeration. At the 

time of the first Census, that of 1790, the record shows that there 

were 757,208 Negro persons in the United States. Therefore, during 

the intervening 130 years, from 1790 to 1920, the Negro population 

increased to approximately 14 times its size at the time of the first 

Federal Census. 

If a similar crude examination of the white population is made, 

as can easily be done by referring to population enumerations, it is 

evident that although the growth of the Negro population has not 

kept pace with that of the white, yet it does show an increase which 

does not compare unfavorably with the white. From the point of 

view of the adaptability of a race to different conditions of climate, 

economic standards, etc., the Negro has more than held his own 

biologically, and a more detailed inquiry into the growth of the Negro 

population in the United States is of interest, as a survey both of their 

past history and of their probable attainment in the future. 

GROWTH CURVES OF NEGRO AND WHITE POPULATIONS 

The question of the general characteristics of the Negro population, 

i.e., its size, percentage distribution among the different States, 

nativity, percentage increase, etc., arose in connection with a summary 

of Negro mortality in the United States (1), prepared recently in the 

Office of Statistical Investigations. At that time, however, the 

question of the growth of the Negro population was not gone into in 

detail. For this purpose it is well to have a curve fitted to the popu- 

* From the Office of Statistical Investigations, United States Public Health 
Service. 
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lation enumerations of the Census for the Negro, and for the whites 

for the purpose of comparison. Such a curve smooths the irregulari- 
ties of the decennial counts of population, and from the extrapolated 

portion can be obtained estimates of the future size of the population 
growth upon the broad assumption that no revolutionary changes in 
trends occur. From a fitted population curve can be derived a smooth 

curve of percentage increase, the observed values for which are very 
variable for successive decades. From the total population curve 

and that for the Negro can be stated the per cent of Negroes in the 

total population. 
Pearl and Reed (2) have used the autocatalytic growth curve 

to describe population growth and have discussed in several publica- 
tions the mathematical aspects of this curve and its philosophical 

interpretation as descriptive of population growth. The curve has 

a general S shape and represents the gradual slowing up of increase 

in population after a certain size has been reached, dependent upon a 
number of factors. The curves which they fitted to United States 

populations and to populations of other large countries of the world 

show a very close agreement between calculated and observed points. 

The populations of the countries used are not all on the same portion 

of their respective curves; for example, the population of France is 

near the upper limit of the curve where the slowing up process is a | 

large factor, while the observed populations of the United States are 

confined to the first half of the fitted curve. Pearl (3) finds that the 

autocatalytic growth curve gives a good fit to fly populations, colonies 

of yeast, and to other types of growth as well; for example, rats, seeds, 

regeneration of tadpole tails, etc. 

In fitting the autocatalytic growth curve to the enumerations of 

the Negro population of the United States the method of Pearl and 
Reed has been adhered to exactly. The form of the general equation 
which they have used is 

k 
y _ 1+ ett bzetez*+ dz. oil ast 

It was found that the simple curve, or 

Y= ee 

was sufficient to fit the white population enumerations fairly well, 

but the more general equation 
k 

Y = Tp etbetesttan 
gave a better fit for the Negro population. 
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Table 1 gives the United States enumeration of the white and 

Negro populations from 1790-1920 with the per cent of Negroes in 

the total population and the native white population from 1850 on; 

Table 2, the equations of the fitted curves; Table 3, the calculated 

populations; and Table 4, the actual and calculated percentage increase 

in the white and Negro populations from 1790-1920. Diagrams 1 

to 6 are based upon the above tables. 

TABLE 1 

United States population enumeration,' white and negro, 1790-1920, and native white 
population, 1850-1920 

| TOTAL WHITE NEGRO | PBR CENT ee 
eT LATION | POPULATION | POPULATION NEGRO a 

| — POPULATION 

1790 3929214 | 3172006 757208 | 19.27 
1800 5308483 4306446 1002037 | 18.88 

1810 7239881 5862073 1377808 | 19.03 

1820 9638453 7866797 1771656 18.38 

1830 12866020 10537378 2328642 | 18.10 

1840 17069453 14195805 2873648 16.84 

1850 23191876 19553068 3638808 15.69 17312533 

1860 31443321 26922537 4441830 14.13 22825784 

*1870 | 38558371 33589377 4880009 12.66 28095665 

1880 50155783 43402970 6580793 13.12 36843291 

1890 | 62947714 55101258 7488676 11.90 45979391 

1900 | 75994575 66809196 8833994 11.62 56595379 

1910 | 91972266 81731957 9827763 10.69 68386412 

1920 105710620 94820915 10463131 9.90 81108161 

* Enumeration in 1870 incomplete. 
! Population, United States Census Bureau. 

At least two other persons have published the results of an auto- 

catalytic growth curve fitted to Negro population enumerations. 
Reed and Pearl (4) in a recent number of the Journal of the Royal 

Statistical Society use the curve, together with the curve for the 

whites, to illustrate a mathematical discussion of the sum of two 

growth curves. They make no application of the curve to the progress 

of the Negro population in the United States. In a recent number of 

the American Mercury, Dublin (5) published an article on the Negro 

which he calls “Life, Death and the Negro.” It is popularly written 
and in it he includes a curve of the population increase of the Negro. 

He makes no comparison with the white increase, however. 
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The growth curves fitted to the total white and Negro population 

enumerations, presented graphically in Diagrams 1 and 2, were done 

independently in this office and completed before Reed and Pearl 

TABLE 2 

Equations of curves fitted to United States population enumerations, white, native 
white, and negro, 1790-1920 

| EQUATION * | ASYMPTOTE et a 

White........ 180,000 180,000,000 1916 
hae re 

re | ot 14,390 | 14,390 ,000 1886 

Native white. .| 1 + ¢5-8201—3.50102+.32542*-.06742° | 180 000,000 1926 

;. _ 180,000 _ | 
_shhieg 1 + e8-5863— 2.90382 | 

* The origin is placed at 1700 and the unit of Z is 100 years. 

TABLE 3 

Calculated population for the United States, white, native white, and negro and per- 
centage of negroes in the total population, 1790-1920 

| PER CENT | NATIVE 
YEAR | WHITE NEGRO : . 

| NEGRO | WHITE 

1790 | 3140000 | 762000 | 19.53 | 
1800 | 4295000 | 1016000 | 19.13 
1810 | 5861000 1344000 | 18.65 
1820 | 7973000 1759000 | 18.07 
1830 | 10799000 2278000 | 17.42 
1840 | 14541000 2912000 | 16.68 
1850 | 19432000 3666000 | 15.87 17466000 
1860 | 25711000 | 4536000 | 15.00 22612000 
1870 | 33596000 | 5507000 | 14.08 | 29003000 
1880 | 43263000 _ 6550000 | 13.15 | 36778000 
1890 | 54575000 7622000 | 12.27 | 46003000 
1900 | 67441000 8681000 | 11.40 | 56626000 
1910 | — $1372000 9681000 10.63 | 68450000 
1920 | 95734000 10588000 | 9.96 | 81119000 

* Based on the calculated population curves for white and Negro. 

and Dublin published their results. The curves here shown certainly 

fit very closely the actual enumerated populations, which are repre- 

sented on the diagrams by small circles, and give results very similar 

to those obtained by these authors. 
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It will be of interest to examine the results further from several 
points of view. Two comments are obvious from an inspection of 

Asyeptote = 160,000,000 persons 
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D1aGRaM 1: The smooth line is an autocatalytic growth curve representing the increase 

of the white population of the United States, 1790-2150. The actual population enumer- 

ations to which the curve was fitted are plotted as circles. 
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DiaGraM 2: The smooth line is an autocatalytic growth curve representing the increase 

of the Negro population of the United States, 1790-2150. The actual population enumer- 
ations to which the curve was fitted are plotted as circles. 

the curves: (1) that the asymptote for the white curve is much higher 

than that for the Negro, (2) that the point of inflection occurred earlier 
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in the Negro curve than in the white. The latter point is relatively 
of more importance than the former. 

THE UPPER LIMIT OF POPULATION 

Predictions based on the extrapolated portions of these curves are 

made on two assumptions, (1) that the growth of populations follows 

in general this type of curve and (2) that no other force will operate 

to alter the curve which the population is now following. The asymp- 

tote for the white population is 180,000,000 persons practically reached 

at about the year 2100, while that of the Negro population is 14,390,000 

persons at about 2070. In other words, if the two populations con- 

tinue along their present curves they will have reached their respective 

stable positions by the year 2100 approximately, with a population of 

180,000,000 whites and 14,390,000 Negroes or thereabout. Clearly, 

this prediction is based upon the assumption stated above, that no 
new factor will alter the course of the present curve; moreover, the 
absolute size of the population at the asymptote is subject to a large 
probable error, so that the above figures are at best only rough approxi- 

mations. 

THE POINT OF INFLECTION OF THE GROWTH CURVE 

A comparison of the two curves however from 1790 to 1920 is 

based on only that part of the curve for which there are actual observa- 

tions. The point of inflection of the white curve was passed in the 

year 1916, while that of the Negro curve occurred about 1886. Or, in 

other words, the point of maximum increase occurred 30 years earlier 

in the Negro population than in the white. That is, the increment 

added to the population each year has been less than that added the 

previous year since 1916 and 1886 for white and Negro populations 

respectively. 

The interesting indications about the Negro population are that 

the observed points do follow a growth curve as far as they go, that 

the point of inflection was passed about 40 years ago, or in 1886, 

and that if the population continues along its present curve it will not 

increase substantially above 14,390,000 persons. 

THE GROWTH CURVE OF NATIVE WHITE POPULATION 

Though the comparison, in the above paragraphs, is based on the 

Negro and total white populations, the question of immigration as 4 
factor in the white increase should not be entirely neglected. Since 
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the Census of 1850 the white population of the United States has been 
classified according to nativity, so that from that date on it is possible 

to get the ten year enumerations of the native white population. 

The autocatalytic growth curve has been fitted to these points and 

the resulting curve plotted in Diagram 3. The asymptote for the 

native white population was assumed to be 180,000,000 persons, the 

same as that of the total white curve. Although there might always 

be a small number of immigrants entering a country at any time, when 

the point of saturation of a population has been reached it is unlikely 

Asymptote = 180,000,000 persons 
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D1aGraM 3: The smooth line is an autocatalytic growth curve representing the increase 

of the native white population of the United States, 1790-2150. The actual population 
enumerations to which the curve was fitted are plotted as circles. 

that the net immigration will amount to a very large figure. In 

consideration also of the large probable error of the size of the popula- 

tion at the asymptote it was decided that for practical purposes the 

same figure could be used for both curves, the implied assumption 

being not unreasonable, namely that there would be no immigration 

when the saturation point of a population was reached. 

The pertinent facts about the native white curve, Diagram 3, 

are that the rate of growth has been slower than for the total white, 

and that the point of inflection was reached 10 years later, in 1926. 

In comparing this curve with the Negro curve the same facts are 

brought out as in the earlier comparison. The increase in the Negro 
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population, probably owing to their large death rate, has never been 

as rapid as in the white population and since 1886 the increment 

added to the Negro population has been successively smaller, whereas 

the native white group of the population has added a larger amount 

each successive year until 1926. Since population is the net result 

of birth and death the significance of this must be that the number of 

births each year among the Negroes has outnumbered the deaths with 

a consequent increase in population, but that their relatively high 

1,000,000 persons 

1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 21% 2150 
Year 

Dracram 4: Showing the relative sizes of white and Negro elements of the population of 
the United States, 1790-2150. 

mortality has kept the Negroes from maintaining a yearly increase 

equal to the whites, though comparable with it. 

Diagram 4 represents the fitted curves for total white, native 
white and Negro drawn on the same scale, and shows the relative 
importance of various elements of the total population until the year 

2150. 

PERCENTAGE OF NEGROES IN THE POPULATION 

The percentage of Negroes in the total population from 1790 to 
1920 is shown in Diagram 5. The solid line was obtained from the 

curves fitted to the two populations. The percentages are more 

variable figures than the populations; but with the exception of 1870, 
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DraGraM 5: Showing the percent of Negroes in the total population of the United 
States, 1790-2150. The smooth line is derived from the fitted autocatalytic growth curves 
for the total white and Negro populations. The circles are the percentage of Negroes in the 

total population based on the population enumerations. 

TABLE 4 

Percentage increase in white and negro populations for ten year periods, 1790-1920 

] 

| OBSERVED PERCENT- | 

| AGE INCREASE 
| Sa 

| 

\ 
CALCULATED PERCENTAGE INCREASE 

| Ratio of negro to YEAR 

White | Negro | White | Negro | White Percentage 
| increase (per 

| cent) 

1790-1800 35.77 32.33 36.78 | 33.33 | 91 
1800-1810 36.12 | 37.50 | 36.46 | 32.28 | 89 
1810-1820 | 34.20 28 .59 36 .03 30.87 | 86 
1820-1830 33.95 | 31.44 35.44 | 29.50 | 83 
1830-1840 | 34.72 23.40 34.65 | 27.83 | 80 
1840-1850 | 37.74 | 26.63 33.64 | 25.89 | 7 
1850-1860 | 37.69 | 22.07 32.31 23.73 | 73 
1860-1870 | 24.76 | 9.86* | 30.67 21.41 70 
1870-1880 | 29.22 34.85* | 28.77 18.94 | 66 
1880-1890 | 26.95 13.80 26.15 16.37 | 63 
1890-1900 =| -21.25 17.96 23 .57 13.89 59 
1900-1910 | 22.384 | 11.25 20.66 11.52 56 
1910-1920 | 16.01 | 6.47 17.65 9.37 | 53 

* Based on the incomplete Census of 1870. 
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which is based on an admittedly poor Census enumeration, the curve 
fits the observed points fairly well. The percentage of Negroes in the 

total population has fallen from 19.53 per cent in 1790 to 9.96 per cent 

in 1920, quoting from the fitted curve. If the conclusions drawn 

above, from the fitted population curves, are borne out, the per cent 

of Negroes in the total population of the United States will remain 
stable at about seven and one-half per cent. 

PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN POPULATION 

The observed percentage increase in the two populations is so 

variable that it is difficult to draw conclusions from these figures. 

The percentages based on the fitted curves are shown in Diagram 6. 

Percentage increase 

j j ‘. j j 1 j l l j | j 1 
7 i ' i ' Lj t ' ' | T | 
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1800 2620 1840 1860 1880 1900 1920 
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D1aGraM 6: Showing the decline in the percentage increase of the total white and 
Negro populations. The smooth lines are derived from the fitted autocatalytic growth curves 
for the two populations. The circles represent the percentage increase for whites, the crosses 
for Negroes, based on the population enumerations. 

These have been plotted on log paper and therefore show the changes 

in the rate of increase. The percentage increase has been dropping in 

both white and Negro populations from 1790 to 1920 with a more 

rapid decline in the percentage increase of the Negro population. 

The percentage increase in the white population was 37 per cent for 

the ten year period between the first and second censuses of 1790 and 

1800; the percentage increase in the Negro population for the same 

decade was 33 per cent. The fourteenth Census, that of 1920, 

showed a percentage increase, since the census of 1910, of 18 per cent 

for whites and 9 per cent for Negroes. The last column of Table 4 
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shows the ratio of the Negro percentage increase to the white; in 1790 

the Negro increase was 91 per cent of the white, in 1920 it was 53 

per cent of the white percentage increase, the intervening years show- 

ing a gradual decline in the percentage ratio. 

SUMMARY 

To summarize the principal points in the foregoing: (1) the growth 
curve gives a very good fit to the white and Negro populations of the 

United States; (2) the asymptote for the white population is 
180,000,000, for the Negro 14,390,000 persons; (3) the point of inflec- 

tion of the Negro curve was passed in 1886, 30 years earlier than the 

white; (4) the per cent of Negroes in the total population has been 

declining since 1790, and in 1920 was 9.96 per cent; if the white and 

Negro populations become stationary at the approximate figures 

quoted above the per cent of Negroes in the total population at that 
time will be 7.41 per cent; (5) the percentage increase in white and 

Negro populations has been declining since 1790, more rapidly in the 
Negro than in the white population; in 1920 the percentage increase 

in the Negro population was only 53 per cent of the white percentage 

increase. 
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NOTES 

NATIVITY AND PARENTAGE OF THE POPULATION OF THE 
UNITED STATES AND THE HOMICIDE RATE 

In much of the discussion of immigration to the United States the 

fear is expressed that this influx of foreigners will endanger our social 

structure. In some cases this is couched in a vague and somewhat 

mystical form, difficult either to prove or to disprove, as in the following 

passage from the Report of the Committee on Immigration of the Allied 

Patriotic Societies: 

It is axiomatic that forms of government and modes of life in any society are 
largely the result of long evolution in which the deep lying racial character of the 
people is the dominant factor. Our institutions were founded by certain closely 
affiliated races. To permit such racial change, as would threaten a radical trans- 
formation in the racial basis of the nation, would be to endanger the continued 
existence of our national institutions. (p. 8.) 

In other cases the charge is more specific. The immigrant, we are 

told, especially the newer immigrant, is the chief factor in our criminal 

problem, is responsible for the dangerous disregard of law in the 

United States, for the disposition to ‘take life easy and often.” Now 

this is a statement which we can examine by numerical methods. 

In the Mortality Statistics for 1922 of the Bureau of the Census, are 

tabulated (Table IIIA) the death rates from homicide—including 

murder, manslaughter, justifiable homicide, and incendiarism, but 

not legal execution—in the Registration States and in Registration 

Cities of 100,000 population or more in 1920. In the Fourteenth 

Census is tabulated (Vol. 2, Chap. 1, Tables 7 and 15) the per cent 

distribution of the population of the various states and cities by 

nativity and parentage. As the colored, who have high homicide 

rates, are mainly native, the discussion will be restricted to whites. 

COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION AND HOMICIDES 

What, now, are the correlations for the Registration States between 

the homicide rate for whites and the percentages which the foreign 
274 
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born white, native white of foreign and mixed parentage, and native 

white of native parentage are of the total white population? For the 

foreign born whites the cerrelation is —0.472 + .084, a correlation 
over five times its probable error. The sign of the correlation is 

negative; in other words, states with large proportions of foreign born 

in their populations have on the average lower homicide rates than 

states with small proportions. For native whites of foreign and 

mixed parentage the correlation is —0.526 + .079, over six times its 

probable error, and again negative. For native whites of native 

parentage, on the other hand, the correlation is +0.530 + .079. 

States with large proportions of native whites of native parentage 

have on the average higher homicide rates than states with small 

proportions. 

But the total white population of a state forms the denominator 

both of the homicide rate and of the percentages by nativity and 

parentage. What effect does the resulting spurious correlation have 

on the correlations given above? We can easily test this by the partial 

correlation method, holding population constant. The partial 

correlations are as follows: for foreign born whites,—0.486 + .084; 

for native whites of foreign or mixed parentage, —0.535 + .079; for 

native whites of native parentage, +0.543 + .079. Correcting for 

spurious correlation has no appreciable effect on the values. 

Has the fact that states include both urban and rural areas any- 

thing to do with these values for the correlations? Shall we get 
similar results from cities alone? There were in 1922 seventy-one 

registration cities of 100,000 population or more in 1920. Separate 

rates for white and colored are given in Mortality Statistics, 1922, for 

those cities only which had a colored population of at least 10,000. 

It is evident, however, that when 90 per cent or more of a population 

is white, there is no serious error involved in using the homicide rate 

for the total population in place of the unobtainable white rate. This 

has accordingly been done. The correlations of homicide rate with 

percentage uativity and parentage are as follows: with foreign born 

whites, —0.510 + .060; with native whites of foreign and mixed 

parentage, —0.567 + .055; with native whites of native parentage, 

+0.547 + .056. These correlations are of the same sign as the 

corresponding correlations for states, and are even higher in absolute 

value and in significance, being from eight to ten times their probable 

errors. Plainly the cities show the same behavior as the states as a 

whole. 
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We cannot, of course, interpret correlation as necessarily implying 

causation. It would be quite as illegitimate to infer that the homicide 

rate is low in a given state because the percentage of foreign born is 

high as it would be to reverse the process and infer that the percentage 

of foreign born is high because the homicide rate is low. Nor can we 

infer that in a given state the homicide rate is lower for foreign born 

or for natives of foreign and mixed parentage than for natives of 

native parentage. Unfortunately the Census Bureau does not tabu- 

late homicides by nativity and parentage. We cannot, on the other 

hand, infer from these figures that the demoralizing influence of the 

alien hypothesized by some writers, if it really exists at all, is a major 

factor in the homicide problem. Certainly Rhode Island with 29.2 

per cent of its white population foreign born and a white homicide 

rate of 2.0 per 100,000 is in a better condition as respects homicide 

than Tennessee with 0.8 per cent of its white population foreign 
born and a white homicide rate of 10.7 per 100,000. 

ETHNIC STOCK AND THE HOMICIDE RATE 

How do the various elements of the foreign white stock compare in 

their correlation with the homicide rate? 

In the Fourteenth Census, Volume 2, Chapter 10, is tabulated the foreign white 

stock according to mother tongue, classified in the following groups: English and 
Celtic (includes Irish, Scotch, and Welsh); Germanic: German, Dutch and Friesian, 
Flemish; Scandinavian: Swedish, Norwegian, Danish (includes Icelandic); Latin 
and Greek: Italian (includes Romansh and Friulian), French (includes Breton), 

Spanish (includes Basque), Portuguese, Rumanian, Greek; Slavic and Lettic: 

Polish, Czech, Slovak, Russian, Ruthenian, Slovenian, Serbo-Croatian (Croatian, 
Dalmatian, Serbian, Montenegrin), Bulgarian, Slavic, not specified (includes 

Wendish), Lithuanian and Lettish; Unclassified: Yiddish and Hebrew, Magyar, 
Finnish (includes Lappish and Esthonian), Armenian, Syrian and Arabic, Turkish, 
Albanian, All other (includes Persian, Gypsy, Georgian, Kurdish, and Egyptian). 

The foreign white stock includes foreign born whites and native whites of foreign 
or mixed parentage. All native whites whose foreign-born parents were of different 
mother tongues were classified as “‘of mixed mother tongue,’’ but these form only 
2.2 per cent of the total foreign white stock. 

Correlating the white homicide rate with the percentage which each 

linguistic group is of the total white population we obtain the following 

values in descending order of correlation: 



NE CD otocnvss heen nveadewessavacd —0.473 + .084 
Si aia hag eS —0.401 + .092 

IT oo dtr eras ad g. 3) Wowie adie —0.357 + .095 

5 Salento Giakrets ict ee Mar Garda see cha —0.313 + .099 

SIRES a I Ss Te en eRe Ee —0.187 + .106 

PIII 5 tack ae bos Brntede xs SS aE eae aw —0.185 + .106 

The differences between these correlations are not significant, the 

widest of them being only about twice its probable error. 

The first rubric above, English and Celtic, ‘includes four ethnically 

distinct peoples, namely the English, the Irish, the Scotch, and the 

Welsh. In the case of these peoples country-of-origin statistics throw 

much more light on ethnic composition than do mother-tongue statis- 
ties.”’ (14th Census, Vol. 2, p. 967.) Calculating the correlations 

separately for the English, the Irish, and the Scotch by country of 
origin (Chap. 9) we have the following values: 

Ny aiid aia doe conn ce OR se ee sae oe Roe —0.444 + .087 

A Cs dtd ae Gnd owes Rtewate es —0.401 + .092 

ET SE Pe —0.357 + .095 

I sso Sinnis.n' aba sowie Gitte we ee ale aces —0.313 + .099 

MI 6 oo o's gc a> 4c al ok SCE Rants hanks —0.187 + .106 

NN ESE er ee en ee eee es —0.185 + .106 

a ec andubessdheresscebbech verso burned —0.181 + .106 
gr ne) ene eee FEE ee —0.174 + .106 

Here again the differences are not significant, but the order is 
not that in which the Nordicists and Anglo-Saxonists would rank the 

groups from the point of view of desirability. It is, at any rate, safe 

to say that these figures give no indication that the Irish, Latin and 

Greek, Slavic and Lettic, and Unclassified, are less desirable than the 

Germanic, Scandinavian, English, and Scotch. 

SUMMARY 

The correlations of homicide rate with per cent nativity and 

parentage in the United States Registration States are as follows: 
foreign born whites, —0.472 +.084; native whites of foreign and 

mixed parentage, —0.526 + .079; native whites of native parentage, 

+0.530 + .079. For Registration Cities the correlations are similar. 
The differences between the correlations for different ethnic stocks are 

not significant. 
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f 
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES: CONTRIBUTION TO STUDY 

OF ETIOLOGY 

The sum total of our present knowledge is not sufficient to enable 
us to render a satisfactory explanation for the occurrence and develop- 

ment of congenital anomalies. It is quite definitely established that 

mechanical influences cannot be he!d iesponsible, except in a very few 

instances. The most generally accepted ideas regarding the 

mechanism by which malformation takes place assume that a primary 

germ defect is produced, in either the male or female germ cells. We 

have an immense amount of experimental work to indicate that sex 

cells influenced by various physical and chemical agents are capable of 

developing into defective individuals. The most widely employed 

agent is irradiation by means of X-Rays or radium, although other 

influences, as heat and cold, chemicals of various kinds, ultraviolet 

light, have also been used to bring about deformities and monstrosities 

in different species of animals. 

The value of these experiments is seen in the demonstration that 

anomalies can be produced by these methods, and also that the effect 

is directly on the germ cell or on the fertilized ovum in its early stages. 

In man the approach to these problems is somewhat difficult, for the 

reason that we have no definite information in regard to the physical 

and chemical conditions present at the time when maldevelopment 

has its beginning. That X-Rays and radium have an injurious 

influence on germ cells in man has been repeatedly noted. However, 

such effects can be excluded in most instances, and the phenomena in 

man must be determined in an indirect manner. 
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Among factors other than irradiation, this study is limited to a 
consideration of ultraviolet rays as a possible influence in producing 

anomaliesinman. These rays are in some measure related to X-Rays, 

but are of much greater wave length and have less penetration. 

However, it is known that they are capable of producing injury to 

tissues when used in excessive doses. This is seen in the ordinary 

sun-burn from exposure to natural or artificial light. Likewise 
constitutional symptoms may be produced as a _ result of 

overdosage. The results obtained by Baldwin (1), in producing mon- 

strosities in frogs, further justify such a consideration, although in his 

investigations the purpose was to produce only a local disturbance in 

the ovum. Much more important perhaps are the recent findings, in 

regard to the varying intensity of sunlight. Tisdall and Brown (2) 

have noted a definite seasonal variation in the antirachitic effects of 

sunshine. This consists in a sharp increase in antirachitic rays 

beginning about the first of March and is due probably to the presence 

of rays that are shorter than those found during the winter. Bundesen 

and his co-workers (3) found that comparatively little ultraviolet 

radiation of known physiologic significance appears in the sun’s 

spectrum during the winter months. 

In view of the marked physiological reactions, resulting from the 

application of ultraviolet rays, it seems probable that changes may be 

produced in the body which are sufficient to cause alterations in the 

sex-cells of such a degree that the offspring will be defective, especially 

when the dosage is excessive. These reactions may be considered 

mild, yet it will be recalled that in some of the experiments on mal- 

formation relatively slight alterations were capable of producing 

extensive monstrosities. 

Accordingly an analysis was made of a series of cases, showing 

congenital anomalies. The object of this study was to determine 
whether any relationship exists between these conditions and the 
season in which they were found to occur. (See Table 1.) 

From an analysis of this table it is seen that there is an uneven 

distribution of cases of this kind, throughout the year. On the 

assumption that congenital defects are the result of defective germ 

cells, we are forced to search for some influence which produces such 

effects. Experimental investigations demonstrate quite conclusively 

that defects may be produced either in the preconception stage or 

shortly after fertilization. In this series the greatest incidence is 

observed in December and in May. This would lead us to assume that 

the influence responsible for germ defects would be most noticeable 
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approximately in March and in August. Whatever agencies may 
produce such injury to germ cells in the human body, the possible 
effects of ultraviolet rays during these periods merit consideration. 

Certainly the investigations on the seasonal changes in sunlight, 
although undertaken for a different purpose, suggest such an associa- 

tion. More striking still, in this series, is the relative absence of 

occurrence of congenital defects during the months of July, August, 

and September, and it will be recalled, in this connection, that there is 

very little ultraviolet radiation during the winter months. It is 
evident that whatever effect is produced must be a constitutional 

change, for it is well known that ultraviolet rays do not penetrate 

tissues deeply enough to affect germ cells directly. 

TABLE 1 

! | 
CASE NO. | SEX HEREDITY DATE OF BIRTH | DIAGNOSI8 

| | 

| — 

1 Male None Aug. 15, 1904 | Ectrodactyly—right thumb 
Male None Oct. 9, 1893 | Spina bifida occulta—1 sacral 

| Bifid Transverse Process—V 

Lumbar 

3 Male Father's cousin | Oct. 30, 1926 Congenital club-foot—right 

had club foot Absence of patella-bilateral 

4 Female None Nov. 19, 1902 | Congenital dislocation of hip- 
left 

5 Male Brother of case 6 | Dec. 6, 1923 Spina bifida, Hydrocephalus 

6 Female Sister of case 5 Dec. 31, 1927 Spina bifida, Hydrocephalus 

7 Female None Dec. 22, 1911 Congenital scoliosis 

Spina bifida occulta—I 

Sacral; Supernumerary lumbar 

vertebra 

8 Male None Dec. 25, 1886 Congenital defect—II lumbar 

Vertebra; Cyst of Cauda Equina 

9 Female None Dec. 23, 1927 Congenital club-foot—right 

10 Male None Dec. 27, 1924 Congenital club-foot—bilateral 

11 Female Mother had same | Feb. 27 Congenital pes equino-cavus; 

condition bilateral 

12 Female Daughter of No. | March 25, 1906 | Congenital pes equino-cavus; 

11 bilateral 

13 Male None March 20, 1884 | Congenital club-foot—right 

14 Male Brother of Case} April 27, 1872 Lobster claw hand—bilateral 
15 Ectromelia of fibula—bilateral 

15 Male Brother of Case | May 4, 1879 Lobster claw hand—bilateral 

14 Ectromelia of fibula—bilateral 

16 Female Daughter of case | June 4, 1907 Lobster claw hand—bilateral 

15 

17 Male none (?) May 12, 1928 Congenital club-foot—bilateral 

Congenital club-hand—bilateral 

18 Female none (?) May 29, 1927 Polydactyly—left foot and hand 

19 Female none May 24, 1886 Congenital dislocation of hip— 

left 

20 | Male none May 17, 1927 Congenital pes calcaneo-valgus— 

| left 
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Such an explanation would receive additional support from the 

fact that congenital anomalies are very rare in negroes. It has 

been repeatedly noted that negroes respond poorly to the action of 

ultraviolet light when applied clinically. The skin of the negro is 

known to be less permeable to ultraviolet light than white skin, owing 

to the presence of pigment. 

It is not to be inferred that ultraviolet rays are considered harmful 

in all cases when applied therapeutically. The beneficial effects 

of these rays are unquestioned, and no attempt to minimize their 
value is intended. However, it may be well to urge caution in their 

use, in cases where germ cells may be injured and later participate in 

fertilization. It must be remembered that germ cells during the 

process of maturation are dividing cells, and as such are generally 

recognized to be more susceptible to injurious agents than cells in the 
resting stage. It seems reasonable, therefore, that maturing germ 

cells may be unfavorably influenced by chemical or physical processes, 

much more easily than other cells of the body or even mature germ 

cells. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Congenital anomalies and deformities can be produced experi- 

mentally, the basic factor in these processes being either a modification 

of the germ plasm or injury to the fertilized ovum in the early 

embryonic stages. 

From the analysis of twenty cases of congenital malformation, 

a possible suggestion as to a causal relationship is seen between these 

conditions and ultraviolet light. This is manifested by the seasonal 
incidence of anomalies. However, it is fully realized that no definite 

conclusions can be formed on a small series. Further investigations 

are necessary, particularly in regard to the photobiologic action of 

sunlight and the effects which it may produce directly or indirectly 

on the germ plasm. 
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QUOTATIONS 

CONSTITUTIONAL SOMATOLOGY 

The modern development of the study of somatology as a part of 
the comprehensive investigation of human constitution and personality 

puts a somewhat different complexion upon those ancient resorts of 
the purest quackery, chiromancy, phrenology, and physiognomy. 

It is not difficult to foresee that all of these dubious fields of human 

biology are going to be reinvestigated, by objective, detached, quanti- 

tative methods. Indeed this is already the case. Geneticists and 

anthropologists are paying a great deal of attention to finger prints, 

palm and sole prints, etc. No student of constitution neglects to 

measure the head. While physiognomy still awaits its Darwin, no 

sensible person doubts that there is a rich field in its scientific study. 

What chiefly lacks is a sound technique. 

The following quotation from Section 2 of the Second Part of the 

Religio Medici gives Sir Thomas Browne’s views on some of these 

matters. The Religio Medici was first printed in 1642, without the 

knowledge of Sir Thomas Browne, who issued a corrected edition in 

1643. It is a classic in medicine and of literature. Sir Thomas 

Browne was born in London on October 19, 1605. He took a B. A. 

at Oxford in 1626, and about 1633 received the degree of M.D. from 

the University of Leiden, having in the meantime practiced somewhat 

and travelled on the continent. He settled in the practice of medicine 

in Norwich in 1637, where he died in 1682. 

It is as erroneous a conceit to redress other Mens misfortunes upon the common 
considerations of merciful natures, that it may be one day our own case; for this is 
a sinister and politick kind of charity, whereby we seem to bespeak the pities of 
men in the like occasions: and truly I have observed that those professed Eleemo- 
synaries, though in a crowd or multitude, do yet direct and place their petitions on 
a few and selected persons: there is surely a Physiognomy, which those experienced 

and Master Mendicants observe; whereby they instantly discover a merciful 
aspect, and will single out a face, wherein they spy the signatures and marks of 
Mercy: for there are mystically in our faces certain Characters which carry in them 
the motto of our Souls, wherein he that can read A. B. C. may read our natures. 
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I hold moreover that there is a Phytognomy, or Physiognomy, not only of Men but 
of Plants and Vegetables; and in every one of them, some outward figures which 
hang as signs or bushes of their inward forms. The Finger of God hath left an 
Inscription upon all his works, not graphical, or composed of Letters, but of their 
several forms, constitutions, parts, and operations; which aptly joyned together 
do make one word that doth express their natures. By these Letters God calls 
the Stars by their names; and by this Alphabet Adam assigned to every creature a 

name peculiar to its nature. Now there are, besides these Characters in our Faces, 
certain mystical figures in our Hands, which I dare not call meer dashes, strokes 
a la volee, or at random, because delineated by a Pencil that never works in vain; 
and hereof I take more particular notice, because I carry that in mine own hand, 
which I could never read of, nor discover in another. Aristotle, I confess, in his 
acute and singular Book of Phys ognomy, hath made no mention of Chiromancy; 
yet I believe the Egyptians, who were neerer addicted to those abstruse and mysti- 

cal sciences, had a knowledge therein; to which those vagabond and counterfeit 

Egyptians did after pretend, and perhaps retained a few corrupted principles, 
which sometimes might verifie their prognosticks. 

It is the common wonder of all men, how among so many millions of faces, 
there should be none alike: Now contrary, I wonder as much how there should be 
any. He that shall consider how many thousand several words have been care- 
lesly and without study composed out of 24 Letters; withal, how many hundred 
lines there are to be drawn in the Fabrick of one Man; shall easily find that this 

variety is necessary: And it will be very hard that they shall so concur, as to make 
one portract like another. Let a Painter carelessly limb out a million of Faces, 
and you shall find them all different; yea let him have his Copy before him, yet 
after all his art there will remain a sensible distinction; for the pattern or example 
of every thing is the perfectest in that kind, whereof we still come short, though 
we transcend or go beyond it, because herein it is wide, and agrees not in all points 

unto the Copy. Nor doth the similitude of Creatures disparage the variety of 
Nature, nor any way confound the Works of God. For even in things alike there 
is diversity; and those that do seem to accord, do manifestly disagree. And thus 
in man like God; for in the same things that we resemble him, we are utterly differ- 
entfrom him. There was never any thing so like another, as in all points to concur; 

there will ever some reserved difference slip in, to prevent the identity, without 
which, two several things would not be alike, but the same, which is impossible. 

Bs 

POLITICAL PARSONS 

There is one incident in the development of our state constitutions 

about which I have been curious and of which I have never seen any 

explanation. Most of the states revamped their constitutions after 

the union was organized and of course the newly admitted states 
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adopted new constitutions. In many of these constitutions there was 

a clause prohibiting preachers from holding office. Many of these 

constitutions were adopted during a time when the evangelistic move- 

ment was strong, and I suspect that they were adopted not because 

the power of the clergy was weak, but because the preachers were 

interested in spiritual matters and indifferent to worldly affairs. The 

following provision in the 1796 constitution of Tennessee has a rather 

satirical note: 

Whereas the ministers of the gospel are, by their professions, dedicated to God 
and the care of souls, and ought not to be diverted from the great duties of their 
functions; therefore no minister of the gospel, or priest of any denomination what- 
ever, shall be eligible to a seat in either house of the legislature. 

Ev@ene A. Cox 
LEWISTON, 
IDAHO 
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Vol. 18, pp. 641-660, 1928. 

Strong, Hannan M. Therapeutic contraception. Medical Journal and Record, 
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Tao, L. K. Livelihood in Peking. An Analysis of the Budgets of Sixty Families. 
Peking (Social Research Department China Foundation for the Promotion 
of Education and Culture), 1928. Pp.xxii + 158. 6% XK 9Minches. $2.00 
(paper); $3.00 (cloth) 

UNIVERSIDAD DE Burnos Arres. El Museo Social Argentino su incorporacién a 
la Universidad de Buenos Aires. 30 pp., 1928. 

UNIVERSIDAD DE BuENnos ArrEs Museo SociaL ARGENTINO. Radio extension 

cultural. Su organizacion. 38 pp., 1928. 

Ustiton, Lipa J., and NEweLi W. Epson. Status of Sex Education in the Senior 
High Schools of the United States in 1927. A Survey under the Direction of 
the Surgeon General, United States Public Health Service, in Collaboration 
with the United States Bureau of Education. V.D. Bulletin No. 87. Wash- 
ington (U. 8. Government Printing Office), 1928. Pp. iv +15. 534 x9 
inches. 5 cents (paper) 

Verscuvuer, Ormar v. Sozialpolitik und Rassenhygiene. Pddagogisches Maga- 
zin, Heft 1220, 32 pp., 1928. 

VisHER, STEPHEN 8S. Geography of American Notables: A Statistical Study of 
Birthpleces, Training, Distribution: An Effort to Evaluate Various Environ- 
mental Factors. Indiana University Studies, Vol. XV, Study No. 79. 
Bloomington (University Bookstore), 1928. Pp. 138. 5% 9 inches. 75 

cents (paper) 

WiuuiaMs, Linsty R. The doctor and health activities. The New York State 
Journal of Medicine, 2 pp., April 15, 1928. 

WixuraMs, Linsty R. Present status of the practice of medicine. The New 
York State Journal of Medicine, 30 pp., Sept. 1, 1928. 

WituraMs, Linsty R. The scientific basis of the program and the accomplish- 
ments of the National Tuberculosis Association. The American Review of 
Tuberculosis, Vol. 18, pp. 249-263, 1928. 
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Department of the Interior Bureau of Education Bulletin No. 22. Washing- 
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Deutschen Medizinischen Wochenschrift, Nr. 47, 9 pp., 1928. 
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Dorsey, Grorce A. Hows and Whys of Human Behavior. New York (Harper 
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Fox, Duane E. The big house. Washington, 11 pp., 1928. 

Frevup, Sigmunp. The Future of an Illusion. (Translated by W. D. Robson- 

Scott.) New York (Horace Liveright and the Institute of Psychoanalysis), 
1928. Pp. 98. 534 X 8% inches. $2.00 

GaRNER, J. W. La conception Anglo-Américaine du droit administratif. 
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INSTITUTE FOR CHILD GuipaNnce. Report of the Director of the Institute for 
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Penpve, Nicota. Constitutional Inadequacies. An Introduction to the Study of 
Abnormal Constitutions. (Translated by Sante Maccarati, with a Fore- 
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Medical Journal and Record, November 7, 1928. 6 pp. 
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Growth with Age. III. Physical Fitness as Reflected in Tests of Muscular 
Strength. Public Health Bulletin No. 179. Washington (U. S. Government 
Printing Office), 1928. Pp. xii + 124. 534 X Qinches. 30 cents (paper) 

Sopotra, JoHANNES. Atlasof Human Anatomy. Vol. I. The Bones, Ligaments, 
Joints, Regions and Muscles of the Human Body. Vol. II. The Viscera 
Including the Heart. Vol. III. The Nervous and Blood Vascular Systems 
and the Sense Organs of the Human Body, with an Appendix on the Lym- 
phatic System. (Edited from the sixth German edition by J. Playfair 
McMurrich.) New York (G. E. Stechert and Co.), 1927. Pp. xxiv + 785. 

754 X 95¢ inches. $15.00 

SrreETER, Georce L. Annual Report of the Director of the Department of 
Embryology. Year Book Carnegie Institution of Washington, No. 27, pp. 3-33, 
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Internationalen Kongresses fiir Vererbungswissenschaft Berlin 1927. Pp. 
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WEISSENBERG, Ricwarp. Entwicklungsgeschichte des Menschen mit Beriick- 
sichtigung der Wirbeltiere. (Revised by L. Michaelis.) Leipzig (Georg 

Thieme), 1929. Pp. xii + 293 + 6 plates. 5 X 734 inches. 10.70 marks 
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(Translated by James E. Lebensohn.) Chicago (The Professional Press, 

Inc.), 1928. Pp. 220. 5 X 7% inches. $3.50 
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Paviov, Ivan P. Lectures on Conditioned Reflexes. Twenty-five Years of 
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